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ABSTRACT 

The primary purpose of this work was to identify and 

address curriculum-related needs of environmental centers. 

Specific project purposes were to: 1) meet a variety of 

identified environmental center needs associated with growth 

in numbers and curriculum development, 2) provide a connection 

between established environmental education goals and environ

mental center instruction, 3) present a logical, defined for

mat for a cooperative school-center environmental education 

program, and 4) make recommendations for evaluation of environ

mental center program effectiveness. 

Needs were identified related to the role of environmental 

centers in environmental education, increasing center numbers, 

school-center relations, and environmental center curriculum 

goals. These needs \vere substantiated by examining the his

torical foundations of environmental centers; analyzing past 

and present environmental center curricula in terms of goals, 

instructional strategies, and program impacts; and looking at 

environmental education trends related to environmental centers. 

A curriculum model addressing the established environ

mental center curriculum needs was developed. The model 

presents current learning theories and curriculum development 

principles along with characteristics and principles of en

vironmental education. The "Goals for Curriculum Development 
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in Environmental Education" are suggested as an environmental 

education curriculum framework for environmental centers. 

The General Teaching Model is used as the curriculum design 

to which these goals are applied, thus providing a link be

tween program goals and actual instruction. Organization and 

development suggestions regarding instructional materials are 

included. Implementation suggestions are provided including 

a delineation of the various responsibilities of schools and 

centers in a cooperative environmental education program. 

Additionally, recommendations are made for evaluation of 

environmental center curriculums. 

Procedures for curriculum development at new environmen

tal centers and for modification of existing environmental 

center curricula are provided as a summary to the guide. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Why This Guide? 

Since the advent of environmental education in the 

1960's, there has been an ever increasing recognition of the 

scope and severity of environmental problems. Today criti-

cal issues ranging from water quality to waste disposal and 

from wilderness areas to nuclear power serve as reminders of 

present problems that demand resolution. 

It is the task of environmental education to provide 

students with the tools necessary to effectively resolve 

these environmental problems. Stapp and Cox (1979) offer a 

definition of environmental education which both defines the 

process and identifies the necessary tools: 

Environmental education is a process aimed at 
developing a world population that is aware of, 
and concerned about the total environment and 
its associated problems, and which has the 
knowledge, attitudes, motivation, commitments, 
and skills to work individually and collectively 
towards solutions of current problems and the 
prevention of new ones. 

It is clear that knowledge, attitudes, skills and cmnmitment 

are all necessary components of a successful environmental 

education program. 

In an effort to carry out their tasks, environmental 
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educators working in a variety of settings have produced an 

enormous amount of curriculum materials. Environmental 

center personnel have also participated in this curriculum 

development. The obvious question, then, must be asked, 

"Why do we need this guide?" 

This question can only be answered by examining our 

present center curricula in light of the above definition. 

How well do center environmental education curricula "stack 

up"? Too often deficiencies are readily apparent. Questions 

and problems, both basic and supplemental, remain unanswered. 

These stand as roadblocks in the path of continued improve-

ment in center growth and service. What should our role as 

centers be in environmental education? How should we address 

environmental education goals? How can we go beyond knowl

edge to affect students' attitudes towards environmental 

problems? Where do we find the time or money to modify our 

curricula? How do we establish solid, effective relation-

ships with schools? 

The purpose of this guide is to provide a curriculum 

framework which addresses these questions, thus helping en-

vironmental centers operate more effectively in teaching 

environmental education. The guide presents a curriculum 

framework which: 

1. Uses ecological concepts as a foundation for 
center curricula while also extending into 
socio-cultural spheres. 

2. Presents a logical, defined format for a coop
erative school-center environmental education 
program. 
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3. Incorporates the "Goals for Curriculum Devel
opment in Environmental Education" (developed 
by Hungerford, Peyton and Hilke, 1980). 

The end result is a functional guide allowing environ-

mental centers to effectively use the outdoors to address 

the goals of environmental education. It is hoped that this 

guide will allow environmental centers to get "in synch" 

with overall environmental education goals and reduce the 

common duplication of efforts in center curriculum 

development. 

~Vha t Is in the Guide? 

The guide is designed to be useful for a wide range of 

purposes. It includes both academic justifications of its 

content and practical curriculum suggestions which can be 

directly implemented. Center personnel are encouraged to 

make use of whatever sections of the guide best meet their 

needs. 

In the first chapter of the guide, the literature of 

environmental education is explored and a rationale for this 

guide is developed. The role of centers in environmental 

education is examined and the need for an environmental edu-

cation curriculum guide for centers is discussed. 

The second chapter takes a look at how centers got to 

where they are today. It includes a historical overview of 

environmental education and environmental centers, an exam-

ination of past and present environmental center curricula, 

a discussion of general curriculum trends in environmental 

education, and a look at the implications of these trends 
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for environmental centers. 

The last chapter of the guide examines and describes 

the various components of an environmental education curric

ulum model for environmental centers. It includes principles 

of curriculum development, goals and objectives, curriculum 

aspects to consider, organization suggestions, implementation 

suggestions, example units, and recommendations for curricu

lum evaluation alternatives. 

It should be noted that the term "environmental center" 

is used throughout the guide. Admittedly, environmental 

education is but one possible focus of a nature center or 

outdoor facility. The term "environmental center" is used 

because the principle purpose of this guide is to serve any 

centers desiring to provide environmental education for K-12 

groups at their facilities. 

THE ROLE OF CENTERS IN ENVIRO~TI1ENTAL EDUCATION 

The fact that environmental centers are important, 

strong allies of environmental education has long been rec

ognized. The Environmental Education Act of 1970 includes 

"planning for outdoor ecological study centers" in its stated 

goals. Environmental centers play a major role in maintain

ing the connection between people and their natural heritage. 

Urbanization is increasing while natural areas are dwindling. 

This combination threatens to effectively cut humans off from 

the natural world around them, dangerously impairing their 

abilities to make sound, ecologically based decisions on 
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environmental issues. 

The ability of environmental centers to use the out

doors and methodologies of outdoor education to further the 

goals of environmental education represents another contribu

tion of centers to the overall environmental education 

picture. 

The axioms justifying outdoor education methods are not 

new. Over the years such educators and philosophers as 

Froebel, Spencer, Dewey, James, and Thorndike have all point

ed out the need to reinforce abstract learning with concrete 

experience. Because contemporary curriculum emphasizes ab

stract knowledge (Hammerman and Hammerman, 1973), the need 

to provide students with concrete learning experiences is 

becoming increasingly important. 

Hammerman and Hammerman (1973) have identified a number 

of major educational needs that are met by this "hands-on" 

characteristic of outdoor education methodology. 

The need for realism in education is met through out

door education's emphasis on learning through firsthand 

observations and direct experience. This enriches and com

plements school content that is often highly verbal. Knowl

edge gained in this way is learned more rapidly and retained 

longer. 

Learning activities outdoors also serve the need for 

environmental literacy. Through on-site, hands-on instruc

tion, students are able to better develop insights regarding 

ecological relationships anJ. man's responsibility to maintain 
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the quality of the environment than they are through text

book exercises (Hammerman and Hammerman, 1973). 

Additionally, outdoor education methodology improves 

teacher-pupil relationships, allows for in-depth study of 

subject matter through the use of larger blocks of time, is 

conducive to "purposeful learning" or learning through prob-

lem solving, and provides a setting where the students may 

enjoy the pure thrill of discovery which is often lacking in 

traditional curriculum (Hammerman and Hammerman, 1973). 

THE NEED FOR AN ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION 

CURRICULUM GUIDE FOR CENTERS 

Even when a general consensus is reached regarding the 

importance of centers in furthering environmental education 

efforts, a central question remains unaddressed. Is there a 

need for yet another environmental curriculum guide for 

centers? Certainly there have been volumes of environmental 

education curriculum guides and materials produced that would 

be applicable. What is wrong with these materials? \.Jhy 

shouldn't centers develop materials as they are needed or 

continue using the curricula they have already implemented? 

Responses to basic questions such as these provide the 

rationale for this guide. They will be presented in the 

following four sections: 

1. The Changing Role of Centers 

2. Increasing Center Numbers 

3. School/Center Relations 

4. The Need for Curriculum Goals at Environmental 
Centers 
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The Changing Role of Centers 

Traditionally the function of centers has been to pro

vide a setting where people can directly experience the 

natural world, gain knowledge of the ecological principles 

which govern that natural world, and develop increased aware

ness of how humans participate in and influence natural sys

tems. The National Audubon Society's Directory of Nature 

Centers and Related Environmental Education Facilities (1975) 

states, 

Regardless of whether these facilities are called 
nature centers, conservation education centers, 
environmental education centers, outdoor resident 
schools, outdoor school laboratories, outdoor edu
cation areas, or wildlife preserves and sanctuaries, 
they all have a unifying purpose, i.e., to foster a 
better understanding of man's place in the ecologi
cal community. 

In the past, this fostering of ecological understanding 

meant taking a child to an environmental center and teaching 

him or her about natural history. Today "there appears to 

be a shift from natural science theory to social science 

theory" (Kostka, 1975). 

Kostka (1975) reviewed the literature regarding this 

trend. She found that the long accepted role of environmen-

tal centers is changing. Traditionally, centers have pro-

vided experiences in a natural setting with the hope and 

assumption that visitors will apply what they've learned in 

that experience to their own lives. 

Gaining more support today is an environmental center 

role in which deliberately planned encounters between the 
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visitors and the natural world are provided. These encoun

ters are designed to place choices and possible applications 

in clear focus. 

Despite the fact that some center personnel shy away 

from this "activist" role, the literature reviewed by Kostka 

(1975) seems to stress the need for change. The focus of 

centers must evolve from "aesthetics" to an orientation more 

in line with current environmental education philosophy. 

Expansion of enviror.mental center philosophy from natural 

science themes to include social science is needed. Centers 

.should strive to help visitors integrate attitudes and find 

outlets for actions which help environmental causes (Kostka, 

1976). "Goals indirectly sought may never be realized. If 

the nature center goal is action, then it must stress action" 

(Kostka, 1975). 

A need exists, therefore, for curriculum materials which 

aid centers in expanding beyond their traditional roles. 

This guide addresses that need. 

Increasing Center Numbers 

There can be little doubt that interest in outdoor 

learning and environmental education is growing at a phenom

enal rate. This interest is reflected in environmental 

centers. The first edition of the National Audubon Society's 

Directory of Nature Centers and Related Environmental Educa

tion Facilities in 1969 listed 356 facilities. The 1975 

edition listed 558 facilities, an increase of 202 in a six-
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year period. There are presently over 1,000 environmental 

centers in America alone, with the number growing and the 

concept spreading internationally (Shomon, 1979). 

In 1974, Shomon stated that centers were being construct

ed at a rate of 60 to 75 per year. At 1976 survey of centers 

showed 49% of the centers responding had opened within a 

seven-year period prior to the study (Holtz, 1976). "The goal 

set by the Nature Center Planning Division - National Audubon 

Society in 1961 was 2,000 nature centers in America by the 

year 2000. It is obvious that if the nature center movement 

continues to grow as it has in the past this rather ambitious 

goal will not only be reached but greatly surpassed'' (Shomon, 

1979). 

What are the implications of this unprecedented growth 

for environmental education and center curriculum development? 

An increase in center numbers means that centers will play an 

increasingly important part in the overall environmental edu

cation process. Additionally, increasing center numbers means 

an even greater need for environmental education curriculum 

materials. Both of these implications lend credence to the 

need for this guide. 

School/Center Relations 

Several studies (Brady 1972, Slater 1972, Hosley 1974, 

Howie 1974, Kostka 1976, Becker 1977, and Gross and Pizzini 

1979) have found that field experiences at environmental cen

ters can be effective and should be included as an integral 
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part of an on-going school curriculum. Although classroom 

instruction may be superior to the outdoor setting for ini

tial concept formation in students (Howie, 1974) and the 

effectiveness of isolated center experiences without class

room support is questionable (Kostka, 1976), a combination of 

classroom and field experience at an environmental center pro

duces positive results. Studies show that such a combination 

is better than either classroom instruction only or outdoor 

instruction only in producing positive cognitive and affective 

changes in the students (Hosley 1974, Howie 1974, Gross and 

Pizzini 1979). It is apparent that environmental centers can 

serve a vital function; however, they must work closely with 

schools as partners with mutual goals. 

In light of these findings, one would expect a solid 

working relationship between centers and schools. Unfortun

ately, this is not the case. Kostka (1975) found no litera

ture on the question of how to develop school-center relation

ships. Corresponding to this lack of literature is a state of 

confusion in the delineation of "who does what" between cen

ters and schools. 

Environmental center visits might be all the environmen

tal education a school district offers students during a year, 

yet environmental center personnel never intended their pro

grams to be all the environmental education a child might get 

(Kostka, 1975). Environmental education consisting of one or 

two visits to a center is inadequate (Kostka, 1975). Pre

activities and follow-up activities with the teacher should 
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be used to solidify the experience and serve as a "bridge 

between the center and the world of the visitor" (Eddy, 1969). 

Classroom teachers, on the other hand, often want more 

help from centers in environmental education. They might be 

acquainted with programs and curricula but lack the experience 

applying outdoor ideas and methods (Kostka, 1975). 

Clearly the need exists for curriculum materials which 

logically define and describe the roles schools and centers 

should play in a cooperative program. A program of this 

nature would allow schools and centers to work together to-

wards the goals of environmental education. One of the pur

poses of this guide is to provide such a framework. 

The Need for Curriculum Goals 
At Environmental Centers 

Given the established need for cooperative efforts be-

tween environmental centers and schools in environmental 

education, the assumption that the two educational facilities 

share common goals in environmental education would seem a 

logical one. Unfortunately it is difficult to determine 

whether common goals do exist. 

The majority of the research that has been done related 

to goals for curriculum development has focused on public 

school programs. Results indicate that "the presence of 

environmental education in public school curricula can often 

be characterized by loose organization and little sense of 

direction" (Roth, 1976). 

Oftentimes general characteristics of public school 
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environmental education programs are not available. This 

leads to co~~unication problems, overlap, duplication of 

efforts, and inefficient utilization of human and fiscal re

sources. As a result, the planning, development, operation, 

and overall effectiveness of environmental education curricula 

are diminished (Childress, 1978). Furthermore, "this lack of 

knowledge results in curriculum development which is largely 

intuitive in nature without a cohesive strategy to guide de

velopers towards goals which would facilitate the production 

of a citizenry competent to cope successfully with environ

mental issues" (Hungerford, et al. , 1980) . 

While even less literature exists regarding goal and ob

jective formation for environmental center curriculum develop

ment, the situation is apparently similar to that found in the 

public schools. In a national survey of center directors, 

Holtz (1976) found that 99% of the centers surveyed reported 

programs designed to affect the environmental attitudes of 

the program participants. In the same survey, however, only 

12% of the centers surveyed provided environmental education 

objectives to fulfill this purpose as requested by the sur

veyor. It appears that environmental center curricula are, 

for the most part, also intuitive in design. 

In response to a lack of general goals to guide curricu

lum development in envir0nmental education, a number of goals 

have been proposed in recent years. The work of Stapp (1970), 

and the Tbilisi Intergovernmental Conference (1978), and the 

"Goals for Curriculum Development in Environmental Education" 
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designed by Hungerford, Peyton and Wilke (1980) are the most 

notable advancements in this area. Despite the fact that 

these goals exist, many new and existing environmental cen

ters continue to struggle with the development of a philosophy, 

goals and general objectives for their facilities. This cur

riculum development usually overlooks established goals re

sulting in a number of negative consequences. 

First, individual center goals developed at most centers 

do not adequately address environmental education goals. The 

goals proposed by Stapp (1970), the Tbilisi Conference (1978) 

and Hungerford, et al. (1980) emphasize the need for helping 

people actually solve environmental problems through skills 

training and involvement. It appears, however, that most 

environmental centers which have curriculum goals focus them 

mainly on developing an appreciation and awareness of the 

environment. Little is done to develop issue awareness, 

problem solving, or action skills. 

A second negative consequence is that tremendous dupli

cation of effort occurs as center after center "reinvents 

the wheel." This means that many centers are going through 

the same long, tedious process of curriculum development, 

implementation and evaluation (often pursuing similar themes). 

They are sorting through nountains of curriculum material 

trying to decide "what is good" and are suffering from lack 

of continuity in their programs as the development process 

outlasts the personnel tenure at their centers. Perhaps most 

importantly, however, they are trapped redeveloping tradi

tional concepts instead of addressing new ideas. 
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Thus many negative consequences result from not employ

ing generally accepted environmental education goals in en

vironmental center curriculum development. If this is the 

case, why is it that generally accepted goals are seldom 

used? 

A number of theories exist as to why environmental cen

ters fail to implement accepted environmental education goals. 

One obvious possibility involves time constraints. Center 

personnel simply don't have time to modify and rewrite their 

existing curriculum to incorporate these goals. Kostka (1975) 

notes, "nature centers report being swamped with requests for 

field trips" and "naturalists find many teachers overdependent 

on nature center resources for field trip program planning." 

The demands of daily teaching and program planning leave 

little time for curriculum improvement efforts at centers 

where personnel are already heavily burdened. 

Closely related to time constraints are the financial 

limitations within which environmental centers must operate. 

Many centers have difficulty meeting the financial obligations 

of day to day programming. They would have even greater dif

ficulty incurring the costly expense of staffing a curriculum 

renovation to incorporate environmental education goals. 

The resulting effect of time constraints and financial 

limitations is often ignorance on the part of center personnf'l. 

Many center environmental educators are unaware of the scope 

and trends of environmental education curricula throughout 

the country (Strojny, 1979). As a result, most environmental 
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education programs "are developed around a limited number of 

simple concepts and strategies or represent duplications of 

other mediocre environmental education curricula" (Strojny, 

1979). 

Another possible reason goal usage is lacking in environ

mental center curricula is that there is a lack of coordina

tion between centers and schools. Often this results in 

environmental education program continuity which is fragmented 

at best. "There appears to be a certain amount of shopping 

around by teachers and school districts among various nature 

centers. Variety may be achieved but continuity is seldom 

gained" (Kostka, 1975). 

As a result of such "shopping," center personnel begin 

to develop programs uniquely designed for a particular group. 

"Naturalists will go on 'spinning their wheels' as long as 

they continue to focus on individual groups. Nature center 

personnel should concentrate on developing program sequences 

which will challenge a child as he develops K-12 with in

creasing interest, depth of understanding and confrontation 

with issues" (Kostka, 1975). 

In short, cooperation between schools and centers is 

needed on environmental education philosophy and the methods 

to be employed so that environmental education goals can be 

effectively addressed. This cooperation is needed "so that 

school personnel understand what part of environmental edu

cation they are expected to handle and nature center personnel 

understand their part" (Kostka, 1975). 
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It has also been theorized that the general goals are 

avoided due to the difficulties in translating them into 

instructional objectives that can be implemented (Hungerford, 

et al., 1980). One of the previously mentioned goal proposals 

addresses this problem. The "Goals for Curriculum Development 

in Environmental Education" (Hungerford, et al., 1980) in

cludes both a general goal for environmental education and 

sub or intermediate goals which can more easily be broken down 

into specific instructional objectives. By dividing the gen

eral goal into four subgoals including ecological foundations, 

conceptual awareness, investigation and evaluation, and en

vironmental action skills levels, the designers present a 

logical curriculum framework. The framework is both feasible 

in design for use by environmental centers and it addresses 

the ultimate goal of environmental education; namely, aiding 

in the formation of a knowledgeable, skilled and involved 

citizenry. 



CHAPTER II 

WHERE DID WE COME FROM? - A HISTORICAL OVERVIEW 

OF ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION AND 

ENVIRONMENTAL CENTERS 

Perhaps too much neglected in the study of en
vironmental problems have been the deeds of 
those whose enlightened concern was aroused 
long before Earth Day- in some cases, genera
tions before. (Stuhr, 1973) 

A number of education efforts have been associated with 

various phases of the century old environmental movement. 

Environmental education is currently the "state-of-the-art" 

in this regard. It has emerged as the product of many his-

torical and educational movements. In the formation of its 

structure, environmental education has both dra\vn from these 

movements and contributed its own unique attributes. This 

section will explore the major historical, philosophical, 

and educational foundations of the following four movements. 

1. Nature Study 

2. Outdoor Education 

3. Conservation Education 

4. Environmental Education 

It will also examine the evolution and current status of en-

vironmental centers in the context of these movements. 
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Nature Study 

The nature study movement marked the historical begin

ning of the environmental movement we recognize today. It 

represents an important part of the American education scene 

because it originated during a time when there was little 

concern for the natural environment. Such men as Emerson, 

Thoreau and Marsh supported the aesthetic value of nature and 

challenged the myth of resource inexhaustability. Others 

such as Muir, Burroughs and Powell stressed preservation dur

ing this period. Their efforts resulted in the formation of 

numerous national parks, forests and refuges. 

It is within this historical perspective that the roots 

of nature study education are found. Wilbur Jackson earned 

the unofficial title, "Father of Nature Study" for his book, 

Nature Study for the Common School. In it he suggested, 

among other things, that teachers emphasize questions and not 

answers. In 1908 Liberty Hyde Bailey established the Nature 

Study Society. The Society's main goal \vas, and still is, to 

develop appreciation, respect and understanding of nature 

through field study. Six years later, Anna Botsford Comstock 

published her Handbook of Nature Study, a guide for teachers 

wishing to incorporate nature study into their curriculum. 

Nature study became an integral part of many school cur

ricula. Remnants of the rational€~s used as justification for 

its inclusion in turn of the century curriculum remain with 

us today. Numerous contemporary elementary science philoso

phies and methods have their roots in nature study rationales 
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(Olmsted, 1967). 

Today the nature study movement exists, with its cur

rent purpose very similar to the original focus of the move

ment. It strives to develop in people understanding and 

respect for the natural environment and to cultivate in 

people the powers of accurate observation. The implied as

sumption is that if someone becomes interested in the envir0n

ment they will then become concerned about environmental 

problems. 

Outdoor Education 

The movement presently accepted as outdoor education 

began in the late 1920's. It can be generally defined as the 

use of resources outside the classroom for educational pur

poses. The rationale for outdoor education is quite differ

ent from any of the other movements because it lacks a con

tent of its own. Instead, it represents a teaching methodol

ogy which expands the educational environment into the out

doors. It cuts across curriculum areas to serve any subject 

area for which outdoor applications can be found. The basic 

tenet of outdoor education is summed up in a very familiar 

quote, "Teach outdoors that which can best be taught out

doors, and teach indoors that which can best be taught in

doors" (Sharp, 1952). 

Two spokesmen were very influential in directing the 

early outdoor education movement. L. B. Sharp was a strong 

advocate for using the outdoors as a laboratory to provide 
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experiences with the natural environment. Julian Smith 

stressed the acquisition of skills for the intelligent use 

of the outdoors and the proper use of one's leisure time. 

The outdoor education movement began as an effort to 

familiarize an increasing number of urban students with their 

natural surroundings. The 1940's represented an experimental 

period in the development of outdoor education programs. 

Legislation was enacted in many states to establish outdoor 

education, especially school camping programs. It is likely 

that many environmental centers were born of this experimen

tation as well. During the decade of the fifties, outdoor 

education grew out of experimentation to become a recognized 

part of school programs. School camping was still the pri

mary pattern but a broad program of outdoor experiences was 

becoming accepted. 

Present day outdoor education remains above all, "a 

method of teaching as well as a principle of using the out

of-doors wherever possible" (Sharp, 1952). From this base, 

the major goals of outdoor education, firsthand outdoor 

experiences, development of physical and mental capabilities, 

acquisition of outdoor recreation skills, and environmental 

awareness, are pursued. 

Conservation Education 

Historically, conservation education arose during a 

period of increased emphasis on management of the nation's 

natural resources. Men such as Theodore Roosevelt and Gifford 
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Pinchot were largely responsible for initiating this trend. 

The period from 1900 through the 1920's saw the formulation 

of many national conservation policies regarding the manage

ment of land, air and water. The 1920's through the 1950's 

saw the formation of many national conservation agencies. 

Conservation education was the educational movement 

which accompanied this increased emphasis on resource manage

ment. Although it first appeared in college programs in the 

early 1900's and in public school programs in the 1920's, it 

was most firmly rooted in the depression years. The main 

goal of the movement was to promote wise use and management 

of natural resources. 

Conservation education became a national movement be

cause of two basic needs. First, there was a need for citi

zens to understand the role of natural resources in society. 

For this reason, conservation education focused on assisting 

citizens, both youth and adults, in understanding the char

acteristics, status, uses, problems and policies regarding 

natural resources. 

Secondly, there was a need for both proper management of 

these resources and support of these management practices. 

Therefore, the conservation education movement sought to 

awaken the public to the degradation of our natural resources, 

help people recognize the importance of natural resources to 

our society, and develop public support for natural resource 

management programs. 

The work of Aldo Leopold and his land ethic philosophy 
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represented a significant contribution to the conservation 

movement. Prior to Leopold, conservation efforts were de

fended on aesthetic, religious or "good economic sense" 

grounds. Leopold's land ethic was based on the ecological 

premise that humankind shares the environment with all other 

forms of life. We therefore "bear the responsibility of 

maintaining it in the best interests of the total life com

munity of which we are a part" (Swan, 1975). In many ways, 

it was this ethic which served as the catalyst that offered 

a new way of thinking about the environment. It was a con

necting link which brought ingredients from nature study, 

outdoor education and conservation education together under 

a new "philosophical roof." The foundation for environmental 

education had been laid. 

Environmental Education 

Environmental education emerged in the 1960's with its 

roots firmly entrenched in education movements of the past, 

yet differing from those movements in many important ways. 

Through the news media society was being bombarded with more 

and more complex environmental problems. Educators became 

aware of the need to assist in training people to deal ef

fectively with these problems. The environmental education 

movement arose in the late 1960's in response to this need. 

Early leaders in the field such as Schoenfeld, Stapp and 

Swan stressed the need for commitment to a quality environ

ment for present and future generations. The movement enjoyed 
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continued growth through the decade of the seventies and to 

the present. Strojny (1979) reports that "most schools now 

accept environmental education as a part of their curriculum 

responsibility." 

Environmental educators teach that we live in a rela

tively closed life-support system--the "Spaceship Earth" 

concept. Our planet contains all the air, water and land we 

will ever have. For this reason environmental educators are 

not concerned simply with how resources are managed. They 

are also vitally concerned with the societal and cultural 

values contributing to environmental problems. Environmental 

educators see the need for a set of societal values which 

place "quality ahead of quantity" and are based on require

ments of living with and within our total environment. "En

vironmental education must get to the heart of the matter: 

It must deal with values and attitudes, and these values must 

be based on an understanding of how we hope to manage the 

environment" (Arnstein, 1971). 

In essence, the end goal of environmental education is 

action on the part of citizens to resolve environmental prob

lems. Hungerford and Peyton (1976) state that, "Environmental 

education should prepare a citizen who is environmentally 

literate and willing to act on a set of values consistent 

\lith the ecological well-being of the biosphere." The obvi

ous question remains, however, "How do we get from here to 

there?". Given a philosophical base and an end goal, what 

are the intermediate steps necessary to produce environmen

tally literate citizens? 
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Hart (1981) reviewed the literature of environmental 

education published between 1966 and 1978. The intent was 

to identify key characteristics or components of environ-

mental education. Of the 25 characteristics identified, ten 

seem particularly useful in determining components necessary 

if the end goal of environmental action is to be attained. 

The ten characteristics are: 

1. Interdisciplinary 

2. Conceptual (ecological and environmental aware
ness concepts) 

3. Process development (cognitive, affective, and 
behavioral) toward environmental problem solving 

4. Problem solving skills 

5. Values clarifying skills 

6. Holistic approach 

7. Environmental issue oriented 

8. Firsthand experiences and active participation 

9. Present and future orientation 

10. Field studies (urban and natural environments) 

Other authors have suggested the use of intermediate 

goals or objectives to serve as stepping stones toward the 

end goal. This will be discussed in a later section. 

The Uniqueness of Environmental Education 

The fact that environmental education has drawn heavily 

from the other educational movements discussed, has been 

noted. The philosophy, characteristics and end goal of en-

vironmental education have also been described in general 

terms. It may yet be unclear, however, how environmental 
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education differs from these other movements. 

Nature study, with its emphasis on appreciation and 

understanding of the environment, and development of obser

vation skills, plays a part in environmental education but 

is not equivalent. Its empiricism and methodology are of 

great use to environmental education. Nature study, however, 

fails to deal with the social and cultural aspects of environ

mental problems. 

The major difference between environmental education 

and outdoor education lies in outdoor education's lack of 

content. Outdoor education is a method of instruction. En

vironmental education is a discipline with structure and a 

body of knowledge all its own. Outdoor education does, there

fore, contribute significantly to the collection of teaching 

strategies available to environmental educators. 

Environmental education is most similar to, and most 

often confused with, conservation education. Although con

servation education contributes to the substantive structure 

of environmental education, the two are not synonymous. The 

main difference appears to be the focus of each education 

type and the implications inherent in each respective focus. 

Conservation education has generally been described as 

having a "wise use of natural resources" focus. Implied in 

this description is a discipline which strives for continued 

use of natural resources. This has traditionally been accom

plished through fixed, predetermined management practices. 

Conversely, environmental education includes considera

tion of human values in addressing problems related to 
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natural resources. Its goal is to meet people's needs but 

also uphold the integrity of the environment. Environmental 

education stresses alternative management practices. These 

alternatives are analyzed in terms of outcome or effects on 

the biosphere. Environmental education is therefore able to 

go beyond ecology and management. It encompasses any eco-

logically related issue and includes an examination of the 

human values impinging on those issues. 

Hobart (1972) identified the heart of the difference 

between conservation education and environmental education, 

and went on to describe the need for environmental education: 

In its simplest form, conservation has been de
fined as "wise use." But that alone leaves the 
entire concept open to personal interpretation 
and prostitution by vested and economic interests 

. . the prime consideration must be the quality 
of life, aside from purely material goods or eco
nomic return--a clean environment and healthy, 
stimulating, and rewarding surroundings--adequacy 
without gluttony. 

Evolution and Status of Environmental Centers 

\{here do environmental centers fit in the evolution of 

environment-associated education movements? It is most like-

ly that centers resulted from the convergence of various as-

pects of nature study, outdoor education and conservation 

education. 

The emphasis on field activities in nature study played 

a .part in the growth of centers. Camping activities, con-

sidered for many years the optimal outdoor education experi-

ence, became increasingly associated with established camps 

and eventually centers. The political and financial influ-
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ence of conservation education in the post-depression years 

contributed as well. 

It is unknown when the first center was built. Holtz 

(1976) surveyed one hundred sixty centers in thirty-four 

states. The earliest opening of a center surveyed was 1926. 

In any event, the "nature center movement" probably began 

sometime after World War II. Shomon (1974) describes the 

1940's through the 1960's as a period of birth, adolescence 

and growth of centers. He described the 1970's as a decade 

of respected maturity and continued growth. "No doubt com

munity nature centers and like facilities will find themselves 

playing an increasingly important role in America's pursuit of 

environmental quality" (Shomon, 1974). 

Shomon's prediction of the increasing importance of cen

ters is given some validity by the sheer number of visitors 

coming to centers in America each year. Estimates have been 

put at between 40 and 50 million people annually (Shomon, 

1974). It must be acknowledged that visitor numbers are not 

a sufficient evaluation of center programs. However, with 

the enormity of the figures, the potential for environmental 

centers to further environmental education efforts cannot be 

disputed. 

It appears that the majority of the visitors to environ

mental centers are school and youth groups in the K-12 age 

range. Results from a survey taken at the Association of 

Wisconsin Environmental Center Administrators and Program 

Directors meeting in 1982 (Gross, 1982) seem to verify this 

finding. All fourteen of the centers responding spend sixty 
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percent or more of their program time serving the K-12 

clientele group. Five of the centers serve this group more 

than ninety percent of the time. The greatest adult use of 

a center in the survey was thirty-eight percent. Most cen-

ters responding devote only five percent to thirty percent 

of their time to adult programming. 

WHERE ARE WE NOW? - AN OVERVIEW OF ENVIRONMENTAL 

CENTER CURRICULA AND PROGP~S 

The purpose of this section is to describe the current 

status of environmental center curricula. This will be ac-

complished by examining three main aspects of environmental 

center programs. 

1. Environmental Center Goals 

2. Environmental Center Instructional Strategies 

3. Results and Impacts of Environmental Center 
Curricula 

Environmental Center Goals 

It would seem only logical that an environmental center 

have goals. It is, after all, the goals and purposes of an 

environmental center that justify that center's existence. 

If a center seeks to teach environmental education, it would 

make sense to have center goals which are in keeping with the 

goals of the environmental education discipline. A number of 

environmental education goals have been developed which can 

be adapted to such a purpose. 

Roth (1970) interviewed nearly 800 scholars, practitioners 
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and educators from 40 disciplines to determine concepts fun

damental to environment management. He identified 12 major 

conceptual areas and 111 individual concepts. His major 

conceptual areas are: 

1. Environmental Management 
2. Management Techniques 
3. Economics 
4. Environmental Problems 
5. Environmental Ecology 
6. Adaptation and Evolution 
7. Natural Resources 
8. Socio-cultural Environment 
9. Culture 

10. Politics 
11. The Family/Individual 
12. Psychological Aspects 

Cook (1975) described a federal government effort in 

the area of environmental education objectives. The Federal 

Interagency Committee on Education, a committee consisting 

of members from 10 federal agencies, proposed a list of 

learning objectives representing what an environmentally 

literate person should know. These objectives cover cogni-

tive areas only. They do not include objectives regarding 

values and problem-solving skills. The FICE objectives are 

organized around three main categories. 

1. Fundamental concepts about the Earth's 
environment. 

2. Humans as an integral part of Earth's eco
system and entirely dependent on it for life 
support. 

3. Human needs and activities must be harmonized 
with ecosystem requirements. 

In October of 1977 the First Intergovernmental Confer-

ence on Environmental Education was held in the Soviet Union 

City of Tbilisi. Three hundred forty delegates from 142 
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countries attended. The Tbilisi Declaration, adopted by the 

conference participants, set forth both recommended goals 

for environmental education and the following categories 

under which environmental education objectives can be 

formulated. 

1. Awareness - Awareness and sensitivity to the en
vironment and environmental problems. 

2. Knowledge - Experience in and basic understanding 
of the environment and its related 
problems. 

3. Attitudes - Acquisition of values and concern for 
the environment and motivation to 
actively work for environmental improve
ment and protection. 

4. Skills Skills to identify and solve environ
mental problems as an individual or 
in groups. 

5. Participation - Provide opportunities to be active
ly working toward the resolution of 
environmental problems. 

The purpose of a study done by Hammerman ( 1979) was 

to arrive at a comprehensive set of major objectives for 

environmental education. A list of seventy objectives was 

developed through a review of current research and literature. 

This list was reduced to 24 by the 50 state environmental 

education coordinators. A final reduction to 10 was complet-

ed by a panel of professionals in the field. The 10 objec-

tives are: 

1. Treat environmental education in an inte~disci
plinary manner. 

2. Develop knowledgeable, aware and motivated citizens. 

3. Develop awareness of a person's relationship to 
the total environment. 
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4. Show humans as an inseparable part of the func
tioning ecosystem. 

5. Provide experience working with environmental 
problems (i.e., value clarification and problem 
solving) . 

6. Foster attitudes and lifestyles compatible with 
the environment. 

7. Help gain experiences with the total environ
ment which show humankind's responsibility to it. 

8. Develop awareness of the need for individual 
responsibility. 

9. Develop a holistic view of the environment. 

10. Develop awareness of the historical, cultural and 
natural environments of local communities. 

The "Goals for Curriculum Development in Environmental 

Education" (Hungerford, Peyton and Wilke, 1980), were de-

signed to provide a framework of goals for environmental 

education. They represent a concise, up-to-date synthesis 

of the work done in the area of goals for environmental edu~ 

cation prior to their development. It is these goals \vhich 

are used in the curriculum design described in this guide. 

There are two major subdivisions within the "Goals for 

Curriculum Development in Environmental Education." A gener-

al, superordinate goal for environmental education is pre-

sented. This general goal is then broken down into inter

mediate goals or levels. It is suggested that more specific 

instructional objectives be developed for each intermediate 

goal. 

The superordinate goal of environmental education as de-

fined in the "Goals for Curriculum Development in Environ-

mental Education" is: 
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To aid citizens in becoming environmentally knowl
edgeable and, above all, skilled and dedicated 
citizens who are willing to work, individually and 
collectively, toward achieving and/or maintaining 
a dynamic equilibrium between quality of life and 
quality of the environment. 

Out of this general goal, the intermediate goals are 

developed. They are as follows: 

1. Ecological Foundations Level - This level seeks 
to provide the person with sufficient ecological 
knowledge to make sound ecologically based de
cisions on environmental issues. 

2. Conceptual Awareness Level - This goal provides 
conceptual awareness of how individual or group 
actions affect the environment and result in 
environmental issues which must be resolved. 

3. Investigation and Evaluation Level - This level 
provides both skills and experience in investi
gating environmental issues and evaluating al
ternative solutions. 

4. Environmental Action Skills Level - This goal 
provides the skills and opportunities necessary 
for a person to take positive environmental 
action. 

Within the "Goals for Curriculum Development in Environmental 

Education," each of the four levels of intermediate goals is 

more specifically defined. The entire version of the "Goals 

for Curriculum Development in Environmental Education" can 

be found in Appendix A. 

It is obvious that numerous goal frameworks for environ-

mental education do exist. Most of these goal designs could 

be implemented at environmental centers. However, for the 

most part, this has not occurred. Most centers either do 

not address environmental education goals at all, or focus 

primarily on ecological and environmental awareness concepts. 

Quite often environmental center programming represents 
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a "hodge podge" of objectives related to ecological concepts, 

conservation education and recreation experiences. Tanner 

(1974) reports that, "Resident Outdoor Schools have a multi

plicity of objectives, only some of which are clearly related 

to environmental education. This situation seems to have 

contributed to a degree of confusion among teachers regard

ing the proper scope and goals of environmental education." 

When environmental education goals are addressed at 

centers, the emphasis is usually on awareness and ecological 

concepts. Values, issue investigation and evaluation, en

vironmental problem solving and environmental action skills 

are topics that are rarely covered. 

In the survey of Wisconsin Environmental Center Admin

istrators and Program Directors (Gross, 1982), only two cen

ters provided goal statements which mentioned environmental 

issues, problem solving or ethics. Ten of the thirteen 

centers which responded to goal related questions reported 

spending less than ten percent of their program time on 

awareness of environmental issues or human values regarding 

the environment. Twelve of these centers spend less than 

ten percent of their time on issue investigation and action 

skills. Conversely, twelve of the thirteen responding cen

ters had programs which focused on nature awareness and 

ecology concepts fifty percent or more of the time. 

It is apparent that many gaps exist between current 

environmental center programs and recommended environment~l 

education goals. Childress (1978) conducted a study designed 
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to describe general environmental education curricula char

acteristics. He found objectives that focused on apprecia

tion of, and knowledge about the environment were considered 

of more importance in a majority of programs and projects 

than were objectives focusing on helping students develop 

problem solving skills and actually solving environmental 

problems. Kostka (1975) reported that planners of environ

mental facilities and program philosophy have paid little 

attention to environmental attitudes. This situation must 

change if environmental centers hope to contribute signifi

cantly to the goals of environmental education. 

Environmental Center Instructional Strategies 

An examination of present environmental center status 

should not only include their goals but also should consider 

the instructional strategies they employ. 

A study was conducted by Strojny (1979) which sought to 

identify the strategies and characteristics of exemplary en

vironmental education programs. The study did not focus 

specifically on environmental centers, but it was inclusive 

of environmental center programs. A list of program traits 

considered essential to superior environmental education 

programs by experts in the field was developed through an 

extensive literature review. These characteristics were 

then converted to criteria which were used to evaluate pro

grams. Curriculum components considered essential were 

organized into two major groups: 
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1. Instructional Process Strategies - The following 
processes should be considered as underlying 
program themes: 

a. Interdisciplinary approach 
b. Values exploration 
c. Problem-solving processes 
c. Ecological and environmental responsibility 

2. Curriculum Design Qualities 

a. Structure - Programs should be organized and 
complete rather than separate learning 
activities. 

b. Completeness - Complete coverage should be 
given to environmental themes. Single topic 
units or those limited in content or scope 
should be excluded. 

c. Continuity - Year round learning sequences 
are preferred over one-day or week excursions. 

d. Articulation - Programs should be designed 
for at least one educational level (e.g., 
primary) rather than one grade level. 

e. Generalizability - Programs should be adapt
able for use in a variety of geographical 
and local areas. 

f. Experiential Learning - Hands-on, active par
ticipation, involving learning activities are 
preferred. 

Data was collected by reviewing approximately 200 pro-

grams from a variety of sources. These sources included 

environmental education schools, nature centers, environ-

mental organizations, school districts and community groups. 

Twenty programs were determined to have met the selection 

criteria. Each program was then critically analyzed to eval-

uate quality, limitations, innovations and utilization 

possibilities. 

The results of Strojny's study provide some insight 

into the status of instructional strategies at environmental 
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centers and in environmental education in general. 

On the positive side, the programs examined utilized 

a diverse array of experiential learning techniques. These 

ranged from traditional field studies to simulations, role 

playing and citizen action projects. Additionally, all the 

programs analyzed used a strong interdisciplinary emphasis. 

The results also showed some apparent program weaknesses 

however. Values clarification activities were not often used. 

No programs attempted to use a moral reasoning model. Only a 

few programs offered experience in a structured problem 

solving process. Clearly some discrepancies exist between 

current program strategies and those strategies recommended 

by environmental education experts. 

The findings reported by Theis (1974) concur with those 

of Strojny. Theis found environmental centers using outmoded 

instructional techniques. He pointed out the need for curri

culum and methodology revisions which implement modern re

search findings. 

It is apparent that the problem revolves around the fact 

that most center activities focus only on teaching ecological 

concepts and environmental awareness. Activities which allow 

the exploration of values and experience in problem solving 

are rarely used. Kostka (1975) notes this shortcoming by 

stating, "Nature center personnel canrrot assume their pro

grams will be effective unless they focus on the target at 

which they are aiming. Naturalists need not fear they are 

'indoctrinating' if they talk about choices, feelings, pos

sible repercussions, and 'what will happen if'. Man must be 
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put in the environmental picture." 

Methods at environmental centers must expand beyond 

those traditionally accepted. "In the absence of a struc-

ture of activities leading from the 'awareness' to the 

'action' stage, much of the effectiveness of an environmental 

program is lost" (Keach, 1973). 

Results and Impacts of Environmental 
Center Curricula 

The evaluative aspects of environmental education are 

in dire need of attention. Most environmental education pro-

grams continue to be evaluated based on open-ended, qualita-

tive data, if they are evaluated at all. 

Childress and Wert (1976) claim that environmental 

educators are measuring program successes by the same stand-

ards used in 1970. The "number of new programs" and "indi-

viduals served" are still widely used criteria for program 

effectiveness. They point out that a shortage exists of 

valid and reliable instruments which measure facts and aware-

ness of program participants at program beginning and end. 

In an examination of the literature between 1972 and 

1976, Roth (1979) reviewed over 23 pencil and paper program 

evaluations. He reported that the reliability and validity 

of many of these instruments can be questioned. "In order 

for an environmental education program to provide maximum 

contribution to the achievement of educational goals, reli-

able and valid evaluation is needed. This will require re-

searchers to strengthen evaluation in the areas of student 
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changes in attitudes, knowledge and concepts, and problem 

solving and decision making skills to reflect the current 

goals of environmental education" (Roth, 1979). 

Unfortunately, the status of evaluation efforts at en

vironmental centers follows the trend of environmental edu

cation in general. Much work is needed in this area. De

spite spending a great deal of time and money on program 

development, centers have only limited methods of measuring 

their impact. Such things as door counts, guest register 

comments, conversations with visitors, and evaluation forms 

filled out by the teachers of visiting school groups are 

often used. 

Kostka (1975) addressed the question, "Are nature cen

ters actually contributing to more positive environmental 

attitudes?" in her doctoral study. No previous research was 

found to have been done in this area. One related study 

dealt with the question; however, its approach was philo

sophical, not empirical. 

Kostka's research sought to measure environmental atti

tudes of school age nature center visitors. Her results 

showed some improvement in attitudes involving new appreci

ations and acceptance. Little improvement was found, however, 

in attitudes which would integrate these positive trends with 

deeper personal motivation and involvement (Kostka, 1976). 

In addition to the work by Kostka, other studies re

lated to the impact of center programs have been done. Asch 

and Shore (1975) obtained empirical results showing that 

children exposed to a formal environmental conservation 
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program demonstrate more conservation behavior and less 

destructive behavior in a natural setting than children not 

participating in the program. Andrews (1978) found a posi

tive relationship between outdoor environmental education 

activities and attitudes towards concepts related to those 

activities. Additionally, Andrews determined that a positive 

relationship exists between knowledge of environmental con

cepts and attitudes toward those concepts. 

Even though some studies have now been done, much more 

research in evaluating environmental center impact is needed. 

Holtz (1976) summed up the situation by stating, "They 

[nature center staffs] must ask themselves which attitudes 

do we want to teach, how will we teach them, and how will we 

measure our effectiveness. Until this is done, nature center 

directors and naturalists, at best, can only guess at the 

effectiveness of their programs." 

WHERE ARE ~.JE HEADED? - AN OVERVIEvJ OF 

ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION TRENDS AND 

THEIR CURRICULAR IMPLICATIONS 

FOR ENVIRONMENTAL CENTERS 

A number of authors have examined environmental educa

tion attempting to identify general trends. The hope is that 

identification of trends will provide some helpful clues as 

to the direction environmental education is heading. Several 

current trends have been uncovered. 
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General Environmental Education Trends 

Environmental education appears to be growing due, at 

least in part, to the fact that there are an increasing 

number of teachers concerned about the environment (Troy and 

Schwaab, 1982). This concern and interest is closely asso

ciated with greater numbers of college programs and increased 

inservice and preservice workshop opportunities for teachers. 

Trent (1976) reports that the number of teachers not receiv

ing any training in methods of environmental education has 

decreased. 

While this general trend may exist, many gaps remain to 

be filled before we have teachers truly competent in and com

fortable with environmental education. A survey of central 

Wisconsin teachers found that the majority see environmental 

education goals, specifically the "Goals for Curriculum Devel

opment in Environmental Education," as an important component 

of educational programs. The majority of those teachers, how

ever, felt they lacked the training or instructional resources 

to accomplish these goals (Champeau, Gross and Wilke, 1980). 

Additionally, more work is needed in training teachers 

to effectively teach environmental education in outdoor 

situations. A study conducted by Yaakobi (1981) found that 

II . many teachers and community leaders do not feel confi-

dent enough to lead outdoor activities since they lack back

ground knowledge about plants and animals, and training in 

field techniques." 

Environmental educators have long recommended systematic 
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K-12 environmental education programs. Despite this recom

mendation, very few such programs exist. Troy and Schwaab 

(1982) note that very little attention in the environmental 

education literature is paid to sequencing of environmental 

education activities. 

Currently, environmental education curriculum efforts 

are greatest at the upper elementary and senior high levels 

(Childress, 1978; Troy and Schwaab, 1982). An outdoor, na

ture study orientation is central to most elementary programs, 

while senior high programs often focus on environmental prob

lems (Arnsdorf, 1975). 

Many trends indicate slow but positive movement toward 

aligning with suggested environmental education principles. 

Strojny (1979) reports a trend toward greater relevance of 

environmental education programs and an inclination to incor

porate innovative content features. There is also an apparent 

tendency toward active participation in learning experiences 

(Strojny, 1979) and direct involvement with the environment 

being studied (Troy and Schwaab, 1982). 

Unfortunately, a serious deficiency is present in the 

curriculum content of most environmental education programs. 

The common thrust of most programs is geared toward ecologi

cal principles and environmental awareness. Issue investi

gation and evaluation techniques, and problem solving and 

decision making skills are still largely ignored (Troy and 

Schwaab, 1982) . 

Blum (1981) examined education projects which address 
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environmental issues. Eighty percent of the respondents in 

his survey felt systems analysis (examining how the component 

parts of an issue interact) and decision making processes 

were important parts of a program. Ironically, only 20% 

of the respondents actually use systems analysis and only 

25% employ the decision making process. 

This lack of emphasis on problem solving and action 

skills seriously hampers the effectiveness of environmental 

education. Until they begin to play a more prominent role 

in environmental education programming, the potential of 

environmental education to contribute to solutions of environ

mental problems will remain unattained. 

Trends Related to Environmental Centers 

Thus far, trends related to environmental centers have 

only been alluded to in the context of other discussions. 

These trends are therefore summarized in this section. 

The state of affairs in relations between school and 

environmental centers is one of confusion. This confusion 

is generally over how responsibilities for environmental 

education programs are divided between the facilities. En

vironmental centers often feel too much responsibility is 

placed on them to provide an entire environmental education 

program. Classroom teachers, on the other hand, want more 

instruction and direction from environmental center personnel. 

Present trends in the use of environmental centers as a 

vehicle to further establish environmental education goals 
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reveal some general characteristics. The audiences reached 

are predominantly K-12 age school students. Current center 

programs contribute mainly toward ecological knowledge and 

environmental awareness goals. Little is done with environ

mental problem-solving or action skills. Compounding this 

situation is the fact that most centers develop their own 

materials. There seems to be little building on past experi

ence or proven curricula. The survey of Wisconsin Environ

mental Center Administrators and Program Directors (Gross, 

1982) found that seven of the fourteen responding centers 

spend 20% or more of staff time on curriculum development. 

This corresponds with the finding from the same survey that 

86% of the centers surveyed develop their own teaching 

materials. Center programs are further characterized by a 

limited resource of available evaluation tools with which to 

measure program effectiveness. 

The trend of recent years toward more and more environ

mental centers incorporating social sciences as well as 

natural sciences into their curricula is a positive one. 

This is a necessary step if centers are going to play a sig

nificant role in true environmental education. 

SUMMARY 

Throughout the first two chapters of this guide many 

needs and shortcomings of present environmental center cur

ricula have been identified. There is a tendency perhaps to 

dwell too much on these negatives. It is true, after all, 
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that every discipline or program has identifiable weak areas. 

Critical self appraisal is, however, a healthy exercise. It 

is through such a process that improvements can be made. The 

needs described here are variable in both size and degree. 

This guide is not intended as a great "cure all" for all the 

"ills" presently found in environmental center curricula. 

Its purpose is to address those identified needs which can be 

realistically met by a guide of this nature. The guide: 

1. Helps meet the needs generated by increasing 
center numbers. 

2. Provides a framework of goals and purposes for 
environmental center curricula. 

3. Brings environmental center curricula up-to
date with current environmental education 
trends and research. 

4. Acts as a "time saver" for curriculum develop
ment and modification at already time pressured 
centers. 

5. Saves money necessary for lengthy curriculum 
modifications. 

6. Reduces the tendency of environmental center 
personnel to duplicate steps of the curriculum 
development sequence (e.g., goal formation) 
which have already been addressed. 

7. Will assist the coordination between schools 
and environmental centers regarding environ
mental education curriculum. 

8. Helps centers meet their potential in address
ing accepted environmental education goals. 

9. Gets environmental centers involved in "true" 
environmental education curriculum efforts. 

It is hoped that by dealing with a manageable portion 

of environmental center needs, this guide will also represent 

a significant stepping stone toward the resolution of larger 

environmental center concerns. 



CHAPTER III 

A CURRICULUM FOR ENVIRONMENTAL CENTERS 

"There are no errors when the game isn't played-
but there aren't any hits or runs either." 

--Anonymous 

Viewed in the harsh light of objectivity, the short-

comings of environmental center curriculum can be a real 

source of frustration for center personnel. On the positive 

side, however, these various needs and shortcomings are an 

indication of honest efforts that are underway. The game is 

being played! 

It is true that substantiation of these shortcomings 

provides justification for this guide. This substantiation 

is of little use, however, unless the lessons learned from 

past errors are employed in current environmental center 

curriculum planning and design. Improvements can only be 

made when critical scrutiny is applied and efforts are made 

to build a curriculum based upon the resulting insights. 

Herein lies the major purpose for this effort to develop a 

curriculum guide for centers. 

The guide provides a description of the foundational 

principles of educational curriculum development, with partic

ular emphasis on environmental center curriculum. Additionally 

45 
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it provides a usable format for an environmental center 

curriculum along with practical suggestions for its imple-

mentation. It will be of use to both established centers 

seeking to modify their existing curriculum as well as new 

centers attempting to develop an environmental education pro-

gram for their facility. 

Four major topical areas will be addressed. 

1. Principles of curriculum development 
2. Curriculum guidelines for environmental centers 
3. Environmental center curriculum format 
4. Principles of curriculum evaluation 

PRINCIPLES OF CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT 

What Is Curriculum? 

Initially, this question may appear too elementary to 

warrant discussion. However, one cannot answer the question 

"How do I develop a curriculum?" without first having a firm 

understanding of what the term curriculum means. 

Countless definitions of the term curriculum exist. 

While variability is found in these definitions, quite often 

they overlap in their general content. Doll (1982) offers 

the following definition which will be used as a basis for 

the discussions presented on the following pages. 

"Curriculum is the formal and informal content 
and process by which learners gain knowledge and 
understanding, develop skills, and alter attitudes, 
appreciations, and values." 

There are a number of implications inherent in this 

definition that deserve emphasis. First is the fact that 

curriculum includes both formal and informal aspects. It is 
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a common misconception that curriculum is confined to struc-

tured, in-class experiences. To accept this viewpoint would 

be to ignore the valuable learning that takes place in the 

informal settings of the students' everyday lives. 

Second, curriculum includes both content and process 

components. Curriculum has traditionally been viewed as a 

vehicle for "getting something into the students' heads." 

Today curriculum goes beyond simply conveying knowledge. It 

includes efforts to teach students how to do things. Addi

tionally, it seeks to help them clarify how they feel and 

what they value. Modern curriculum efforts recognize that 

both content (i.e., known subject matter) and process (i.e., 

skill building and value clarification) are necessary for 

total learning. 

In essence, curriculum provides a general framework of 

learning experiences addressing those aspects of the students 

which educators wish to affect. These learning experiences 

are organized under major categories known as learning domains. 

Learning Domains 

Educators have found that learning experiences can be 

grouped into the following three domains: 

1. Cognitive Domain 
2. Affective Domain 
3. Psychomotor Domain 

The cognitive domain is the domain of intellectuality and 

thought process. The affective domain includes attitudes, 

feelings, and emotions. Finally, the psychomotor domain is 
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that which relates mental activity with physical movement. 

It involves motor skills and physical human activity. 

While all of these domains have received an increasing 

amount of attention in recent years, the cognitive and affec

tive domains have been most ~videly studied. Educational ob

jectives in these domains have been organized into taxonom

ical classifications (Bloom et al., 1956; Krathwohl,l964). 

Such taxonomies of objectives serve to delineate more clearly 

the educational outcomes or behaviors that can be expected as 

a result of learning experiences in the particular domain. 

The classification systems are hierarchical in nature. 

Upper level knowledge and skills are more complex than, and 

inclusive of, those found on the lower levels. Therefore, a 

person operating on the third level of the cognitive domain 

theoretically must also possess the knowledge and skills in 

levels one and two of the cognitive domain. This concept 

should become evident as each domain is examined in detail. 

Cognitive Domain 

The cognitive domain includes those objectives which 

deal with the recall of knowledge and the development of 

intellectual skills and abilities. \..Jork in this domain is 

more advanced than in the other two categories. Most curric

ulum development is centered in this domain. This is l~ecause 

the clearest definitions of objectives described in terms of 

student behavior are found within this domain. It is these 

overt behaviors that are measured and used to evaluate 

whether or not a particular level of the domain has been 
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addressed by the teacher and/or attained by the student. 

The taxonomical classification of the cognitive domain 

(Bloom et al., 1956) is presented below. 

1. Knowledge - This level includes the recalling of 
facts and words, the classification of trends and 
principles, and the use of different ways of work
ing out problems. 

2. Comprehension - Included in this level is the in
terpretation of content, translation of content 
to another form, and extrapolation of elements 
from one situation to another. 

3. Application - This level involves using previously 
learned material in new situations. 

4. Analysis - At this level material is separated 
into its component parts. The nature of each com
ponent and its relation to the others is noted. 

5. Synthesis - At this level separate elements are 
combined to form a unique, creative whole. 

6. Evaluation - Included in this level is the utiliza
tion of criteria to judge the worth of an object. 

Note should be made of the hierarchical structure of 

these taxonomic levels. The lower numbers and corresponding 

levels represent relatively simple content and skills. The 

higher numbers and levels involve the assimilation and use of 

more complex information and processes. 

It is also important to recognize that these cognitive 

domain taxonomic levels include both content (knowledge) and 

process (skill) components. These components consist of 

levels of knowledge and specific processes which can be 

identified. 

Taba (1962) has categorizedcognitive knowledge into four 

major levels. These levels, like the cognitive taxonomic 

levels, represent a progression from simple to complex. 
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1. Specific facts - This represents data with which 
to think and a means to develop basic ideas. 

2. Basic ideas and principles - Specific facts are 
linked together and presented to students as ideas. 
This is often the core of learning for pupils. 

3. Concepts - "Threads of thoughts" or "universals." 
Many times concepts form the framework of a 
curriculum. 

4. Thought systems - This level includes interrelated 
concepts, principles, and definitions. Knowledge 
at this level directs the flow of thought, allowing 
students to relate ideas and engage in rational, 
sophisticated inquiry. 

In like manner the U.S. Forest Service has identified 

specific processes characteristic of the cognitive domain 

(Forest Service IYES, 1980). These processes are organized 

in similar fashion to the cognitive taxonomic levels and 

levels of knowledge, progressing along the simple to complex 

continuum. 

1. Observing - The use of different senses to collect 
data about an environment. 

2. Measuring - The use of standard or invented units 
of measure to determine quantity, quality and/or 
extent. 

3. Classifying - After determining similarities and 
differences, objects or ideas are put into groups. 

4. Inferring - On the basis of collected data and ob
servations, reasons for the results are determined. 

5. Predicting - On the basis of current data and obser
vations, future events or conditions are foretold. 

6. Communicating - Presenting infOLlllation and ideas 
to others in both verbal and nol.i-verbal form. 

7. Formulating hypotheses -On the basis of preliminary 
experience and inferences, directions for further 
inquiries are established. 
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8. Experimenting - Answers to unsolved problems are 
sought through various methods of testing, data 
collection, and interpretation. 

9. Interpreting data - Collected data is organized and 
compared with previously verified data in order to 
determine its meaning. 

Affective Domain 

In the affective domain, the focus shifts from the objec-

tive thought processes of the cognitive realm to feelings, 

emotions, and degrees of acceptance or rejection. Educators 

use many objectives which can be grouped under the affective 

umbrella. Objectives expressed as interests, appreciations, 

attitudes, values, or emotional biases can all be classified 

in this category. They are, for the most part, process skills 

related to emotional development. The knowledge component is 

greatly diminished. A hierarchical taxonomic framework has 

been developed for the affective domain, thus allowing educa-

tors to organize their affective objectives (Krathwohl, Bloom, 

Masia, 1964). 

1. Receiving - This involves showing interest in, giv
ing attention to, and/or indicating awareness of an 
object. 

2. Responding - Behaviors desired at this level include 
giving a willing response and replying with a feel
ing of satisfaction. 

3. Valuing - Accepting a value, preferring it, and be
coming committed to it. 

4. Organizing values - Values are organized by con
ceptualizing them, clarifying them, and systematiz
ing them into one's thinking. 

5. Characterizing values - This involves internalizing 
values so that eventually they become a philosophy 
of life. 
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Psychomotor Domain 

The psychomotor domain has received the least attention 

of any of the three learning domains. Given this fact, it 

follows logically that it is the most recent domain to be 

classified into taxonomic levels. Its foremost contribution 

to learning is found in its role as the connecting link be-

tween mental activity and physical activity. Motor skills 

such as writing, typing, playing a musical instrument, and 

performing laboratory skills are all included in this domain. 

Doll (1982) reports five generally accepted levels of human 

activity. 

1. 

2 . 

3. 

4 . 

5. 

Ph!sical movement - Included in this area would be 
re lex movements, walking, running, pulling, push
ing, and manipulating objects. 

Perceptual abilities - This involves the perception 
of visual, auditory, tactile and kinesthetic stimuli. 

Physical abilities - Here the emphasis is on skills 
related to strength, endurance, agility, dexterity, 
and time required to react or respond. 

Skilled movements - Making skilled, coordinated 
movements in games, sports, and the arts. 

Non-verbal communication - Communicating non-verbally 
through facial movements, gestures, posture, and 
creative expression. 

It is very important to realize that none of the three 

learning domains function as discrete entities. They overlap 

and interconne.ct to a great degree. The most effective learn

ing experiences acknowledge this fact. Their objectives 

address all three domains in a holistic manner. 
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Selected Curriculum Designs 

Quite often a certain mystique seems to accompany the 

terms "curriculum design" and "curriculum development." 

Educators tend to conjure up intellectual nightmares about 

the intricacies inherent in these processes. It is true that 

complexities do exist in the steps leading to the development 

of any curriculum. The underlying rationales or models, how

ever, are characteristically fundamental and straightforward. 

They involve steps which individuals use in solving problems 

everyday. Basic questions such as "What needs to be done?", 

"What should we do?", "How should we do it?", "In what order 

should we do what needs doing?", and "How do we know if we 

have sucessfully accomplished our task?", are "guidepost" 

questions we use in solving problems in our daily lives. 

This same process is used in curriculum design and devel

opment. While numerous curriculum designs exist, they are 

all founded in the use of procedures which progress through 

logical steps to the attainment of a specified goal. The 

point to be made here is that, despite its mystique, much 

of curriculum design is simple common sense. 

Two widely used curriculum designs, the Tyler Rationale 

and the General Teaching Model, are presented here. The 

"common sense" attribute is prevalent in both designs. 

Tyler Rationale 

This model for curriculum design was developed by Ralph W. 

Tyler at the University of Chicago. It is a linear model for 
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curriculum planning which is sensible, systematic and widely 

used. The rationale consists of four main elements (Tyler, 

1949). 

1. Objectives 
2. Activities (pupil experiences) 
3. Organization of the Activities 
4. Evaluation 

Objectives are selected on philosophical and psychological 

grounds. These objectives then become the basis for selecting 

activities. The activities selected are interrelated and or-

ganized sequentially. Evaluation is used to determine whether 

or not the objectives are attained. 

Through the years, use of the Tyler Rationale has resulted 

in the identification of shortcomings of this rather simple 

curriculum design. Modifications and improvements have been 

made aimed at tightening the design format. Doll (1982) offers 

a version of the Tyler Rationale, supplemented with such 

improvements. 

1. State the need for the Eroposed program - This state
ment should be based upon a preliminary investigation 
of need. Needs can be thought of as educational, 
social, and/or personally developmental. 

2. Identify the aims or goals of the facility or program. 

3. Indicate objectives (based on goals) the design is to 
serve - Such objectives should be behavioral in nature 
and describe both what is to be done and how one will 
know when it has been done. Objectives should be in
cluded from the cognitive, affective, and psychomotor 
domains. 

4. Identify the subject matter - This involves the selec
tion of learning content based upon goals and objec
tives and the organization of that content for teach
ing and learning. 
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5. Provide exam les of learnin eriences u ils 
wi 1 have based upon subject matter - From these 
examples, learning experiences to be used are 
selected, based upon the identified desired out
comes. 

6. Describe what will be evaluated (according to the 
objectives)and how it will be evaluated- The idea 
here is to answer the questions, "What did we accom
plish?", "Was it what we intended to accomplish?", 
and "To what extent did we accomplish it?". These 
results are then gauged against the purposes of the 
program, and the ease with which it is initiated, 
implemented, and maintained. 

General Teaching Model 

The General Teaching Model has been derived logically 

from work done in the fields of psychology and education. It 

serves as a vehicle for efforts which attempt to match learner 

outcomes with educational goals. Fundamental to the General 

Teaching :Hodel is the premise that every educational program 

or facility has three things: educational goals, curriculum, 

and instructional strategies. 

Educational goals are the major or superordinate goals 

of a program or facility. They are goals based upon an educa-

tional philosophy. 

The curriculum component refers to the overall curriculum 

program, including general objectives, scope, and sequence. 

In the context of the General Teaching Model, the term currie-

ulum is used primarily in association with program content. 

This usage of the term is more limited than that found in 

other models. 

While the curriculum may supply broad content specifica-

tions, it is the instructional strategy component that repre-

sents the process by which a learning situation is "actualized." 
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Stated more simply, instructional strategies represent the 

teaching of the cu~riculum. The instructional strategies 

category includes behavioral objectives, the learning experi-

ence, and evaluation. 

The relationships between components of the General 

Teaching Hodel can be shown in diagram form (Miles and Robin-

son, 1970): 

Educational 
~ Curriculum (:-7 Instructional 

Goals Strategies 

1' 1' 

Figure 1. Components of the General Teaching Model and the 
relationships between them. 

It can be seen that the relationship is not simply linear. 

All components are interrelated, with each component being 

critically related to the other two. For this reason, con-

sistency must be established across these categories. In-

structional strategies chosen must be consistent with the 

curriculum being used. Likewise, the curricul~~ employed 

must be in agreement with the educational goals of the program. 

In reality, educational goals and curriculum are founda-

tional to the process of teaching. As can be implied from 

the name, General Teaching Model, the process of teaching is 

the central focus of this particular design. It is therefore 

appropriate that we study the instructional strategies com-

ponent in a bit more detail. 

Any instructional strategy should accomplish three 

things: 
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1. Describe what the teacher would like the students 
to learn. 

2. Describe what instructional methods the teacher 
will employ. 

3. Explain how the teacher will determine whether the 
students have learned what was intended. 

Given these criteria, the instructional strategy component 

of the General Teaching Model is subdivided into stages de-

signed to meet the criteria. These stagescan be described as 

follows: 

1. Instructional objectives - Objectives are identified 
and selected based upon desired learner outcomes. 
These objectives are then stated in behavioral terms. 

2. Pre-assessment - Prior to instruction, learners are 
tested as to whether they have the necessary skills 
and knowledge to begin the instruction or whether 
they have already mastered some of the instructional 
objectives. 

3. Instructional procedures - These are instructional 
activities designed to help the learner achieve the 
objectives. Considered in the activity's design are 
instructional principles such as motivation, feed
back and graduated sequence, as well as instructional 
methods such as lecture and discussion. 

4. Evaluation - Instruction is evaluated regarding its 
efficiency in getting as many students as possible 
to master as many objectives as possible. Based 
upon these evaluation.results, modifications are 
made in the instructional objectives, the pre
assessment, and/or the instructional procedures to 
further maximize efficiency. 

Each stage of the instructional strategy component is insep-

arably connected to the other three. 

With the instructional strategies component subdivided 

into its four stages, the complete General Teaching Model can 

be diagrammed (Miles and Robinson, 1970): 



'Philosophy 

~~~ ,,, 

Goals 

~l 
Instructional Instructional 

Curriculum k ) --7 Pre-Assessment ~ ~ Evaluation 
Objectives Procedures 

t i i i 

Figure 2. The General Teaching Model including subdivisions of the Instructional 
Strategy Component. 
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Obvious contrasts can be made between the Tyler Ration

ale and the General Teaching Model. Of perhaps more impor

tance, however, are the similarities that can be seen between 

the two designs. Both designs establish goals and objectives, 

carry out learning experiences with appropriate scope and 

sequence to meet those objectives, and evaluate how success

ful they were at achieving their objectives. 

The reiteration and comparison of curriculum designs 

presented in Figure 3 is useful in promoting recognition of 

these similarities. 



Tyler 

1. Objectives 
[

1. 
2. 
3. ;-------c· 

2. Activities/ 3. Organization [ 
\ of Activities 

\.__--- -[). 

c· 4. Evaluation 

"Modified" Tyler 

Need 
Goals/Aims/Philosophy 
General Objectives 
Subject Matter 

J 
a. Identify content (scope) 
b. Organize content for 

teaching and learning 
(setuence) 

Identi y learning experienc] 
Evaluation 
a. Uhat to evaluate 
b. How to evaluate 

General Teaching Model 

1. Philosophy 
2. Educational Goals 

3. Curriculum 

4. Instructional 
Strategies 

Figure 3. A comparison of the Tyler Rationale, Modified Tyler Rationale, and General 
Teaching Hodel. 
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Selected Developmental Theories and 
Learning Principles 

We have seen that a curriculum design contributes to 

attainment of educational goals by presenting a logical for-

mat for curriculum organization. Flaws in design can serious-

ly hamper curriculum efforts aimed at achieving specific 

learner outcomes. Faulty curriculum design however, is but 

one potential pitfall of a curriculum which is striving for 

pre-determined educational goals. Even the most well designed 

curriculum will have problems unless it takes into account the 

various ways students learn and correlates its activities with 

student developmental readiness. This section will examine 

various theories which aid curriculum developers in recogniz-

ing characteristic stages of students' learning and develop-

ment. Planning with these in mind tends to maximize the 

effectiveness of curriculum efforts. 

Piaget's Theory of Intellectual Development 

Swiss psychologist Jean Piaget was interested in how 

children develop logical, sequential thought. To gain an 

understanding of this development, he conducted personal 

interviews with children in which he presented them with a 

variety of tasks and questions. From his studies, Piaget 

identified four major stages of intellectual development: 

1. Sensorimotor stage 
2. Preoperational stage 
3. Concrete operations stage 
4. Formal operations stage 
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He found that progression through these stages is not dis

crete but is instead gradual and continuous. In essence, a 

merging or blurring of the four stages occurs. Progress 

through the stages is apparently dependent on such factors 

as maturity, relevant experiences the child has had, and how 

the child has processed information supplied by people in 

his environment . 

A general discussion of the four intellectual develop

ment stages follows. A more complete description of the 

characteristics of each stage can be found in Appendix B. 

1. Sensorimotor Stage 

This stage begins when a child is born and extends to 

an age of approximately eighteen months. It is generally a 

pre-verbal stage although language may be starting to form. 

Perhaps most characteristic of this stage is the child's 

assimilation of sensations and his interaction with unfamil

iar objects. The child literally absorbs the stimuli of the 

environment around him. In the process, the child begins to 

form a system or structure for manipulating objects and inter

acting with the environment. 

This general characteristic manifests itself in a 

number of ways. Children at this level have no abstract 

thoughts. They experience only through their senses. For 

this reason an object "exists" only in the perceptual fi.eld 

of the child. Also related to the general characteristic 

discussed is the fact that the child is directed mainly by 

outside stimuli. 
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2. Preoperational Stage 

The preoperational stage is usually occupied by children 

ranging in age from eighteen months to seven years old. No 

clear age dividing lines can be established between any of 

the stages. Although a child may be placed predominantly in 

the preoperational stage, some overlap does take place be

tween the stages above it and below it. 

Extensive language growth is typical for children at the 

preoperational stage. In conjunction with this growth, chil

dren begin to exercise their perceptual skills and use images 

and words to symbolize objects and events. The result of 

this flood of newly discovered mental activity is often 

thought in the form of fantasy. Children at the preopera

tional stage are able to think in the abstract but not logic

ally. Abstract thought operates only on the basis of what 

appears reasonable to the child. Thus, "magical" explana

tions such as Santa Claus make sense to preoperational 

children. 

3. Concrete Operations Stage 

The concrete operations stage begins when a child is 

about seven years old and extends to approximately age eleven. 

Mental activity at this stage is oriented to concrete objects 

and events. Additionally, children are able to recognize 

several factors at a time and see that things can be combined 

in a variety of ways to arrive at the same result. They have 

the ability to think in steps, as long as each step is re

lated or linked to the others. 
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One of the biggest differences between preoperational 

children and concrete operations children is the latter's 

grasp of the concept of conservation. They are able to real

ize that whatever is manipulated may change in shape or ap

pearance but the amount (i.e., volume, weight) remains the 

same. For example, they recognize that water poured from a 

long, narrow tube into a short, wide jar is still the same 

amount of water. 

4. Formal Operations Stage 

The age range for this stage is approximately eleven and 

older. Children at this stage are able to use reasoning and 

apply rules in abstract situations. They can look at a number 

of variables at once and use deductive and/or diagnostic 

processes to manipulate them. This means they are able to 

state hypotheses, test them, and formulate conclusions. This 

also implies that children at this stage are able to reverse 

reality and possibility. Variables are hypothesized before 

experimentation takes place. 

Environmental center programs are greatly enhanced when 

these basic intellectual development stages are considered 

in curriculum planning. By taking these stages into account, 

learning materials involving activities and methods which 

address students at various levels of development can be de

signed. For example, activities developed for students in 

the preoperational age range might take advantage of their 

tendency towards fantasy as a way of thinking. Things such 

as making "friends" with a tree, role playing natural objects 
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and guided imagery stories all take advantage of this char

acteristic and are very successful with this age group. 

Learning activities for students at the concrete opera

tions level could take advantage of the student's increasing 

ability to form conceptual schemes from concrete data. For 

example, the students might collect organisms from a pond, 

identify them, and be introduced to the concept of food 

chains by studying the relationships between the organisms 

they collect. This same activity might be used with formal 

operations students but extended perhaps to include discus

sions of food chains in other ecosystems or limiting factors 

in natural systems. The difference here is that students at 

the formal operations level are able to make abstractions 

built upon other abstractions (e.g., the concept of limiting 

factors out of the concept of food chains). Concrete opera

tions students are not yet able to take this additional data. 

These examples are only a few of the numerous ways 

characteristics of intellectual development identified by 

Piaget can be applied to environmental center programming. 

Center staff should consider these stages in designing any 

center learning materials. 

Kohlberg's Theory of Moral Development 

Whereas the studies done by Piaget focused primarily on 

intellectual development, the work of Lawrence Kohlberg has 

focused on cognitive-moral development in children. The 

emphasis is on moral development. Cognitive processes are 

used as tools to study morals because moral development is 
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founded in active thinking. Morals are examined in a develop-

mental sense because Kohlberg sees the acquisition of morals 

as movement through a sequence of moral stages. 

The cognitive-developmental approach to the study of 

morals is not new. It was first described in the writings of 

John Dewey. Dewey envisioned three major moral levels. In 

his first stage, morals and behavior are motivated by bio

logical and social impulses. In the second stage, an indi

vidual accepts the standards of his group with little critical 

reflection. In Dewey's final stage, a person's conduct is 

guided by thinking or judging for himself whether a purpose 

is good (Dewey, 1964). 

Dewey's work was theoretical in nature. Since his time, 

additional studies in the area of how people acquire morals 

have helped to refine the stages of moral development. Kohl

berg has synthesized the information available and designed 

his own theory of moral development. 

Kohlberg has identified three main levels of moral 

development (roughly equivalent to those stated by Dewey). 

Each level is subdivided into two stages. The levels and 

stages are as follows: 

Level 1 
Stage 
Stage 

Level 2 
Stage 
Stage 

Level 3 

Stage 
Stage 
Stage 

Preconventional Level 
1 "Obedience and Punishment" Orientation 
2 "Back-scratching" Orientation 

Conventional Level 
3 "Conformity" Orientation 
4 "Law and Order" Orientation 

Postconventional Level or Autonomous/ 
Principled Level 
SA "Social Contract" Orientation 
SB "Higher Law and Conscience" Orientation 
6 "Universal/Ethical Principle" Orientation 
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Kohlberg's view of moral reasoning stages is one of 

"structured wholes." That is to say, the stages are organ

ized systems of thought which hold people consistent in their 

levels of moral judgment. 

Each stage is a part of an invariant sequence or pro

gression through the stages. Movement through the stages 

is always forward, never backward. Additionally, a person 

never skips a stage but always moves to the next one up. 

The stages consist of hierarchical interactions. Move

ment to a higher stage implies that the person comprehends 

the thinking of the lower stages. There is a tendency to 

function at the highest available stage. Related to this con

cept is the relationship between moral development and intel

lectual development. Since moral reasoning is reasoning, a 

person's logical reasoning stage puts a ceiling on the moral 

stage he/she can attain. Generally this is not a problem 

since most people are at a higher logical stage than they 

are moral stage. 

An individual's moral development stage is usually de

fined by his/her responses to a set of verbal moral dilemmas. 

The critical factor in stage determination is not so much 

what the person values as it is how they define value in the 

given circQ~Stance and their reasons for valuing what they 

value. 

A general discussion of Kohlberg's levels and stages of 

moral development is presented below. A more complete de

scription of the characteristics of each level can be found 

in Appendix C. 
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Level 1 Preconventional Level 

Good and bad or right and wrong are interpreted either 

in terms of the physical/hedonistic consequences of the 

action or in terms of the physical power of those giving the 

rules. 

Stage 1 "Obedience and Punishment" Orientation 
The physical consequences of the action determine 
its goodness or badness regardless of the human 
meaning of these consequences. Avoidance of pun
ishment and deference to power are valued in 
their own right. 

Stage 2 "Back-scratching" Orientation 
The "right" action satisfies one's own needs and 
occasionally those of others. Elements of fair
ness, reciprocity, and equal sharing are present 
but are interpreted in a physical, pragmatic way. 
Reciprocity is a matter of "you scratch my back, 
I'll scratch yours." It is not a function of 
loyalty, gratitude or justice. 

Level 2 Conventional Level 

At this level, maintaining the expectations of the 

family, group or nation are perceived as valuable in their 

own right. This is done regardless of immediate or obvious 

consequences. The attitude here is not simply one of con-

formity but also loyalty. People at this level actively 

maintain, support, and justify the order as well as identify 

with the people involved with it. 

Stage 3 "Conformity" Orientation 
Good behavior is that which pleases or helps 
others and is approved by them. Behavior at 
this stage is frequently judged by intention. 
One can earn approval by being nice. 

Stage 4 "Law and Order" Orientation 
At this stage a person defers to authority, fixed 
rules, and maintenance of the social order. Right 
behavior consists of doing one's duty, respecting 
authority, and maintaining a given social order 
for its own sake. 
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Level 3 Post Conventional Level 

Clearly the effort at this level is to define moral 

values and principles which have validity apart from both 

the authority groups holding them and from an individual's 

ow~ identification with these groups. 

Stage SA "Social Contract" Orientation 
Right action is defined by general rights and 
standards that have been critically examined and 
agreed upon by the whole society. The rights of 
others are respected. Legalistic overtones are 
present but the law is viewed in the light of 
rational considerations of how it can serve the 
whole of society. 

Stage SB "Higher Law and Conscience Orientation 
The orientation at this stage is toward internal 
decisions of conscience without any clear ration
al or universal principles. A person conforms to 
the demands of the conscience to avoid self
condemnation. 

Stage 6 "Universal/Ethical Principle" Orientation 
Again at this stage right is defined by decisions 
of conscience. These decisions, however, are in 
turn governed by self-chosen ethics which appeal 
to logical comprehensiveness, universality, and 
consistency. The ethics or principles are abstract 
and ethical. They are principles of justice, equal
ity of human rights, and dignity of human beings as 
individual persons. 

The appropriateness of these stages for education is 

founded in education's ability to assist students in progres-

sing to higher moral reasoning levels. The obvious question 

to be asked is, "What makes the higher moral reasoning levels 

better?". Kohlberg (1975) defends the upper stages by stat-

ing that decisions made at these stages are better decisions 

because they are based upon universal principles of justice. 

They are better decisions because they are decisions upon 

which all moral people could agree. lihen decisions are made 
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based on conventional moral rules, people will disagree be

cause they adhere to conflicting systems of rules based on 

culture or social position. 

If one accepts the importance of the moral reasoning 

development described above, how does one encourage such 

development in students? Kohlberg (1975) suggests three 

important conditions for a moral discussion which seeks to 

facilitate movement of students to higher moral reasoning 

stages. 

1. Exposure to the next higher stage of reasoning. 

2. Exposure to situations which pose problems or 
contradictions for the child's current moral 
stage, leading to dissatisfaction with the 
current level. 

3. An atmosphere of open dialogue (combining steps 
one and two) in which conflicting moral views are 
compared in an open manner. 

Staff people at environmental centers usually have only 

limited contact with a given group of students. An under-

standing of the various moral development levels and stages 

can be very helpful in understanding the behaviors elicited by 

students and dealing with those behaviors appropriately. Such 

an understanding might help explain why some students find it 

very important to share their findings with the leader or why 

other students have a tendency to show off with "see what I 

can do" behaviors. This understanding might also shed some 

light on why certain students prefer group experiences to an 

individual experience or why some students find it "catastroph-

ic" to stand out from the crowd. 

The three steps mentioned above, designed to encourage 
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student movement to higher moral reasoning stages, can be 

incorporated directly or indirectly into an environmental 

center curriculum. 

In a direct sense, they could be written right into the 

learning materials. Activities that deal with environmental 

issues have excellent potential for facilitating development 

of moral reasoning. Scenarios or moral dilemmas involving 

the environmental issue in question can be used to take the 

students through the three step process. 

Indirectly, virtually any environmental center learning 

activity could be used as a tool for moral reasoning develop

ment in students by the perceptive instructor. If the stage(s) 

on which the students are operating can be identified, behavior 

and attitude characteristics of those stages can be challenged 

and discussed. iVhile a case could be made for the fact that 

objective ecological concepts lack a moral component, few if 

any ecological concepts are without implications of some human 

activity on that concept. Where human activities are involved, 

values and morals are also a part of the picture. 

Selected Learning Principles 

The developmental models proposed by Piaget and Kohlberg 

have been summarized in the preceding section. These are 

only two of a multitude of deve:opmental and learning models 

that have been described in recent years. Often the problem 

with such models and theories is one of practicality. They 

may make sense to educators but the question is, "How do I 

translate these models into everyday terms so that I can 
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implement them in my teaching?". 

Doll (1982) has synthesized the work done on several 

learning theories and presents the following learning princi

ples or characteristics. These principles are based on 

currently accepted learning models and theories. 

1. Active participation by learners is prefer
able to passive reception of the content to 
be learned. 

2. Transfer of learning to new tasks will occur 
more smoothly if in learning, the learner can 
discover relationships for himself. 

3. Learners engage in an activity most willingly 
if they have helped select and plan the activity. 

4. Pupils can learn a great deal from each other. 

5. Learning is aided by formulating and asking 
questions that stimulate thinking and imagination. 

Similarly, Stapp (1978) has assembled a list of learning 

principles based on learning models and theories. Some over-

lap with the list presented by Doll is evident. Stapp's list, 

however, concentrates on learning principles which are par-

ticularly appropriate for environmental education. 

1. Behaviors positively reinforced are most likely 
to recur. 

2. The most effective student effort comes on 
tasks which fall in their "range of challenge" 
(not too easy, not too hard). 

3. Student reaction to excessive teacher direction 
is apathy, conformity, defiance, or escape. 

4. Learned material is most available for use when 
acquired immediately preceding the time it is 
needed. 

5. Learning takes place through the active behavior 
of the student. 
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6. One key to motivation is the excitement about 
discovering for oneself. 

7. The learning process should involve dynamic 
methods of inquiry. 

8. Students \vill be more "into" projects they 
help select and plan. 

The last three principles described by Stapp deal specific-

ally with environmental education. 

9. Simply giving students more knowledge about an 
environmental problem may not increase their 
concern for the problem. 

10. Students are more likely to become involved in 
environmental issues if they personally believe 
they can have some effect upon the decisions 
made regarding those issues. 

11. Environmental education programs should consider 
the learner's motivation, psychological develop
ment, and cultural environment. 

Curriculum Organization 

Within a curriculum design, content and process skills 

are organized for maximum effectiveness. The four major ele-

ments of this curricular organization are scope, sequence, 

continuity and balance. 

Scope 

Scope can be defined as the "latitude" or "breadth" of 

the curriculum. Hhen well delineated, it provides an impor-

tant perspective which aids educators in fitting a great deal 

of knowledge into limited periods of time at various stages 

in the development of learners. The scope of a curriculum 

is kept under control by cultivating allegiance to carefully 
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selected objectives and these objectives only. Objectives 

must be kept from becoming too numerous and diffuse. 

Sequence 

Sequence represents the time order in which educational 

experiences are presented. It deals specifically with the 

curriculum planning question, "What is to follow what?". 

One's view of the importance of the sequence elements is de

pendent upon the nature and structure of the subject field 

being considered. For example, it is particularly crucial in 

subject fields where certain ideas are built directly upon 

others. 

logical. 

Usually, however, sequence is more psychological than 

Sequence can and should be considered for both con-

tent and process areas. 

Continuity 

The term continuity refers to the continuousness with 

which the same experiences are offered over a period of time. 

Continuity inevitably relates to sequence and consists of both 

vertical and horizontal components. The vertical aspect of 

continuity affects the continuousness with which a given ex

perience is scheduled during consecutive periods of time. 

Offering a foreign language four consecutive years would be 

an example. The horizontal aspect of continuity refers to 

the continuousness of a particular experience on a given day. 

For example, a two hour block of time on Friday for science 

experiments would represent the horizontal component. 
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Balance 

Here the emphasis is on how well the curriculum succeeds 

in providing varied but appropriate amounts of experience for 

learners at given times in their development. Balance, then, 

is the measure of how well the curriculum "fits" the learner 

in terms of his or her particular educational needs at a 

specific time. Educators achieve partial balance by planning 

for large groups of learners according to what they know 

about the group and the subject matter under consideration. 

True balance for each individual, however, is very difficult 

to attain. 

CURRICULUM GUIDELINES FOR ENVIRONMENTAL CENTERS 

The intent of this section is twofold. The first is to 

blend current environmental education thought with the curric

ulum principles discussed earlier. In doing so, the second 

purpose of this section will also be accomplished. That is, 

to present the curricular foundations on which this guide is 

based. Central to completion of this task will be an examina

tion of the philosophy, goals and objectives, scope and se

quence of the proposed environmental center curriculum. 

Additionally, teaching techniques and learning models appro

priate for environmental center programs will be discussed. 

Much was said in earlier chapters of this guide about 

the essential components and characteristics of environmental 

education. A brief review of these characteristics will pro

vide a lead into our present discussion. 
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A majority of the environmental education characteristics 

mentioned earlier are stated or implied in a list of general 

principles for developing environmental education curriculum. 

The list was initially drafted at the First Intergovernmental 

Conference on Environmental Education in Tbilisi, Soviet 

Union in 1977. Stapp and Cox (1979) modified and expanded 

the list resulting in the form presented here. 

An environmental education curriculum should: 

1. Consider the environment in its totality, inclu
sive of both natural and man-made systems. 

2. Be a continuous, life-long process. 

3. Be interdisciplinary in approach. 

4. Emphasize active participation in solving environ
mental problems and preventing new ones. 

5. Examine major environmental issues from local, 
national, regional, and international points of 
view. 

6. Focus on current and potential environmental 
situations. 

7. Emphasize the complexity of environmental prob
lems and therefore critical thinking and problem 
solving. 

8. Utilize diverse learning environments with a 
broad spectrum of approaches to teaching and 
learning. Emphasis should be placed on practi
cal, first-hand experiences. 

9. Focus on the learner's community. 

10. Relate environmental sensitivity, knowledge, prob
lem solving, and values clarification to all grade 
levels with an emphasis on sensitivity in a child's 
early years. 

11. Let learners play a role in planning their learn
ing experiences, making decisions and facing the 
consequences. 
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Philosophy 

Philosophical undergirding of the proposed curriculum 

model is provided by a unique combination of two environmen

tal education philosophies prevalent in the literature; the 

"Spaceship Earth" and the "Lifeboat" philosophies. The com

bination developed adheres to the basic premise of the Space-

ship Earth philosophy \vhile using the Lifeboat concept as a 

frame of reference from which to view it (Harvey, 1976). A 

summary of both the Spaceship Earth and Lifeboat philosophies 

is provided below. The summaries should assist the reader in 

understanding the combination proposed as the philosophical 

basis for this curriculum model. 

Stapp and Cox (1979) gave a clear description of the 

Spaceship Earth philosophy: 

"We share space in a narrow band of land, air, and 
water on the surface of the third planet from the 
sun. Included in that space are all the resources 
we will ever have. We are a closed system run by 
the radiant energy from the sun. 

We are members of one of the many populations 
of living species on spaceship earth which, like 
all populations, live, consume resources, and die. 
But, unlike any other species, we have developed 
an economic system using a technology which has 
consumed vast amounts of resources, brought about 
rapid environmental changes, and over-loaded the 
environment with waste. We have developed the po
tential to destroy ourselves. 

By our decisions and actions we determine the 
quality of our environment. We have an obligation 
to our generation and future generations to pre
serve a quality of life that we perceive to be 
necessary for a healthy, productive existence for 
all people." 

What are the implications of this philosophy? Quite 

obviously the ramifications and tangential directions one 
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could explore are numerous. Several implications are deeply 

embedded in ecological considerations and are therefore of 

importance to environmental education. Harvey (1976) points 

out the following implications raised by this philosophy. 

1. The earth is self-contained. Except for the 
sun, the earth is essentially a closed system. 

2. The earth has some systems that recycle some 
resources. 

3. Some of the earth's resources are non-renewable. 

4. The earth's inhabitants are dependent on andre
sponsible for the maintenance of the earth's 
systems. 

The Lifeboat philosophy is similar to the Spaceship Earth 

philosophy in its basic elements. The major concept revolves 

around the limited capacity of a lifeboat. Each country of 

the world can be conceptualized as a lifeboat with limited 

resources and space. Emphasis in this philosophy is placed 

on population growth and the implications of this growth on 

limited resources. World population has to be limited in 

some manner. This logically leads to questions of ethics and 

values. 

An integration of these two philosophies forms the philo

sophical foundation of the curriculum. The Spaceship Earth 

philosophy delineates, from an ecological perspective, the 

relationship humans have with their surroundings. The Life-

boat philosophy provides a human value context from which to 

view this relationship. 

Harvey (1976) notes that two elements emerge as critical 

criteria for this environmental education philosophy. 
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1. The philosophy stresses the relationship be
tween the earth and its human inhabitants. 
Three components, people, earth and the rela
tionship between them, form the prime directive 
for environmental education. 

2. The philosophy recognizes the application of 
human values to the people-environment 
relationship. 

Based upon these criteria, environmental education topics 

should contain all three components (people, environment, 

and their relationship) and should have a human values com-

ponent representing different positions relative to a people

environment relationship issue. The basic philosophical theme 

involves striving to create a balance between quality of life 

and quality of the environment. Thus, goals of environmental 

education used in this curriculum must reflect this philosoph-

ical position. 

Goals and Objectives 

The "Goals for Curriculum Development in Environmental 

Education" (Hungerford, Peyton and Wilke, 1980) provide a 

goal structure developed in accordance with the "people

environment relationship" philosophy described above. These 

goals in turn, represent the goal framework uponW1ich this 

curriculum model is built. 

Two major subdivisions exist within the "Goals for Cur-

riculum Development in Environmental Education." A general, 

superordinate goal for environmental education is presented. 

This general goal is then broken down into intermediate goals 

or levels. A complete version of the "Goals for Curriculum 
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Development in Environmental Education" can be found in 

Appendix A. 

The superordinate goal of environmental education as de-

fined in the "Goals for Curriculum Development in Environmen-

tal Education" is: 

"To aid citizens in becoming environmentally knowl
edgeable and, above all, skilled and dedicated citi
zens who are willing to work individually and collec
tively, toward achieving and/or maintaining a dynamic 
equilibrium between quality of life and quality of 
the environment." 

The essence of this superordinate goal is a call for 

environmental literacy. It strives for a knowledgeable, 

skilled, and dedicated citizenry that is competent and willing 

to take action on environmental issues. 

A number of hurdles must be cleared before this super-

ordinate goal can be realized. First of all, it must be 

operationalized. That is, it must be put into practical, 

implementable terms. Questions such as "~fuat knowledge must 

an environmentally literate person have?" and "~at skills 

must a person have in order to take part in the attainment 

of this goal?", must be addressed. 

Hungerford and Peyton (1976) have identified the compon-

ents necessary for environmental literacy. In doing so, they 

have operationalized the major focus of the superordinate 

goal, namely the development of an environmentally literate 

citizenry. These environmental literacy components repre-

sent the general objectives necessary to achieve the super-

ordinate goal. 

Components of environmental literacy were identified by 
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Hungerford and Peyton in the areas of cognitive knowledge, 

cognitive process, and affect. Note should be made of how 

closely these components correspond to the learning domains 

described earlier in this chapter. They represent the cogni-

tive and affective learning domain categories applied to 

environmental education. 

Environmental Literacy Component I - Cognitive 
Knowledge. These citizens: 

1. "Have knowledge of those ecological concepts which 
infringe upon a thorough understandine of communi
ties, ecosystems, and man as an ecological factor. 

2. Are aware of major environmental issues and can 
communicate the ecological implications of those 
issues. 

3. Are aware of how they personally interact with the 
environment and the implications of these inter
actions. This would infer some sort of prior per
sonal ecological impact assessment. 

4. Have knowledge of the impact of man's cultural 
activities on the environment, e.g., business, 
industry, agriculture, government, consumer prac
tices, religion, etc. 

5. Have knowledge of the role played by differing human 
values in the creation of environmental issues and 
can communicate the need for values clarification 
as one step in the solution of environmental problems. 

6. Have the knowledge and ability to communicate the 
need for environmental action strategies, i.e., 
persuasion, legal action, political action, consum
erism and ecomanagement. 

Environmental Literacy Component II - Cognitive 
Process. These citizens: 

1. "Have the ability to apply ecological principles 
to an analysis of and the remediation of environ
mental issues. 

2. Have the ability to use both primary and secondary 
source inquiry strategies to obtain information on 
environmental issues, i.e., have the ability to use 
the cognitive process in environmental problem 
solving. 
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3. Have the ability to use those skills inherent in 
environmental action strategies. 

4. Have the ability to logically inspect personally 
held views in light of new information." 

Environmental Literacy Component III - Affect 
These citizens: 

1. "Have a desire to maintain an environmental per
spective (or ethic) consistent with ecological 
stability, i.e., a willingness to strive for a 
homeostatic relationship with the biosphere. 

2. Are willing to enter into the process of values 
clarification. 

3. Are willing to use environmental action strategies 
in an effort to remediate environmental issues." 

Despite the fact that the environmental literacy compon-

ents present general objectives for an environmental education 

program, they give little hint as to how they ca~ systematic-

ally be organized and implemented. For this reason, "The 

Goals for Curriculum Development in Environmental Education" 

were developed to provide intermediate goals in addition to 

the superordinate goal previously described. These inter-

mediate goals are developed out of the superordinate goal and 

represent categories of the general objectives, organized in 

a logical, sequential fashion. They are the "specifics" of 

environmental literacy. The individual intermediate goals are 

not designed to address all of the general objectives them-

selves. However, the intended net effect of these intermedi-

ate goals working in concert with one another, is the fulfill-

ment of the general objectives and a major contribution to 

the attainment of the superordinate goal. 

Four intermediate levels are described (Hungerford, Peyton 
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and Wilke, 1980). It should be noted that these goal levels 

do not include objectives in "sensitizing" students to the 

environment. Undoubtedly, a certain level of pre-foundational 

"environmental sensitivity" is a prerequisite to students being 

willing and/or able to benefit from participation in activities 

at any of the goal levels. Activities in environmental sensi-

tivity are particularly important for students in the lower 

elementary grades. Hhile the developers of the "Goals for 

Curriculum Development in Environmental Education" accept and 

recognize the need for environmental sensitivity, they have 

omitted sensitivity objectives from the goals in large part 

due to the difficulty in operationalizing and measuring them. 

A more detailed justification for the omission of environmen-

tal sensitivity objectives from the "Goals for Curriculum 

Development in Environmental Education" can be found in Appen-

dix A. Environmental sensitivity activities should nonethe-

less be considered in the development of an environmental 

center curriculum. 

A brief synopsis of each level is presented here. Again, 

a much more detailed account of the content and processes 

included in each level is given in the full version of the 

"Goals for Curriculum Development in Environmental Education" 

(Appendix A) . 

1. Ecological Foundations Level - This level seeks 
to provide the person with sufficient ecological 
knowledge to make sound ecologically based de
cisions on environmental issues. 

2. Conceptual Awareness Level - This goal provides 
conceptual awareness of how individual or group 
actions affect the environment and result in en
vironmental issues which must be resolved. 
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3. Investigation and Evaluation Level - This level 
provides both skills and experience in investi
gating environmental issues and evaluating alter
native solutions. 

4. Enviro~mental Action Skills Level - This goal 
provides the skills and opportunities necessary 
for a person to take positive environmental 
action. 

Within each level, more specific concepts and processes 

are defined. Each environmental center using this curriculum 

model should design and organize activities with instructional 

objectives developed to teach these concepts and processes. 

Such a program is desirable because it is born directly out 

of the major goals and objectives of environmental education. 

Because a program of this nature carefully orchestrates and 

fosters an intimate relationship between environmental educa-

tion goals and what is actually being taught, it is far super

ior to other programs in contributing to the development of 

an environmentally literate citizenry. 

Scope 

The scope of this curriculum model is defined by the 

"Goals for Curriculum Development in Environmental Education." 

With this in mind, it is clear that the scope of the curricu-

lum is inclusive of activities dealing with people, the en-

vironment, and the relationship between people and the environ-

ment in a values-laden context. 

An environmental center using this model must serve as a 

center for the study of ecological principles as they relate 

to people and their environment. This means that a center's 
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curriculum must reach beyond the study of the natural en-

vironment to encompass the human environment as well. 

Hhile the general model could be used in the development 

of programs for any age group, this guide places particular 

emphasis on K-12 environmental center curriculum planning. 

Scope is considered for two aspects of environmental educa-

tion; concepts and process skills. 

Concepts 

Concepts are important tools for thinking. They help us 

isolate common attributes of objects, events, and behavior 

and integrate these facts into meaningful generalizations. 

Since the scope of the curriculum is delineated by a pre-

foundational enviroQ~ental sensitivity level along with the 

"Goals for Curriculum Development," it is logical that the 

curriculum'sconceptualboundaries are defined by the concepts 

laid out in the various levels. Concepts included in the 

curriculum scope come out of four main categories. 

1. Ecological concepts. 

2. Conceptual awareness regarding human impact on the 
environment. 

3. Conceptual understanding required for environmental 
issue investigation and evaluation. 

4. Conceptual knowledge involved in environmental 
action strategies. 

Process Skills 

There are many process skills that must be acquired by 

an environmentally literate citizen. Once again, the scope 
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of process skills included in this curriculum is determined 

by examining the process skills directly called for in the 

"Goals for Curriculum Development in Environmental Education." 

Process skills within the curriculum scope include processes 

of both the cognitive and affective learning domains. 

Two processes essential to environmental education are 

problem solving and valuing. Both, however, represent complex 

process skills, found on the upper taxonomic levels of the 

cognitive and affective learning domains. Prerequisite or 

supporting cognitive and affective process skills must be 

developed before these more complex skills can be acquired. 

This is particularly important in a K-12 curriculuB such as 

the one described here. 

Two examples may perhaps make this point more clear. In 

the cognitive domain, students must develop skills which con

tribute to the definition and analysis of environmental prob

lems before they can become involved in problem solving activities. 

The cognitive process skills discussed previously (observing, 

measuring, classifying, inferring, predicting, etc.) are im

portant prerequisites. 

Likewise, in the affective domain, the process of valuing 

requires that the students have some basic attitudes or feel

ings toward the environment. Students must develop some level 

of environmental sensitivity before the valuing process can be 

initiated. Therefore, the lower affective taxonomic levels 

(i.e., receiving and responding) are important prerequisites 

to valuing and are considered a part of the scope of the 

curriculum. 
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Sequence 

As was true with curricul~~ scope, curriculum sequence 

must be considered for the categories of concepts and process 

skills. Stapp and Cox (1979) offer a diagramatic representa-

tion of a general environmental education program sequence. 

12 

K 

Environmental 
Sensitivity 

Planet 
Earth 

Philosoph 

Figure 4. Recommended sequence of environmental education 
program emphases. 

Quite obviously, environmental sensitivity (lmver level 

affective process skills) is to be emphasized with the young-

er students. Factual knowledge, problem solving skills, and 

philosophical considerations are addressed with increasing 

frequency as the students get older. 

Conceptual sequence must be designed with the intellectual 

stages of the student£" in mind. It must be developed v7ith 

discretion and be based upon appropriate learning and develop-

mental theories. 

The sequence of process skills should begin with the pre-

requisite skills in the cognitive and affective domains. These 
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process skills should be used with the younger students and 

be organized sequentially according to their hierarchical 

arrangement. Prerequisite cognitive and affective process 

skills will feed into the more complex problem solving and 

valuing processes. Problem solving skills are most effective-

ly taught to secondary students (Stapp and Cox, 1979). The 

valuing process is usually not initiated until at least the 

upper elementary grades (Raths, Harmin and Simon, 1978). 

The general sequence of major process skills can be de-

picted as follows 

Sequence 
of 

Grades 

K-3 

4-6 

7-8 

9-12 

Cognitive 
Process 
Skills 

Observing, classifying 

Inferring, predicting, 
measuring, communicating 

Interpreting data, form
ulating questions and 
hypotheses, experiment
ing and making models 

Problem solving within 
the community or simu
lated at the center 

Affective 
Process 
Skills 

Environmental Sensitivity -
Sensory Awareness 

Environmental Sensitivity -
Empathizing and responding, 
also the beginnings of 
valuing 

Valuing skills emphasized 

Strategies for resolving 
value conflicts 

Figure 5. A general sequence for major environmental education 
process skills. 

The scope and sequence components of any curriculum are 

tremendously interrelated. This curriculum model is no excep-

tion. A simple scope-sequence matrix is provided at this point. 
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It is intended to show this relationship and to review the 

scope and sequence characteristics of this model as discussed 

in the preceding two sections. 

Concepts Process 

Concepts are defined by 1. Prerequisite cognitive 
and derived from the and affective process 

Scope "Goals for Curriculum skills. 
Development in Environ- 2. Problem solving 
mental Education. II 3. Valuing 

Appropriate timing is 1. Prerequisite cognitive 
based on learning and and affective process 

Sequence developmental theories skills 
2. Valuing 
3. Problem solving 

Figure 6. Environmental center curriculum scope-sequence matrix. 

Appropriate Environmental Center Teaching 

Techniques and Learning Models 

Teaching techniques and approaches represent the final, 

critical link in successfully implementing an educational pro-

gram. Not even the most carefully thought out philosophy, 

goals, objectives, and activities are of much worth if they 

are not effectively conveyed to the audience for \~Thich they 

are intended. 

Ev~ry educational situation has a unique set of teaching 

techniques which are appropriate for use. Characteristics of 

the program's purpose, subject content, age of the learners, 

and educational setting all come to bear in the determination 
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of appropriate techniques for a given situation. 

Techniques and approaches used at environmental centers 

reflect the characteristics of environmental education, the 

nature of learning in the outdoors, and the goals and objec-

tives of the facility. Techniques are outlined here under 

four headings: 

1. Problem solving process techniques 
2. Valuing process techniques 
3. Right-left brain learning 
4. Simulation games 

No claim is made that the list of techniques and approaches 

presented is all encompassing. It is recommended, however, that 

the techniques discussed be used as a basis for planning the 

methods of instructional presentation used at environmental 

centers. 

Problem Solving Process Techniques 

Few environmental educators would question the importance 

of teaching problem solving process skills as a component of 

environmental education. Stapp and Cox (1979) have identified 

nine problem solving skills essential to environmental action. 

1. Recognizing environmental problems 
2. Defining environmental problems 
3. Listening with comprehension 
4. Collecting information 
5. Organizing information 
6. Analyzing information 
7. Generating alternative solutions 
8. Developing a plan of action 
9. Implementing a plan of action 

This logical progression of steps can be used to solve an 

environmental problem or simply to gain experience in the 

problem solving process itself. 
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Hodifying the series of steps suggested by Stapp and 

Cox to incorporate the "Goals for Curriculum Development in 

Environmental Education," a seven-step process can be 

utilized. 

1. Define the problem or issue. 

2. Become informed. This would include identification 
and investigation of the problem, synthesis of data, 
analysis of the problem, and analysis of the related 
value perspectives associated with the ecological 
and cultural implications of the problem. 

3. Identify alternative solutions and the value perspec
tives associated with these alternatives. 

4. Evaluate alternative solutions and their value 
perspectives with respect to their ecological and 
cultural implications. 

5. Develop a plan of action. 

6. Implement a plan of action. 

8. Evaluate the implementation. 

It has been shown that such problem solving process skills 

are higher taxonomic order behaviors. As such, prerequisite 

acquisition of lower order inquiry skills such as observing, 

classifying, inferring, predicting and so on are very important. 

The central question, then, revolves around the identifi-

cation of those techniques which are most useful in teaching 

both the lower level inquiry skills and the more complex prob-

lem solving skills. Four techniques are described here; dis-

cussion, questioning strategy, guided discovery, and teacher-

learner models. It is important to not-e that a great deal of 

overlap exists between these techniques. For example, one 

method described here as a separate entity may, in reality, 
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be an important component of one of the other techniques dis

cussed. They are presented individually here as a matter of 

convenience. In an actual teaching situation they are not 

nearly so easily separated. 

1. Discussion 

Quite obviously, most people are familiar with what the 

definition of a discussion might be. Of perhaps more interest 

is the question, "Hhat is the teacher or leader's role in a 

discussion?". 

The teacher's role in a discussion is one of creating an 

environment conducive to open reflection and active thought. 

Glatthorn (n.d.), in a paper discussing a number of small 

group instruction types, described the true discussion as the 

most challenging role for a teacher. Initially, the teacher 

challenges the group or confronts them with a problem. Past 

this initial step, the actions of the teacher will have a 

great impact on the success or failure of the discussion. 

Hhat should a teacher do? 

First, the teacher must take an active role in the dis

cussions. Through questions and responses, the teacher should 

drive the students to new discoveries. Secondly, the teacher 

must realize the democratic nature of a discussion. He or she 

must be open to new ideas. There are no lectures in a dis

cussion. Finally, related to the second point, the teacher 

must be a good listener. It is crucial that the teacher really 

hear what a student is saying. 

The basic aim of a discussion, from a teacher's perspective, 
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is to challenge the students. A discussion seeks to stimulate, 

analyze, and encourage new interpretations. It seeks to devel-

op, change, and/or question attitudes the students presently 

hold. 

Quite often, a successful discussion hinges on the teach-

er's ability to "ask the right question." It is therefore 

appropriate to examine questioning strategies as a technique 

to teach problem solving process skills. 

2. Questioning Strategy 

By employing a questioning sequence, teachers are able 

to help students interpret and work through their own obser-

vations and data. Four basic question categories are used in 

this process (Forest Service IYES, 1980). 

A. Open questions 
B. Focus questions 
C. Interpretive questions 
D. Capstone or Summary questions 

Each category requires certain levels of response from the 

students (i.e., recall, relationship, application, prediction, 

synthesis and/or evaluation). Each category also makes use of 

a unique set of question types. 

Open questions are just that; open. They provide an op-

portunity for all the students to participate while, at the 

same time, providing for the obtaining of a body of data which 

can be examined further. Response to these questions depends 

on the viewpoint of the participant so there are no wrong 

answers. Two open question types are used. 
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Identification - e.g., "\mat do you see in the field? 

Description - e.g., "What is going on?" 

The most important characteristic of focus questions is 

their specificity. Their basic purpose is to focus student 

attention on specific data which is central to the discussion. 

Three question types are representative of this category. 

Descriptive - e.g. , "I.Jhat are some things that are help
ing to decompose the log?" 

Comparative - e.g., "How are the two animals different 
from each other?" 

Historical - e.g. , "\mat are some ways the area has 
changed in the past 20 years?" 

Interpretive questions focus on relationships. They are 

designed to compare, contrast, and seek logical relationships 

between specific points brought out in the focus questions. 

There are three question types in this category. 

Cause and effect - e.g., "'Hhy were the two trees the same 
age but different in size?" 

Prediction - e.g, "1-Jhat will happen to the aqua tic life 
if the pH of the 'tvater changes?" 

Creative - e.g., "What would happen if I . ?" 

Capstone or summary questions are characterized by their 

conclusiveness. Their function is to obtain conclusions, 

summaries, and closure. Capstone questions call for a summary 

of the discussion in a generalized form so the "big idea" 

applies to a variety of situations. Four question types are 

used. 

Summary - e.g., "Based on our observation and discussion, 
what can we say about the system?" 

Research - e.g., "How can we find out?" 

Value Inquiry - e.g., "Which way is best?" 

Relevance or Application - e.g., "How does this informa
tion apply to me?" 
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3. Guided Discovery 

Guided discovery is based upon the learning principle 

that student learning is most permanent when they discover 

information for themselves. This technique allows for per

sonal discoveries instead of relying on the teacher to simply 

transfer information to the students. 

The instructor's job in guided discovery is to "offend 

the students' intuition." That is, the students should be 

presented with a situation that is not readily acceptable to 

them. This creates an intellectual uneasiness that causes 

the students to actively search for a solution. 

As was also true with discussions, asking the right 

questions is a key to the guided discovery technique. Ques

tions promote student discoveries arising out of a planned 

learning situation. Open questions are most often used in 

guided discovery. This implies that the learning setting 

must promote open questions. Students must feel comfortable 

enough to ask questions which may lead to a discovery. 

A learning situation which is familiar to most people in 

environmental center circles is known as the "Teachable 

Moment." Teachable moments provide an excellent opportunity 

for instructors to employ guided discovery techniques. A 

teachable moment occurs when a natural phenomenon (e.g., 

sounds, animal, tracks) is encountered during an activity. 

The beauty of a teachable moment is that the situation is 

right for learning. The students are ready to learn because 

they are asking to be helped (e.g., "What is that animal up 

in the tree?"). 
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An instructor is wise to use guided discovery in deal-

ing with teachable moment situations. He or she should stimu-

late thinking with leading questions about the particular 

occurence. Students should be encouraged, through question

ing, to develop their own explanations of the event. The 

instructor should also be willing to learn with the students. 

This means turning to the group for suggestions regarding the 

interpretation of the phenomenon in question. 

4. Teacher-Learner Models 

In each of the techniques mentioned thus far, the role 

of the teacher or instructor has been briefly described. The 

role of the teacher in each of these techniques is markedly 

different from that of a teacher working in a more traditional 

education setting. 

Stapp and Cox (1979) have outlined to;;vo basic approaches 

to teaching; the traditional lecture approach and the inter

active approach. 

The lecture approach is one in which the teacher serves 

as a conveyor of information. The teacher is active while 

the students are passive. Virtues of this approach include 

that it is neat, tight, controlled, and orderly. Stapp and 

Cox (1979) have diagramed this approach in the following 

manner. 

E 
Hhere E = environment 

c c = content 

~ 
T = teacher 
s = student 

Figure 7. Teacher-Learner model- lecture approach. 
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The formal lecture is out of place outdoors and is there-

fore of limited use at an environmental center. There is 

simply too much activity in the natural environment for 

students to give an instructor their undivided attention for 

any length of time. There are situations where this approach 

is necessary at centers, but it should be used with discre-

tion. Giving directions and introducing new concepts are 

situations where the lecture approach would be appropriate. 

An examination of the interactive approach reveals a 

sharp divergence from traditional lecture methods. This 

approach stresses student action and interaction with the in-

structor in solving a problem or completing a task. The dia-

gram of the interaction approach presented by Stapp and Cox 

(1979) pictorially shows the differences between the two 

approaches. 

E = C vJhere E 
c 
T 
s 

= 
= 

= 

environment 
content 
teacher 
student 

Figure 8. Teacher-learner model - interactive approach 

The interactive approach is used much more extensively 

at centers. The techniques described thus far fall into this 

category. Students actively participate and interact with 

their instructors to solve an environmental problem or collect 

data on a particular environmental phenomenon. It is an ap-

proach that promotes both relevance and skills development. 
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Valuing Process Techniques 

Valuing process techniques seek to help students meet 

enviro~~ental education objectives in the affective domain. 

Given this purpose, they must foster the development of en-

vironmental sensitivity and valuing skills. Three techniques 

which address this purpose, acclimatization, values clarifi-

cation, and moral reasoning, are discussed in this section. 

While acclimatization is not a valuing process per se, it is 

included in this section because it is directly related to 

environmental sensitivity. As has been noted, environmental 

sensitivity is a prerequisite to the valuing process and is 

therefore important to the present discussion. 

1. Acclimatization 

Acclimatization is the process of sensitizing oneself to 

the environment. It emphasizes the use of all our senses to 

explore the natural world around us. To be "acclimatized" 

is to not simply be surrounded by the environment but involved 

with it as well. VanMatre (1972), the pioneer of the accli-

matization movement, has the following suggestions for making 

use of the acclimatizing process. 

1. Get the entire group to participate, including the 
leaders. 

2. Use analogies rather than labels. Connect concepts 
to things that are familiar to the group. 

3. Use role playing whenever possible. Not only is it 
fun but it also establishes identity and promotes 
empathy. 

4. Use all the senses. The familiar is unfamiliar 
from-a-different point of view. 
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5. Create exciting learning experiences and allow 
those experiences to teach the concept. 

2. Values Clarification 

The name of this technique is very descriptive of the 

actual process involved. Through values clarification, stu-

dents examine their own individual beliefs and determine 

whether or not they are acting in accordance with those beliefs. 

They also look at their feelings and beliefs in relation to 

the feelings and beliefs of others. Based upon their examina

tions, they must each decide individually if they will accept 

or reject their beliefs and take action or not take action on 

their beliefs. An important distinction must be made at this 

point. The values clarification process does not dictate what 

to believe. The process does, however, clarify how a person's 

present value system is operating. The individual must decide 

if the change is desirable. 

Seven component steps have been identified as a part of 

the valuing process (Raths, Harmin and Simon, 1978). 

1. Choose freely. 

2. Choose from alternatives. 

3. Choose after thoughtful consideration of the con
sequences of each alternative. 

4. Cherish and be happy with the choice. 

5. Be willing to affirm the choice publicly. 

6. Do something with the choice. 

7. Act repeatedly, in some pattern of life. 
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3. Moral Reasoning 

The concept describing an individual's moral develop-

ment as a progression through a series of levels and stages 

has been presented earlier in this chapter. Three conditions 

were suggested as important in promoting the movement of stu-

dents to higher moral reasoning levels. 

1. Exposure to the next higher stage of moral 
reasoning. 

2. Exposure to situations which contradict the 
student's current moral stage leading to dis
satisfaction with it. 

3. An atmosphere of open dialogue in which conflict
ing moral views are compared. 

A teacher wishing to work with moral reasoning must first 

determine the level(s) at which the students are operating. 

The second step is to meet the three conditions given above. 

These tasks are usually accomplished through the presentation 

of moral dilemmas and accompanying discussions. Teachers 

familiar with the moral reasoning stages can readily identify 

the current moral reasoning levels of the students. They can 

then, through the discussion, challenge students with positions 

representing higher levels. Additionally, students operating 

at higher moral reasoning levels can stimulate the advancements 

of their lower level classmates through the discussion process. 

Such exercises could potentially be of great benefit to 

environmental education in that they aid in the production of 

citizens capable of handling environmental problems in a 

morally sound fashion. 
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Right-Left Brain Learning 

Gaining increased attention in recent years is the 

"Split Brain" theory of learning. The theory holds that each 

brain hemisphere dominates a particular function of thinking 

and learning. 

The left hemisphere is theorized to be the rational-

linear hemisphere. It is involved with speaking, writing, 

reading, and problem solving. Conversely, the right hemi-

sphere is said to be the metaphoric-intuitive hemisphere. 

It functions in perceiving holistically, processing informa-

tion in a metaphoric-intuitive way, appreciating forms of 

music, and serving as a center of creative and artistic 

abilities. A list summarizing the various characteristics 

of the right and left hemispheres is given below (Bro~vn and 

Cherum, 1981). 

Left 

1. rational, logical 
2. factual, content based 
3. verbal (language, reading, 

writing, speaking) and 
arithmetic 

4. sequential, linear, reduc
tionistic, compartmental 

5. work, concentration, 
forced attention 

Right 

1. non-rational, intuitive, 
metaphoric 

2. creative, emotional 
3. non-verbal (sensory, first

hand experience, artistic, 
musical) 

4. holistic, integrative 
5. play, fantasy, recreation, 

day dreams 

Figure 9. Traits and functions theorized as characteristic of 
the left and right brain hemispheres. 

Many people studying this theory believe that natural 

thought involves a balancing of the two modes of the mind. 

Brown and Cherum (1981) state, "It is the reaching of the two-
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some in tandem and/or cooperative harmony that makes for 

healthy and productive thought." 

Most people involved with this theory also believe that 

western culture has a bias against the functions of the right 

hemisphere. Our culture seems to encourage distrust of the 

non-rational and emotional. It is theorized that the meta

phoric-intuitive functions get rusty when rarely used or when 

used only in negative situations. 

Samples (1976) has identified four major metaphoric modes 

of thought. The symbolic metaphoric mode exists whenever a 

symbol, either abstract (e.g., letters of the alphabet, numer

als) or visual (trademarks, logos, map markings) is used in 

place of an object, process or condition. It is the most 

widespread, culturally accepted mode. 

The synergic-comparative mode is in operation whenever two 

or more external objects, processes, or conditions are compared 

in such a way that the united components are more than either 

one alone (e.g., "The trees were an army marching up the hill 

to sunlight."). This mode functions in promoting the discovery 

of new relationships in a situation. 

A third mode identified by Samples is the integrative meta

phoric mode. This mode occurs when the physical and psychic 

attributes of the person are extended into direct contact with 

objects, processes, and conditions outside of that person. It 

requires that one's entire body, including mind and emotions, 

become involved in the issue at hand (e.g., "I move as a tree 

because I am a tree."). 

The final mode described by Samples is the inventive 
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metaphoric mode. It is this mode which exists whenever a 

person creates a new level of knowledge or insight for him/ 

herself as a result of self-initiated exploration of objects, 

processes, or conditions. It is the most all inclusive of the 

four modes because it involves all the formal and informal 

knowledge of the person and engages the services of both brain 

hemispheres. 

Unlike the intellectual development stages described by 

Piaget, the metaphoric thought modes are not dependent on age 

or chronological maturity for their presence. The modes are 

present in children. Many adults, however, lose their ability 

to utilize these modes because of years spent in a culture 

dominated by rational thinking. 

The question might easily be posed, "\-Jhat is the connection 

between this theory and the present discussion of applicable en

vironmental center teaching techniques?". The point to be made 

is that many activities that can be done and are done at centers 

are conducive to promotion of the metaphoric modes of thinking. 

Two facts are becoming increasingly apparent. Productive 

thought is a function of both hemispheres and right hemispheric 

though is stifled in our society. If these are indeed true, 

environmental centers should take advantage of their opportun

ities to include activities which emphasize right hemisphere 

development. Activities should be designed to encourage stu

dents to develop and/or maintain their ability to make use of 

the four metaphoric thought modes. 

How is this accomplished? By making use of play, 
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spontaneity and discovery in center activities. Students 

should be encouraged to exercise their creativity. The in

clusion of skits, role playing, creative dance or movement, 

music, story telling, and fantasies are all examples of how 

right hemispheric learning can be incorporated into environ

mental center programming. 

Simulation Games 

Simulation games are exercises which provide students 

with models of the real world. They represent paradigms 

through which the students can interact and experiment with 

alternative strategies for the resolution of various problems. 

The greatest asset of simulation games for environmental 

education lies in the fact that they allow students the risk 

of experimentation without having to experiment in a real 

world situation. Students are able to "assume roles, face 

environmental problems, formulate strategies, make decisions, 

and obtain rapid feedback on the consequences of their deci

sions" (Bottinelli, 1977). Additionally, students must apply 

the facts and concepts underlying the simulation or problem 

if they wish to effectively "play the game." 

These characteristics of environmental education simula

tion games have a number of apparent positive effects on 

stt~dents. "Motivation, concept learning, the application of 

facts to problem solving, and the examination of alternative 

solutions to the population/resources/environment crisis ap

pear to be improved through the use of efficient and realistic 
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environmental simulations and games" (Bottinelli, 1977). 

Above all, simulation games in environmental education instill 

in the students an appreciation of the interrelatedness of all 

aspects of the ecosphere. 

Simulation games are effective teaching tools. They should 

be included in the repertoire of environmental center instruc

tional procedures. 

A Review of the Curriculum Guidelines 

The component elements which are foundational to the 

curriculum model presented here have been examined in detail. 

Such an analysis would be detrimental if it served to obscure 

the logical, simple format on which this curriculum is based. 

The following diagram has two functions. It is intended to 

both review the component elements of this model and illus

trate howthe curriculum employs the General Teaching Model as 

a framework for its design. 
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General Teaching 
Model Environmental Center Curriculum Model 

-
*Philosophy People-environment relation-

ships 
Philosophy/Goals *Superordinate Goal of 

Curriculum Development 
the "Goals for 
in Environmental 

Education" (Hungerford, Peyton and 
Wilke, 1980) . ..__ 

~ 

Objectives Environmental Liter-i<General 
acy Components (Hungerford and Peyton, 
1976) 

Curriculum '\-Intermediate Goals Levels from "Goals 
for Curriculum Development in Environ-
mental Education" used to define: 

scope - content and process 
seguence - (to some extent) 

== *Behavioral Objectives derived from the 
''Goals for Curriculum Development in 
Environmental Education" 

Instructional *Learning Experiences - Inclusive of 
Strategies teaching methods, techniques, and in-

structional principles 
-!<Evaluation (discussed later in this 

._ guide) 

Figure 10. The General Teaching Model as a framework for the 
environmental center curriculum model. 

ENVIRONMENTAL CENTER CURRICULUH FORl-fAT 

To this point, discussion of environmental center currie-

ulum has been weighted distinctly toward the foundational con-

structs of this model. This is, of course, appropriate. 

Identification of philosophy, goals, objectives, and curriculum 

boundaries are essential steps in any educational endeavor. 

Nonetheless, answers to the question of "How do we implement 

this?" have been noticeably absent. 

The purpose of this section is to provide concrete sug-

gestions in response to curriculum implementation questions. 
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Emphasis will be placed on the organization and design of 

instructional activities as well as on school/center relations 

and responsibilities as they pertain to environmental center 

curriculum. 

Category-Theme-Unit Design 

A thematic design should be used in the organization of 

activities for each school group's program. The use of a 

theme allows the units taught in a program to be tied together 

under one ecological or environmental principle. Instructional 

activities or units selected to be taught are related to the 

program theme. An opening activity at the start of each pro-

gram can be used to introduce the chosen theme concept. This 

theme can then be reinforced in each unit taught as part of 

the program. Such a program is holistic in nature, rather 

than simply a series of disjointed activities. 

Five theme categories are recommended. 

1. Environmental Sensitivity 
2. Ecological Foundations 
3. Environmental Awareness 
4. Issue Investigation 
5. Environmental Action 

These five categories together comprise a holistic environmen-

tal education curriculum for centers. They represent a currie-

ulum which has the superordinate goal of environmental educa-

tion as its overriding focus. This becomes quite clear when 

one notes the obvious parallels between the theme categories 

and the intermediate goal levels of the "Goals for Curriculum 

Development in Environmental Education" (Hungerford, Peyton 
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and Wilke, 1980) described earlier in this chapter. Within 

each theme category, specific theme topics should be developed. 

A brief description of each category is given belov7. 

Environmental Sensitivity Themes - Themes in this 
category incorporate activities designed to provide 
experiences which help students acquire sensitivity 
to, and feeling of concern for the environment. 
Generally, units in these themes are geared toward 
the lower elementary grades and focus on students' 
use of one or more of their five senses. 

Ecological Foundations Themes - In these themes the 
focus is towards giving students sufficient ecolog
ical knowledge to make ecologically wise decisions 
with respect to environmental issues. Each theme 
in this category focuses on a specific ecological 
concept. Examples of theme topics include communi
ties, adaptations, interdependence and energy flow. 

Environmental Awareness Themes - The purpose of 
themes in the environmental awareness category is 
twofold. They are designed first to develop con
ceptual awareness in students of hmv individual and/ 
or group actions may influence the balance between 
quality of life and quality of the environment. 
They are also intended to develop an awareness that 
these actions result in environmental issues that 
must be resolved through investigation, values 
clarification, evaluation, decision making, and 
action. Theme topic examples in this category in
clude ecological implications of man's activities, 
energy use, and land use. 

Issue Investigation Themes - This category of themes 
is best suited for junior and senior high school stu
dents. Themes are designed to develop the knowledge 
and skills necessary to investigate environmental 
issues and evaluate alternative solutions for these 
issues. They also involve the clarification of 
values with respect to these issues and to the alter
native solutions. 

Environmental Action Themes - Again, themes in this 
category are most appropriate for students in junior 
and senior high school. The thrust of these themes 
is to develop in students the skills necessary to 
take positive environmental action to achieve and/or 
maintain a balance between quality of life and qual
ity of the environment. 
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The unit is the basic component of the curriculum. Gen-

erally speaking, units are teaching tools designed to rein

force the concepts included in the various themes. They also 

encourage student progression to the higher goal levels of the 

"Goals for Curriculum Development in Environmental Education." 

A number of units should therefore be developed to address a 

wide variety of ecological principles, environmental issues, 

and grade levels. Each unit consists of activities, directions, 

and materials aimed at developing specific learner outcomes. 

The units should be comprised of three major sections. 

1. Pre-Activity - Activities done at the school prior 
to a group's visit to the environmental center. 
These activities are intended to serve as advance 
organizers of the concepts that will be covered 
during the center visit. Each pre-activity should 
have the following component parts. 

A. Vocabulary List - Words related to the unit 
which will be used during the on-site activity. 

B. Objectives - Specific learner outcomes to be 
developed in the students before their environ
mental center visit. 

C. Activities - Activities to be used in and around 
school to prepare the students for the activities 
to be done at the center. 

D. References and Resources - Selected resources 
the teacher may use for additional background 
or information. Related audiovisual resources 
are also included. 

2. On-site Activity - This is the portion of the unit 
that is taught at the environmental center. Like 
the pre-activity, the on-site activity should be 
made up of a number of components. 

A. Title - A description of the on-site activity. 

B. In a Nutshell - This is a concise summary of the 
on-site activity. Appropriate grade levels and 
seasonal restrictions are included. 
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C. Concept - One statement which clearly states 
what the student should understand uPon com-
pletion of the on-site activity. · 

D. Objectives - Specific statements of expected 
learner outcomes. 

E. Learning Station - A description of the type of 
area needed for the activity. 

F. Materials -A list of the equipment, supplies, 
and materials needed for the activity. 

G. Preparation by Leader - Instructions to prepare 
the on-site teacher for the activity. 

H. Warm-up - Directions and teaching techniques 
for introducing the activity. 

I. Activity - Directions and teaching techniques 
for leading the on-site activity. 

J. Pulling Things Together - Directions and teach
ing techniques for leading a discussion or shar
ing session to conclude the on-site activity. 

3. Follow-up Activity - These are activities designed 
to be used following the school group's visit to an 
environmental center. Since the units are written 
to encourage student progression to higher levels of 
the "Goals for Curriculum Development in Environmen
tal Education," activities in this section attempt to 
relate the on-site activity to higher goal levels. 
The follow-up activity section should have three 
components. 

A. Objectives - Statements of specific learner out
comes which will be developed in the students 
through the use of the follow-up activities. 

B. Activities - These are activities which relate 
the knowledge, concepts, feelings, and skills 
developed during the environmental center visit 
to human activities. They might include values 
clarification exercises or projects exploring 
environmental issues in the students' own 
connnunity. 

C. References - Appropriate resources which may be 
beneficial to the teacher or students in complet
ing these activities are included here. 
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The units found in Appendix D were developed according 

to the unit format presented. They are included as represen

tative examples of how the guidelines described above can be 

used in environmental center unit development. 

School/Environmental Center Relations 

Program Planning 

The actual selection of a program theme and associated 

units should be done by the classroom teacher. This is very 

important since an environmental center visit is most effec

tive when it is an extension of the school curriculum. Each 

environmental center unit has its own objectives. A class

room teacher is therefore able to tailor a program to fit his 

or her own individual curriculum. Every school's environmen

tal center program can be unique with this model. 

A teacher determines a program's objectives through his 

or her selection of units. Some teachers will select units in 

one theme they have chosen. Other teachers may select units 

which take the students through all the theme categories. 

Teachers of resident groups may select one theme for each day 

of their stay at an environmental center. 

The problem still remains of coordinating the planning of 

a school group's environmental center visit. A program 

planning packet is sent to each teacher well in advance of 

th-eir group's scheduled visit. ~.Jhile a program planning pack

et of this nature could include a variety of items, certain 

elements are essential. First, such a packet should include 

a general information sheet describing the planning process. 
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Secondly, it should contain a list of themes and units pres

ently available at the center. From these two items, teachers 

should be able to select the focus and activities for their 

program. 

A program planning packet should therefore also include 

a program planner for either a day or a resident (overnight) 

program. This is basically a form on which to record theme 

and unit selections. Additionally, a program planning packet 

might contain an orientation checklist to be used by the teach

er in preparing the students for their visit and sample per

mission letters to be sent to parents of students involved in 

either one-day or residential programs. An example of a pro

gram planning packet which might be used is found in Appendix E. 

When the program planner forms are completed and returned 

from the teachers, center staff should prepare a master schedule 

of the theme and unit selections of each school group. Care 

must be taken to ensure that the unit selections are appropriate 

for both the grade and the season and that the students have 

not had any of the units during an earlier visit to the center. 

Copies of the finalized schedule should be sent to the school 

group's teacher approximately three weeks prior to their 

visit. Any orientation materials (e.g., slide/tape programs, 

pre-activities, etc.) are also sent at this time. Sample 

schedules for a one-day program and a residential program are 

included in Appendix E. The key to successful program planning 

is that both school teachers and environmental center person

nel remain as flexible as possible. 
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One of the biggest headaches for any environmental cen

ter staff is the reservation and scheduling process. The 

suggestions made below regarding this topic are based upon 

procedures which have been used successfully in environmental 

center scheduling. 

It is recommended that school groups be scheduled one 

school year in advance. All school groups that have used the 

center previously should be sent reservation material in 

February. Reservations can then be accepted from any school 

group any time prior to Hay 1st. An example of a reservation 

form that could be used for this purpose is provided in Appen-

dix E. Scheduling of the dates for the various groups should 

be completed by center personnel in early May with date con

firmations being sent out before the end of the school year. 

To ensure firm commitments on the part of the school 

groups visiting the center, a monetary deposit to reserve a 

date is recommended. This deposit can be applied to the 

charges or maintained until the following year. Reservations 

should be tentative until this deposit is received. Cancella

tions or date changes should be made only upon mutual consent 

of the environmental center director and the classroom teacher. 

Program Implementation 

Within the realm of program impleffientation, both the 

school teacher and center personnel have specific responsibil

ities which, when carried out, facilitate a successful program. 

These responsibilities of schools and centers will be consid

ered for three categories; student pre-visit preparation, 
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on-site responsibilities, and follow-up exercises. 

In preparing students for an experience at an environ-

mental center, school teachers and center staff must work 

closely together. The school teacher's tasks in student 

preparation can be delineated as follows. 

1. Prepare the students academically for their visit. 
This includes thinking through how the visit fits 
into the ongoing school curriculum and making use 
of the pre-activities, vocabulary, and resources 
available. These pre-activities are important ad
vance organizers serving as a conceptual foundation 
for when the concepts are encountered by the stu
dents during the on-site activity. 

2. Familiarize the students with the rules and pro
cedures of the environmental center. 

3. Prepare the parents of the students in any ways 
possible (i.e., informational letters, permission 
slips, and medical forms). 

4. Prepare the class socially for their visit. This 
would include assigning them to groups to be used 
at the center and, for resident groups, talking 
about any problems inherent in an overnight stay. 

5. Let center staff know of any special academic, 
social, or medical needs class members may have. 

6. Make sure the students have name tags and have 
been assigned to instructional groups to be used 
during the visit. 

Center personnel have responsibilities to the student 

preparation process which supplement the tasks of the class

room teacher. Center staff duties include the following. 

1. Provide the teachers with comprehensive materials 
which give an in-depth orientation to the center 
and its programs. 

2. Provide student directed orientation materials 
(e.g., slide tape orientation show). These mater
ials should answer questions students have about 
the center and get them excited about the visit. 

3. For each unit selected, provide the teacher with 
a copy of the pre-activity, the on-site activity 
and the follow-up activity. 
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4. Meet with the teachers prior to their visit if 
such a meeting is desired. 

5. Talk to the parents of the students if requested 
to do so. 

6. Maintain an environmental education curriculum 
library at the center for use by school teachers 
and center staff. 

The assumption made in this curriculum model is that 

center personnel have primary responsibility for the on-site 

activities. Adjustments will have to be made by centers using 

this model, according to how far their teaching structure 

deviates from this premise. 

Working from this assumption, it is clear that instuctors 

working at the center will be doing the bulk of the teaching 

during a school group's stay. What, then, is the teacher's 

role in the on-site experience? It is helpful to consider the 

teacher's role at the center as falling into three main areas. 

1. Observe Activities - The teacher may participate 
actively or passively in the activities, provide 
feedback to the center staff, and occasionally 
assist in an activity. Observation of the on-
site units allows for more relevance in the follow
up activities. 

2. Observe Students - At the center, teachers are able 
to observe students progress in an informal atmD
sphere. They can also assist with handicapped 
students or discipline problems. 

3. Occasionally Teach a Unit - Teachers may wish to 
become actively involved in teaching on-site 
activities. Such interest could perhaps be indi
cated on the group's program planner. 

Additional duties may be necessary for teachers bringing groups 

involved in a resident program. These added tasks might 

include: 
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4. Planning and supervising late afternoon activities. 

5. Planning and assisting with the evening program. 

6. Cabin or dormitory supervision. 

Perhaps the most important aspect of the entire environ

mental center experience is the follow-up activities. A visit 

to an environmental center is only the beginning of the develop

ment of important environmental education knowledge and skills 

in students. The concepts learned at the center must be rein

forced back in the classroom. It is obvious that this essen

tial task falls upon the classroom teacher. Follow-up activi

ties must be done in order to put the center visit in its 

proper perspective. It is only through the follow-up activi

ties that the visit becomes something more than "just another 

field trip" or "a day in the woods." 

There is no question that truly effective environmental 

education programs are characteristically ongoing, consistent 

curriculum efforts. Clearly, schools must accept the major 

burden of responsibility for environmental education. Center 

visits are only a small piece of a much larger environmental 

education picture. The impact of once a year visits to an 

environmental center on the development of environmental liter

acy in students is minimal. Such visits are much more effec

tive when they are infused into the ongoing school environ

mental education program. 

Accommodating school groups is only one way environmental 

centers can prove beneficial to schools. They can serve as a 

valuable resource for schools on topics such as environmental 
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education curriculum, the use of the school grounds for out-

door environmental education activities, and resources in 

environmental education. Additionally, the center staff can 

often serve as resource people on a wide range of environmen-

tal topics. Centers and school personnel alike should crea-

tively explore various ways to make use of environmental cen-

ter facilities. 

PRINCIPLES OF CURRICULill1 EVALUATION 

"Planners have too often given little thought to 
their evaluation. As a consequence, the curriculum 
has come to resemble a boat accumulating barnacles. 
The accretion of unevaluated 'stuff' has added 
weight, but nothing has been done to provide stream
lining. Evaluation gauges worth, thereby permitting 
some programs and projects to be retained and others 
to be eliminated" (Doll, 1982). 

All too often very little attention is given to the 

evaluation of curriculum. Efforts are generally geared to 

the more "glamorous" aspects of development of new materials. 

~fuen it comes to the essential task of evaluating hm.v effec-

tive those materials are, there is usually little interest. 

Unfortunately, environmental education is hardly an ex-

ception to the rule. Far more emphasis appears to be placed 

on program development at facilities involved in environmental 

education. The researching of program effectiveness appears 

to be a low priority. "Environmental education research 

efforts that relate to the empirical documentation of program 

effectiveness, demonstrate goal attainment, concept acquisi-

tion, belief and attitude shift, and skill acquisitions are 
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urgently needed" (Roth, 1976). 

Evaluation of environmental education programs is impera-

tive in order to provide a basis for determining exactly -..:vhat 

these environmental education programs are accomplishing. 

This need becomes even more acute when viewed in the light of 

the increasing public demands for accountability from educa-

tional systems. Environmental educators cannot afford com-

placency. Evaluation, revision, and improvement of environ-

mental education programs are necessary and must become contin-

ual, ongoing processes. 

Passineau (1975) has identified six major needs of the 

environmental education evaluation process. If these needs 

were met, environmental education evaluation efforts would be 

much improved. 

1. More environmental educators must become aware of 
the importance of evaluation. 

2. The threatening image of evaluation must be re
placed by an image characterized as supportive, 
helpful, and necessary. 

3. Many more competent environmental education evalu
ators are needed to facilitate formative and sum
mative evaluation programs. 

4. Communication of research results to decision 
makers must improve. 

5. The need exists for development of assessment 
instruments and evaluation methodologies for 
environmental education. 

6. Environmental education organizations, both public 
and private, need to promote improvement in pro
gram evaluation. 
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~fua t Is Eva 1 ua t ion? 

Both an intelligent discussion about evaluation and 

effective utilization of evaluation procedures are contingent 

upon an understanding of what is meantby the term evaluation. 

Doll (1982) presents the following definition of evalua

tion: "A broad and continuous effort to inquire into the 

effects of utilizing educational content and process according 

to clearly defined goals." It is important to acknmvledge the 

connection that is made between evaluation and goals in the 

above definition. Goals have been shown to be important in 

curriculum development, but they are also the standard for 

evaluating the success of an education effort. "One needs 

milestones by which to evaluate progress. Goals are also 

necessary to interpret the significance of program results" 

(Passineau, 1975). 

Quite obviously, the success of a program is directly 

tied to how well the goals of the program are achieved. 

"Achievement of goals is accomplished by designing experiences 

that fit or accord with the goals; then the effects of experi

ences can be evaluated with reference to the goals" (Doll, 

1982). 

The definition of evaluation offered by Passineau (1975) 

is similar to Doll's, yet provides additional insights into 

the meaning of evaluation. "Evaluation ... is the process 

of collecting and using information pertinent to making 

decisions about the merits of a program." From this defini

tion, two foundational components of evaluation, assessment 
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and valuing, can be identified. 

The term assessment is often used interchangeably with 

evaluation. In actuality, it is one of two major components 

of evaluation. Assessment refers to the process of measuring, 

describing, and/or analyzing a program. Assessment is a part 

of evaluation, since enlightened judgments require adequate 

understanding. 

Evaluation, however, goes a step beyond assessment to 

include a valuing component. This is necessary because evalu

ation is inclusive of the process of judging a program's 

quality and its appropriateness for support and adoption. 

Clearly this includes value systems. 

Another term that is often confused with evaluation is 

accountability. The two terms differ in the focus of their mean

ings. Evaluation analyzes educational programs and products 

and judges their worth. On the other hand, accountability 

represents an evaluation process directed toward people rather 

than programs. People are assigned responsibilities for out

comes, evaluated for competence and performance, and required 

to pay the eOflsequences in terms of rewards or punishments 

for their efforts. It is, in essence, "evaluation with teeth." 

Two general types of evaluation are used in the evalua

tion of an educational program. These are formative evalua

tion and summative evaluation. 

Formative evaluation refers to those evaluation methods 

which provide information at intermediate stages of the pro

gram. This allows alterations and improvements to be made in 
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the program as it progresses. The biggest asset of this type 

of evaluation is its timeliness. Feedback and results are 

rapid. One disadvantage is that the evaluation techniques 

tend to be relatively "soft." Observations, questionnaires, 

logs, and rating scales are all examples of techniques used 

in this category. Appendix F contains examples of formative 

evaluation instruments that can be used to evaluate programs 

at environmental centers. Included is a teacher evaluation 

form, a student evaluation form, program director's evaluation 

form, and center staff evaluation form. 

Terminal evaluation procedures used in making decisions 

about the merits of a final product fall into the summative 

evaluation category. The intent of summative methods is to 

provide information about what the project or program has 

actually achieved. In general, the data quality in summative 

evaluation is higher than that collected with formative 

methods. Expectations about the objectivity of information 

collected with summative methods are also higher. Consequent

ly, summative evaluation procedures tend to be tightly con

trolled. An experimental design with random assignments and 

pre and post tests would be a typical summative evaluation 

technique. 

Evaluation is a process necessary for both general educa

tion and environmental education. A discussion of what evalu

ation is, represents the initial step in understanding how to 

effectively implement evaluation methods in environmental edu

cation programs. Such a discussion can be summarized well in 
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the following manner. "Evaluation is basically a logical pro

cess of analyzing the nature of an educational program and 

making value judgments concerning its worth. As such, the 

skill necessary to evaluate environmental education is care

ful reasoning; evaluation requires the use of good common 

sense" (Passineau, 1975). 

Developing an Evaluation Model 

Several characteristics of evaluation were identified in 

the discussion of its definition. All true evaluation proce

dures contains the components of assessment and valuing. They 

are directly related to program goals. This implies that eval

uation procedures should be as broad as the goals to which they 

relate and should contain some criteria to measure progress 

made toward the program goals. 

Additionally, evaluation should be characterized by con

tinuity. A common misconception about evaluation is that it 

occurs only at the end of an educational activity. Evalua

tion should be employed at every stage of the educational 

enterprise, from beginning to end. Quality evaluation must 

also have diagnostic worth. The procedures must be valid and 

reliable so that accurate interpretations of the data can be 

made. 

Given all of these characteristics, how do educators go 

about planning an effective evaluation? The first and per

haps most important step is to develop an evaluation model. 

An evaluation model is simply an overall strategy or plan. In 
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the development of such a plan, it cannot be overemphasized 

that good common sense will be an evaluator's most helpful 

tool. 

Passineau (1975) has suggested a questioning process to 

aid in the development of an evaluation model. By asking and 

carefully answering "Why, what, who, when, where, and how" 

questions with regard to evaluation of a program, a complete 

evaluation model to fit specific program needs can be developed. 

~~Y Evaluate? This involves identifying the rationale 
for evaluation. Motives for evaluation efforts will 
determine the evaluation's magnitude and quality. 

Evaluate What? Efforts must be made to clearly de
fine what components are to be evaluated. Program 
goals, unit objectives, pre-post knowledge, student 
attitude or skills, pupil/staff/teacher satisfaction 
and cost are all possibilities. 

Evaluate Whom? All the people who share responsi
bility for a program should be evaluated, from stu
dents to administrators. 

Evaluate When? Evaluation should integrate a program 
from its conception to its conclusion. Formative and 
summative methods should be used. 

Evaluate Where? It is important to identify the actual 
location of the evaluation process. For example, before 
adopting a particular evaluation procedure, it must be 
determined if the setting and population \vi th \vhich the 
procedure was initially used can be generalized to the 
present situation. 

Evaluated How? This refers to the evaluation tools, 
tests, and methodologies which will be employed. 
Selection of those appropriate for a given program 
depends upon the determination of the above mentioned 
elements. Procedures and te:chniques used might in
clude the following: criterion-referenced tests, 
norm-referenced tests, diagnostic tests, interviews, 
checklists, rating scales, questionnaires, systematic 
observation of behavior, colleague and student evalu
ation reports, simulation games, experimental choice 
situations, projective techniques, role playing, 
attitude scales, Q-sort sociometry, semantic differ
ential technique, and unobtrusive measures (Passineau, 
1975). 
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Developing an Evaluation Design 

The establishment of an overall strategy for evaluation 

gives rise to the development of an evaluation design for the 

program. An evaluation design is a specific plan for assess-

ing the achievement of a set of objectives by following a 

series of implementation steps. While each program evaluation 

may be unique, a general sequence to the evaluation process, 

such as the one below offered by Baker (1983), can be outlined. 

Baker's evaluation steps include: 

1. Needs assessment. 

2. Prioritization of goals from assessment data. 

3. Development of program goals. 

4. Development of measurable program objectives. 

5. Development of specific instructional activity 
objectives (for activities designed to meet the 
program objectives). 

6. Planning of an evaluation (summative) to measure 
outcome. 

It can be seen that evaluation is a logical process that 

is inseparable from the entire curriculum effort. It is em-

17edded in tae curriculum, functioning as an integral part of 

the curriculum design. 

This intimate association can be evidenced in the rela-

tionship which exists between the evaluation sequence outlined 

by Baker and the General Teaching Model curriculum design 

described earlier in this chapter (Fig. 2). Such a compari-

son is presented below. 
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Baker Evaluation Sequence General Teaching Hodel 

2. Prioritize goals from assess- Philosophy/Educational Goals 
1. Needs assessment J 

ment data 
3. Develop program goals 

4. Develop measurable program J 
objectives Curriculum 

5. Develop specific instruction-]Instructional Strategies-
al activity objectives inclusive of instructional 

6. Plan an evaluation objectives, pre-assessment, 
instructional procedures, 
and evaluation 

Figure 11. A comparison of the General Teaching Hodel and 
Baker's Evaluation Sequence. 

Consideration of these two elements in tandem with one 

another results in an evaluation sequence with very favorable 

attributes. A combination of this nature follows a logical 

evaluation sequence and infuses the evaluation process into 

the overall curriculum design. 

\~en the evaluation process is considered within the frame-

work of the General Teaching Model, a detailed sequence of 

evaluation steps can be developed (Doll, 1982). 

1. Specify program goals, desired outcomes, and 
.:3.lt~rnative ways these goals and outcomes might 
be achieved. 

2. Select a sample representative of the program's 
population for the evaluation study. 

3. Pupils are "measured" to determine their status 
of relevant characteristics (i.e., levels of 
achievement, learning skills) going into the 
evaluation program. 

4. The evaluation program is tried with the selected 
sample of pupils. Portions of the "sample" re
ceive separate treatments. 
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5. Effects of the alternative treatments are gauged. 
This occurs both while the program is going on 
(formative evaluation) and at the conclusion of 
the treatment process (summative evaluation). 

6. Results or outputs are reviewed and conclusions 
drawn. 

7. Conclusions dictate what shall be done with all 
or part of the program (i.e., continuation, 
modification, or abandonment). 

Evaluation of Environmental Center Curriculum 

Because environmental center programs vary widely in both 

content and approach, most centers will have an evaluation 

design unique to them. It is recommended, however, that the 

sequence for evaluation set forth by Doll be used as a guide-

line. This sequence provides for a link between learner out-

comes and the goals of the program. Evaluation instruments 

are designed to measure desired learner outcomes. These de-

sired outcomes are based upon the behavioral objectives of the 

center instructional activities. The behavioral objectives, are 

in turn, derived from the program goals. 
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The intent of this section is to assist the practitioner 

in answering the question, "How do I use this guide to devel-

op a curriculum at my environmental center?". The summary 

provided here represents a capsulized version of the material 

presented in the guide. Identified are conditions that must 

be met and tasks that must be accomplished in order to success-

fully implement this curriculum plan at an environmental 

center. The assumption inherent in both this summary and the 

entire guide is that the environmental center staff desires to 

implement the curriculum as stated on these pages. If the 

center personnel choose to modify the curriculum plan in any 

way, adjustments may be necessary. 

Curriculum Development Steps for New 

Environmental Centers 

Staff at a new environmental center should take the 

following steps in developing curriculum for their facility: 

A. Before any curriculum development takes place it is 

essential that the people involved in curriculum plan-

uing understand the various aspects of environmental 

center curriculum. The first step therefore is to make 

sure that curriculum planners are familiar and comfort-

able with the following environmental center curriculum 

components: 
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Characteristics of environmental education -
Curriculum planners should be thoroughly familiar 
with the characteristics of environmental educa
tion. This includes both its unique attributes 
and its similarities to other closely related 
fields. 

Curriculum development principles - Curriculum 
planners should have a solid understanding of what 
curriculum is and how a curriculum design can be 
employed. Specifically for this curriculum plan, 
they should be aware of how the General Teaching 
Model can be used as a curriculum design which 
links program goals to actual instruction. 

Goals for Curriculum Development in Environmental 
Education - People involved in environmental center 
curriculum planning should be very familiar with the 
content of these goals. Of particular importance is 
an understanding of the concepts and process skills 
called for and the ability to identify the scope 
and sequence delineated by these goals. Addition
ally, planners should have a clear idea of how and 
where the various elements of these goals fit into 
the curricul~~ design of the General Teaching Model. 

Category-Theme-Unit design - The learning materials 
in this curriculum plan are developed and organized 
according to this design. It is therefore impera
tive that the developers of curriculum materials 
are knowledgeable concerning this format. It is also 
very important that they understand the function of 
each component of a unit (pre-activity, on-site 
activity, follow-up activity) and are familiar with 
the various elements which make up these components. 

Princi¥les of evaluation - Evaluation is an integral 
part o any curriculum. Planners must be familiar 
with evaluation principles so that they will be able 
to develop an evaluation strategy which identifies 
how evaluation is going to fit into the center cur
riculum. This strategy should culminate in an eval
uation design which outlines how evaluation procedures 
will be implemented. Initially these procedures may 
be strictly formative in nature, but eventually 
summative measures should be used as well. 

B. Inventory the center's resources. This involves answer-

ing the question, "What resources and/or facilities are 

available for our use?". Such an inventory should in-

elude the natural and man-made resources of the area. 
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It should also consider the less obvious financial, 

material, staff talent, and volunteer resources avail-

able to the environmental center for curriculum 

development. 

C. Identify the audience the environmental center curriculum 

will address. This curriculum plan is designed for K-12 

school groups. 

D. Examine the "Goals for Curriculum Development in Environ-

mental Education." Identify the concepts and skills from 

each goal level that: 

1. Center personnel feel it is important to address. 

2. Can be addressed given the center's identified 
resources. 

3. Are appropriate for the center's audience. 

E. Hork \vith representatives of the audience for whom the 

center programs are to be designed. For this curriculum 

plan the representatives will be primarily school staff 

members. Ask for their suggestions on the concepts and 

skills which should be a part of the center's program. 

The curriculum should relate directly to what is done in 

school so it is important to know what is covered in the 

various grades and develop activities accordingly. Seek 

school staff members' input on the types of pre and 

follow-up materials/activities that will be needed. 

Solicit their expertise in dealing with curriculumrelated 

questions. Finally, work closely with school staff 

members in ironing out the specific logistics of how 

cooperative school-center education programs will be 

planned and implemented. 
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F. Prioritize the concepts and skills which have been 

selected. Curriculum development is a time consuming 

process. While all of the selected concepts and 

skills are important, it is wise to identify those 

which should be incorporated into learning materials 

first. This should be done at each goal level. 

G. Determine how the various concepts and skills will be 

taught and develop behavioral objectives for each con

cept/skill. It is a good idea to look at curriculum 

materials from other environmental centers to see if 

any are applicable or adaptable before developing new 

materials. Quite often, time can be saved by learning 

from or borrowing from activities which already exist. 

H. Develop units to teach the concepts/skills and meet 

the behavioral objectives. These units should be 

developed with the following curriculum considerations 

in mind: 

1. Units should be developed so that the curriculum 
addresses all three learning domains. Special 
emphasis should be placed on the cognitive and 
affective domains. As the curriculum develops, 
attempts should be made to cover the hierarchical 
levels of these domains thoroughly. 

2. Units should be developed which consider student 
intellectual development stages. This will require 
curriculum planners to be familiar with Piaget's 
theory of intellectual development, Kohlberg's 
theory of moral development, and various learning 
p-rincip-les-. Unit-s- should be writt-en which address 
various levels of these developmental models. A 
center may have separate units teaching essentially 
the same concept but using different activities in 
order to service different age groups. 

3. Units should include pre-activities 1r1hich serve 
as advance organizers of the concepts to be ad
dressed during the on-site activity and follow
up activities to be done after the center visit. 

4. In writing the units, curriculum planners should 
make use of teaching techniques which: 
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a. are appropriate for outdoor teaching 
b. utilize the unique resources of the area 
c. are as site specific as possible 
d. are appropriate for the concept being taught 
e. are well suited to the age group for whom the 

unit is designed (i.e., hmv the age group learns) 
f. consider the learning functions of both the right 

and left brain hemispheres. 

5. Unit development should be such that the curriculum 
covers all the seasons. Some units may be appropri
ate for year round use. In other situations, a few 
units may be developed which teach the same concept 
or skill but which are season specific. 

While all of these curriculum considerations should be 

addressed in unit development, no one unit will be able 

to encompass them all. Each unit 1.11ill most likely be 

unique in the combination of aspects it includes. 

I. Organize the units into themes designed to provide a 

focus to a group's program at the center and place the 

themes into appropriate categories corresponding to the 

goal levels described in the "Goals for Curriculum 

Development in Environmental Education." Some units 

may fit into more than one theme. Some themes may be 

applicable to more than one category. After the units 

have been organized into themes, the need may exist to 

develop additional units addressing a particular theme. 

This may be necessary in order to ensure that there are 

a sufficient number of units available to a group using 

the theme as a focal point for their program. 

J. Have the units read and analyzed by people associated 

with and/or competent in environmental center curriculum 

development. Fellow center staff members, school 

teachers, and curriculum developers from other 
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environmental centers are all excellent candidates for 

this task. They should analyze the units for such 

things as concept accuracy, teachability, unit flow, 

and appropriateness for grade level and site. This 

diagnostic process will identify problems early and 

allow for them to be corrected before the unit is used. 

K. Field test the units. This simply involves teaching the 

unit to school groups visiting the environmental center. 

Even the most well planned activity will most likely 

have minor adjustments that need to be made. No other 

process is more effective in bringing problems to the 

surface than the actual instruction of the unit. 

L. Obtain formative evaluation feedback from the center 

staff, school teachers, and students regarding the units. 

Staff members may discover that a particular procedure 

is cumbersome and in need of revision. Teachers may 

spot a conceptual problem. Students may find that a 

unit is not very interesting. Such feedback should be 

actively solicited. 

M. Revis-e t::fie units based on the information obtained in 

the field testing and on the recommendations made in the 

evaluation of the units. 

N. Develop summative evaluation procedures to determine how 

effectively the units address the behavioral objectives 

they were designed to cover. 

It is essential for curriculum planners to realize that 

curriculum development is an ongoing process. A healthy 
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curriculum is constantly evolving and improving. Different 

portions of the curriculum are in different stages of crea-

tion, testing, revision, and evaluation. Consequently, an 

environmental center will have units at varying stages of 

development. 

It is also important to note that an alternative to the 

curriculum development steps described is to adopt an exist-

ing environmental center curriculum previously developed 

according to these guidelines. The Central Wisconsin Environ-

mental Station is an example of a center with such a curriculum. 

Total curriculum adoption can serve as a tremendous time saver, 

and allow the center personnel to concentrate on other aspects 

of environmental center development. 

Curriculum Modification Steps for Existing 

Environmental Centers 

Common sense would seem to dictate that a number of 

parallels exist between the procedures necessary to implement 

this curriculum plan at a new environmental center and those 

needed to adapt already existing center programs to this plan. 

Several similarities do exist but there are differences as well. 

A recommended plan of action modifying a center program 

to fit this curriculum plan follows these steps: 

A. Become familiar with the various aspects important to 

environmental center curriculum. These include charac-

teristics of environmental education, curriculum develop-

ment principles, the "Goals for Curriculum Development 
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in Environmental Education," the category-theme-unit 

design, and principles of evaluation. 

B. Based upon an understanding of the curriculum components 

mentioned above, examine the curriculum materials cur-

rently being used at the center. Answer the question, 

"Is our curriculum in synch with what we want to accom-

plish?". If not, determine where the shortcomings exist. 

C. Examine the "Goals for Curriculum Development in Environ-

mental Education." Identify the concepts and skills that: 

1. Are already being taught at the center. 
2. The center would like to address. 
3. The center could address given its audience and 

resources. 

Two very important processes are implied in this pro-

cedure. First, the gaps where the present curriculum 

fails to meet environmental education goals should be 

identified and filled.. Secondly, it is important to 

eliminate "extra baggage" from the curriculum. Acti-

vities that do not fit within the identified scope 

borne out of the goals should not be used. This helps 

reduce the possibility that a center's curriculum is 

spread so thin that it accomplishes very little. 

D. Prioritize the concepts/skills selected. Consider both 

the concepts/skills for which learning materials need to 

be modified and those for which new units need to be 

developed. This should be done at each goal level. 

E. Develop new units or modify existing units in accordance 

with the curriculum considerations described earlier 

(i.e., learning domains, intellectual development stages, 
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teaching techniques, seasonal restrictions, etc.). 

Make certain that the units being developed or modified: 

1. Are adapted to the specified unit format. 

2. Address the concepts and/or skills for which they 
are designed. 

3. Address the audience they are intended to reach 
(i.e., grade levels based on intellectual development). 

F. Organize the units into themes and categories. 

G. Have the units analyzed by people knowledgeable in the 

area of environmental center curriculum development. 

H. Field test the units. 

I. Obtain formative evaluation feedback from center staff, 

teachers, and students. 

J. Revise the units based on the information obtained from 

the field testing and formative evaluation. 

K. Develop summative evaluation procedures to measure the 

impact of the environmental center program. 

There is no question that environmental centers are a 

valuable ally of the environmental education movement. Their 

potential in such a role, however, will be achieved only if 

EJ:Uality environmen:tal educa:tien currieula are developed for 

use at environmental centers. Both new environmental centers 

and environmental centers already in operation must place a 

high priority on sound curriculum planning. Such planning 

will ensure that instruction at environmental cer.ters accu-

rately reflects the goals of environmental education and 

guarantees that center programming will make a substantial 

contribution to the environmental education effort. 
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Goals for Curriculum lkvelopment in Er.vironmental Education 1 

The Superordinate Goal: . . . to aid citizens in becoming 

environmentally knowledgeable and, above all, skilled and 

dedicated citizens who arc willing to work, individually and 

collectively, tot.rard achieving and/or maintaining a dynamic 

equilibrium between quality of life and quality of the environ-
2 

ment. 

Level I. Ecological Foundations Level: 

This level seeks to provide the receiver with sufficient ecological 

foundations knowledge to pe~it him/her to eventually make ecologically sound 

decisions with respect to environmental issues. 

The Ecological Foundations Level would minimally include the following 

conceptual components: 

A. Individuals and populations. 

B. Interactions and interdependence. 

C. Environmental influences and limiting factors. 

D. Energy flow and materials cycling (biogeochemical cycling). 

E. The com1nunity and ecosystem concepts. 

F. Homeostasis. 

G. Succession 

H. Man as an ecosystem component. 

I. The ecological implications of man's activities and his 

communities. 

ll. This document represents the final draft of the goals subsequent to 
validation. The final validity assessment was conducted by a panel of five 
professional environmental educators. This panel t.ras composed of Drs. Robert 
S. Coo~:. John Disinger, Robert George, Harold HcKenna, and R. Thomas Tanner. 

2. Adapted from Gary D. Harvey, A Conceptualization of Environmental 
Education. In J. L. Aldrich, A.M. Blackburn and G. A. Abel (Eds), A Report 
on the ~orth American Regional Seminar on Environmental Education. Columbus, 
Ohio: SNEAC Information Reference Center, 1977. 
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Level II. Conceptual Awareness Level - Issues and Values. 

This level seeks to guide the development of a conceptual awareness of 

how individual and collective actions may influence the relationship between 

quality of life and the quality of the environment • . also, how these 

actions result in environmental issues which must be resolved through 

investigation, evaluation, values clarification, decision making and finally, 

citizenship action. 

Goals at this level arc formulated to provide opportunities for receivers 

to conceptualize . 

A. 

B. 

c. 

n u. 

L" 

G. 

. how man's cultural activities (e.g., religious, economic, 

political, social, etc.) influence the environment from an ecological 

perspective . 

. haw individual behaviors impact on the environment from an 

ecological perspective . 

. a wid..:· v.:Jri<~Ly of environmental issues and the ecological and 

~ui :::ucil implications of these issues . 

. :he viable al.ternative solutions available for rcmediating 

~.i.o.:crc~cc environmental issues .:1nd the ecological and cultural 

i2plications of these alternative solutions. 

t..hc n~~d fllr t:"flVironrnC":ltal issue investigation .:md c'Valuation 

~L> :! ;>rt:rc'quisiL·.· to sounJ dcci.sion rocking. 

the roles ;:>L.Jy,~a by diff~ring humau values in environment<.~l 

issues and tl1e need for personal values clarification as an integral 

pa. :::. o.t environr:1cr:t2l C.ecision making. 

the ne~d for rcsponsibl~ citizenship action (e.g., persuasion, 

coibU:r.crism, leg.Jl action, politic1l action, ecomanagernent) in the 

r·.-::c,,Jia~ion of environm~I:tal issues. 

Level r-;:r. Investigation and Evaluation _Level: 

Ti1is level provides for the development of the knowledge and skills necessary 

ro per.::i r rect~ivers to invest1gate environmental issues and evaluate alternativ2 

solutic:. ·or remediating these issues. Similarly, values are clarified with 

r.:spe.:::t ru t!:~se issues and alternative solutions. Goals at this level .:J.rc 

rrcsented in two components. 
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Component != Goals for Component A are to develop in receivers 

A. . the knowledge and skills needed to identify and investigate 

B. 

issues (using both primary and secondary sources of information) 

and to synthesize the data gathered. 

the ability to analyze environmental issues and the associated 

value perspectives with respect to their ecological and cultural 

implications. 

C. • •. the ability to identify alternative solutions for discrete 

issues and the value perspectives associated ~~ith these solutions. 

D. . the ability to autonomously evaluate alternative solutions 

and associated value perspectives for discrete environmental issues 

with respect to their cultural and ecological implications. 

E. . .. the ability to identify and clarify their own value positions 

related to discrete environmental issues and their associated 

solutions. 

F. . .. the ability to evaluate, clarify, and change their own value 

positions in light of ne~,· information. 

Comoor.ent B: Goals for Component B are to provide receivers with opportunities 

to 

G. participate in enviromnental issue ~nvestigation and evaluation. 

H. participate in the valuing process in a manner as to permit the 

receiver to evaluate the extent to which his/her values are consistent 

with the superordinate goal of achieving and/ormaintaining a dynamic 

equilibrium bet~~een quality of life and quality of the environment. 

Level IV. Environmeutal Action Skills Level - Training a_n~ Application. 

This level seeks to guide the development of those skills necessary for 

rcceiv<!rs to take positive enviromnental action for the purpose of achieving 

a~d/or caintaining a dynamic equilibrium between quality of life and the quality 

of the en·vironment. Goals at this level are presented in t\.fo components. 

Component ~: The goal for Componeut A is to develop in receivers 

A. . those skills ~,,hich will permit them to effectively \.-ark toH.:nd 

ends which are consistent with their values and take either individual 

or group action ~"hen appropriate, i.e., persuasion, consumerism, 

political action, legal action, or ecomanagement. 
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Component ~: The goals for Component B are to provide receivers with 

opportunities to . 

B. 

c. 

D. 

make decisions concerning environmental action strategies 

to be used with respect to particular environmental issues. 

apply environmental action skills to specific issues, i.e., 

to take citizen action on one or more issues . 

. evaluate the actions taken with respect to their influence 

on achieving and/or maintaining a dynamic equilibrium between quality 

of life and the quality of the environment. 

Assumptions Hade By the Developers 

The following assumptions have been made relative to the goals: 

l. That the goals for curriculum developmnt in EE are appropriate for 

use in guiding both formal and nonfonnal EE curriculum dt!velopment efforts. 

rn~! ~ "receiver" can be r:hought of as any person, of any age, who 

ca:~ ~e :·.;achc~d through ei::her the formal or nonformal educational sectors. 

:,. Tiw.t the superordinate goal i:.; philosophically correct as stated. 

That this goal represents the most appropriate direction for environmental 

.::cL~:.:.:1::i0~. if EL is goin3 co meet the trer:-.c·ndous challenges facing nankind 

1•. T!1.:>:: ~..ocologic;1l ;.'oundations are critical to any EE program as 

prertquisi:~ or corequisite cognitive knowledge. That ecological concepts are 

an i~~egral parr of EE. !),~spi~e this premise, it remains cogent to make 

certc.i!: ::!::1t r<~ceiv,~rs distinguish beth·.:~en envir-onmental education and 

5. ThJ', rc·r,2::<.!l.:,s_~ .:.:f the i~;:lQrt:lrtce of methodologies such ,,s outdoor 

,,Jt;ca:::.:.')!\ 1 environ::1t.:::1t2l i.ntr~rpretat.io::, acclirr.atization, and outdoor recre-

ati.o.-., :~esc are not a part of the substantive structure of EE per se. There

fore, a:1ci~l2.ry goals reprcs~·nting these activities directly do not appear here 

.:1lthoug:: c: nunber of the goals for cul~iculu.rn development in EE might be 

facili::;i:··(: by the use of these and other oethodologies. 

6. 1t:at ~o:nc level of "environmental sensitivity" is probably critic.:1l 

to the rcct:!iver's being \Jilling and/or able to engage profitably in Levels II, 

III. and IV of this set of goals. Irrespective of this assumed prerequisite, 
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the developers have arbitrarily omitted goals dealing with sensitivity on 

several grounds. These are: 

A. Sensitivity would have to be represented as foundational. 

B. Sensitivity per se cannot be operationalized in a manner as to 

provide for any measurable criterion level of affect. 

C. Every individual will enter the EE process with a unique set of 

affective predispositions, generated by the individual's own background 

of experiences. 

D. Like values clarification, sensitivity will, in part, result from 

EE activities themselves. In particular, judiciously developed instruc

tional programs in ecological foundations and conceptual awareness should 

measurably assist in the sensitization process. 

7. The process of valuing, values clarification and moral reasoning are 

implicit in the goals, particularly III and IV. 

8. That environmental action is, in fact, represented by the five 

categories of action as stated in the goals (or in combinations of these 

categories). The assumption is also made that these action categories (or 

combinations of them) are exhaustive. 

9. That the concept of maintaining and/or achieving a dynamic 

equilibrium (homeostasis) must be interpreted from both cultural and ecological 

?erspectives. That said equilibrium may well result in a distinct compromise 

between quality of life on one hand and quality of the environment on the other. 

The curriculum developer must be constantly aware of this in order to produce 

curricular ~aterials that look rationally at both the cultural and ecological 

costs involved in achieving a true equilibrium. 

10. That the phrase, " to provio~ rec~:isers with op~ortunicies to 

apply ·~twironmental action skills to specific issues" implies no more than what 

is sta~~d. That an educator cannot ethically force a receiver to take action 

but, instead, should provide mechanisms \Jhereby action can be taken if desired. 

11. That instructional obje~tives would be generated under each subordinate 

goal du:-ing curriculum development. 

12. That EE is an interdisciplinary pursuit and that numerous disciplines 

must be reflected in the generation of any set of goalsfor curriculum develop

ment. Only in this manner can EE help receivers to successfully meet the 

challenges facing them as world citizens. 
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SENSORIMOTOR STAGE (Birth to Two Years) 

According to Piaget, intelligence has its origins in sensation and 

motor activity. Repeated experiences with specific sensory and motor 

stimuli result in schema or mental organizations of sensory and motor 

action. The infant develops from a primarily reflexive organism, respond-

ing in an undifferentiated way to his or her environment, to being a rela

tively coherent organizer of the sensory and motor actions in his/her im

mediate environment. In general, infants at this stage accomplish the 

following tasks: attaining basic knowledge of objects, people, and events 

(the basis for later concepts); differentiating the self from objects; 

localizing the self in physical space; establishing the beginning of 

awareness of cause and effect and of time and space; and recognition of 

the permanence of objects in his/her environment. The infant emerges from 

this stage with two interrelated beliefs. He/She realizes that events are 

caused and that he/she can act as a causal agent, imposing direction 

and/or purpose on a situation. 

Selected child characteristics of this stage are given below: 

1. The stage is primarily pre verbal but language is beginning to 
form. 

2. Hidden ()bjects are lo<:_9_!ed thr()ugh _r(lndom _Qtlysical searcbing. 

3. Initially, objects 11 exist 11 only in the perceptual field of the 
child but he/she begins to understand that things exist even 
when beyond his/her sight or touch. 

4. The child is directed mainly by outside stimuli. 

5. The child can't imagine an act or thin~ through an act before 
carrying it out. 

6. No time 11 exists 11 other than the present; no space 11 exists 11 other 
than his/her immediate surroundings. 

7. Practical, basic knowledge is developed which provides the 
foundation for later representational knowledge. 
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PREOPERATIONAL OR REPRESENTATIONAL STAGE (2 to 7 years) 

The major cognitive development of this stage is the individual's move-

ment from the sensorimotor plane to the representation plane. The child 

develops a variety of skills for representing actions, objects, and re-

lationships in symbolic form. Instead of engaging in an activity on a 

motor level, the child is now able to engage in that same activity trans

formed into a mental state. This ability to represent experiences of an 

object, a person, or an event in another form is known as representational 

thinking. The forms of representation might include mental images, imi

tation, symbolic play or drawing, and language. The child's understanding 

of logical relationships develops very little during this period. The 

biggest change from the sensorimotor stage is that the child's thinking 

is internalized or mental, rather than being tied solely to actions. 

Selected child characteristics of this stage are given below: 

1. This stage marks the period of greatest organized language and 
symbolic function growth, resulting in representational thought 
development. 

2. The child uses his/her newly acquired words and symbols to rep
resent the outside world or his/her inner feelings. 

3. A child at this stage is perceptually oriented. He/She does not 
use logical thinking and therefore cannot reason by implication. 

4. The child at this stage often uses the intuitive approach. He/ 
She-. makes judgements in terms of how a thing. l-oo-ks- to him/her. 
For example, magical explanations such as the "Easter Bunny" 
makes sense. 

5. The child is simple goal directed and his/her activities usually 
include crude trial and error corrections. 

6. A child at this stage centers on one variable at a time. He/She 
lacks the ability to coordinate variables and has difficulty 
realizing that an object has severa1 properties. 

7. The child has trouble understanding time, causability, measure
ment, quantity, and other logical processes during this period. 
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CONCRETE OPERATIONS STAGE (7 to 11 years) 

During this period the child begins to apply certain principles of 

logic to explain experience. The child thinks in operations but the 

principles of logic used are still closely bound to concrete, observable 

events. A concrete operational child is able to think in terms of classes, 

relations, and number. In order to do this the child must be able to un-

derstand the concepts of reversibility and conservation. It should be 

noted that this kind of logical thinking requires the capacity for sym-

bolic representation that was attained during the preoperational stage. 

Without representational skills, this type of logical thinking would be 

impossible. 

Selected child characteristics of this stage are given below: 

1. The child's mental activity is oriented more toward concrete ob
jects and events than those which are abstract. 

2. A child can now perform elementary logical operations and make 
elementary groupings of classes (i.e. red balls and green balls) 
and relations (i.e. place objects in a series from small to large). 

3. The concept of conservation develops. 

4. The concept of reversibility develops. 

5. A child acquires fine motor skills. 

6. A child begins to grasp geographical space and historical time. 

7. The- chi--t-tl is u-na-!Jl e to--+so 1 ate- varta-btes and- proce-cte from-step -
to step in thinking without relating each link to all others. 

FORMAL OPERATIONS STAGE (11 to 15 years) 

The biggest development in children moving into this stage is their 

growing ability to recognize the abstract properties of logical relations. 

These individuals can think about systems, the relationship of one system 

to another, and the possibility of systems that do not exist. They now 

may be guided by the form and logic of an argument while ignoring the speci

fic content. Adolescents at the formal operations stage can create hypo-
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theses and deduce logical conclusions since they are now able to handle 

combinations of variables and organize them in a systematic fachion. 

Selected child characteristics of this stage are given below: 

1. The child does most of his/her thinking in abstract terms. 

2. The child can arrive at principles underlying actual situations 
as a result of increased abstract thinking. 

3. The child can state propositions and can perform operations on 
these propositions either by combining them or transforming 
them. 

4. The child develops the ability to perform controlled experimen
tation (i.e. setting all factors "equal" except one variable). 

5. Reversal of direction between reality and possibility is possible 
for the child (i.e. variables are hypothesized before experimen
tation). 

6. The child can think back over his/her thinking processes after 
having completed a problem. 
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KOHLBERG'S MORAL REASONING STAGES 

I. Preconventional Level 

At this level, the child is responsive to cultural rules 

and labels of good and bad, right or wrong, but interprets 

these labels either in terms of the physical or the hedonistic 

consequences of action (punishment, reward, exchange of 

favors) or in terms of the physical power of those who 

enunciate the rules and labels. The level is divided into 

the following two stages: 

Stage 1: The punishment-and-obedience orientation. The 

physical consequences of action determine its goodness or 

badness, regardless of the human meaning or value of these 

consequences. Avoidance of punishment and unquestioning 

deference to power are valued in their own right, not in 

terms of respect for an underlying moral order supported 

by punishment and authority (the latter being Stage 4). 

Stage 2: The instrumental-relativist orientation. 

Right action consists of that which instrumentally satisfies 

one's own needs and occasionally the needs of others. Human 

relations are viewed in terms like those of the marketplace. 

Elements a£ fairness, of reciprocity, and of equal sharing 

ire Gresent, but ~hey are always interpreted in a physical, 

~, r a gma tic ·.v a y . Reciprocity is a matcer of "you scratch my 

hack an6 I'll scratch yours," not of loyalty, gratitude, or 

just1ce. 
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II. Conventional Level 

At this level, maintaining the expectations of the 

individual's family, group, or nation is perceived as valuable 

in its own right, regardless of immediate and obvious conse

quences. The attitude is not only one of conformity to 

personal expectations and social order, but of loyalty to it, 

of actively maintaining, supporting, and justifying the order, 

and of identifying with the persons or group involved in it. 

At this level, there are the following two stages: 

Stage 3: The interpersonal concordance or "good boy -

nice girl" orientation. Good behavior is that which pleases 

or helps others and is approved by them. There is much 

conformity to stereotyped images of what is majority or 

"natural" behavior. Behavior is frequently judged by inten

tion - "he means well" becomes important for the first time. 

One earns approval by being "nice". 

Stage 4: The "law and orderrr orientation. There is 

Jrlentation toward authority, fixed rules, and the maintenance 

~t the ~ocial order. Right behavior consists of doing one's 

duty, showing respect for authority, and maintaining the 

given social order for its own sake. 
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III. Postconventional, Autonomous, or Principled Level 

At this level, there is a clear effort to define moral 

values and principles that have validity and application 

apart from the authority of the groups or persons holding 

these principles and apart from the individual's own identi

fication with these groups. 

Stage SA: The social-contract orientation, generally 

with legalistic and utilitarian overtones. Right action 

tends to be defined in terms of general rights and in terms 

of standards which have been critically examined and agreed 

upon by the whole society. There is a clear awareness of the 

relativism of personal values and opinions and a corresponding 

emphasis upon procedural rules for reaching consensus. Aside 

from what is constitutionally and democratically agreed upon, 

the right is a matter of personal "values" and "opinion". 

The result is an emphasis upon the "legal point of view", 

but with an emphasis upon the possibility of changing law 

i~terms of rational considerations of social utility (rather 

th,.in free zing it in terms of Stage 4 "law and order") . Out

siue th~ legal realm, free agreement and contract is the 

binding element of obligation. This is the "official" 

:-:tor all ty o£ the A..."llerican government, and finds its ground 

~n the thought of the writers of the Constitution. 
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Stage SB: Higher law and conscience orientation. 

Orientation to internal decisions of conscience but without 

clear rational or universal principles. Conform to avoid 

self-condemnation. 

Stage 6: The universal-ethical-principle orientation. 

Right is defined by the decision of conscience in accord with 

self-chosen ethical principles appealing to logical compre

hensiveness, universality, and consistency. These principles 

are abstract and ethical (the Golden Rule, the categorical 

imperative); they are not concrete moral rules like the 

Ten Commandments. At heart, these are universal principles 

of justice, of the reciprocity and equality of human rights, 

and of respect £or the dignity of human beings as individual 

persons. 
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The units included ilere were initially developed for use at the 

Central Wisconsin Environmental Station. They include a variety of 

activities and methods designed to reach various grade levels in the 

K-12 sequence. Each representative unit \<Jas deve 1 oped to address one 

of the goal levels in the "Goals for Curriculum Development in Environ

mental Education" (Appendix A). The intent is to shov1 how environmental 

center units can be written at each goal level. 

Level I. Ecological Foundations Level- "Have Seed Will Travel" 

Level II. Conceptual A\'lareness Level-Issues and Values- "That's The Limit" 

Level III. Investigation and Evaluation Level- "What's The Use" 
"All Things Considered" 

Level IV. Environn~ntal Action Skills Level-
Training and Application- "Issues and Actions" 

It is important to note that even though a unit may be \'lritten to 

focus on a particular grade level, rarely does a unit address one goal 

level only. Generally the units incorporate concepts and skills from 

other go a 1 l eve 1 s as v1e ll . 
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PRE -.4CT IV I TY 
HAVE SEED WILL TRAVEL 

A v-Lo-<._t to the Envbr..onmen..tct.C S:ta;tA-on c.an be a ~dwoR.-yea.!l highti.gh.t ~oft ~:tu
de.n..U and :te.ac.heM aR.ike.. (;Jft..{i.e. a fte.:tUJtn to the. ci.M~ftoom ~ M.tdom M e.x
~ng, the. krwwle.dge. and c.onc.e.pu ga-<._ne.d dU.I!.ing a S:t.at.i.on v~d c.an and 
~houR.d be. oftough.t home. and applied. The. ~o-tfowing ac.:tivJ.t.< M pftov-<._de. an op
poJt:t.un..ay {joft you to M~~t you.Jt ~tuden.-0~ .<-n e.xpancU.ng on thU.I!. tectJttung ex
pe.Jt_(_e.nc.e. at the. Envbr..ovzme.ri-ta£ Station. The ac.uva<-M he.£p MUd.<.~tj the un-<._t 
c.onc.e.pu and fte.f.a,te them in te.Jtm~ ofi the ~tttde.n..t' -6 own woJtfd. It ~ not nec.-
~~My to do ail :the. ac.tiv-<-.uM oft to ~ollow any paJt:t._(_c.utaJt oftdett. Fee£ 
t)fte.e. to pic.k and c.hoMe. the. ac..tiv.<-tie-6 whlcJt Me be~t ~u-<._te.d 1)ott yoUJt gftoup. 
You may w~h to mod.<.61J the ac.tiv-<-.t.<M to be. motte. appttop!U.ate (\oft youJt gJtade. 
leve-e. oft Me. them to de.ve.lop IJOU.I!. own ac.tivLti..M. 

Vacabul ary 

Pollination The transfer of pollen grains from the male portion (anther) of 
a flower to the female portion (stigma) of the same or another 
flower. 

Objectives 

Students will be able to: 

.•. list three characteristics and/or functions of a seed . 

... orally describe the process of pollination and its importance in seed 
production . 

..• name two ways a flower can be adapted for a particular pollinator. 

Activity #1 

Show one of the films or filmstrips listed in the reference section. After the 
film, without discussing what was shown, give each student the assiqnment of 
defending in writing one of the following statements: 

A seed 
1. 
2. 
3. 

4. 
5. 

6. 
7. 
8. 

is like: (examples) 
a suitcase (contains everythinq the younq olant needs for its "journey") 
a baby (contains the embryonic plant) 
a spaceship (provides the necessities for a young plant until it en
counters a favorab 1 e environment) 
a hitchhiker (is often "given a ride" by some means) 
an egg (contains the young plant as well as a food supoly, "hatching= 
germ i nation " ) 
a suit of armor (provides protection for the young olant) 
a time capsule (can remain dormant for a period of time) 
Sleeping Beauty/Rip Van Hinkle (can remain dormant for a period of 
time) 
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You may wish to add more choices to the list. Encourage imagination and em
phasize that the students should draw on the information given in the film. 
After an appropriate length of time, have the students share what they have 
written. Use the presentation and discussion of their assignments to get at 
the characteristics and functions of a seed. 

Activity #2 

Students should be introduced to the idea that pollination and seed formation 
are prerequisites to seed dispersal. Plant flowers play an essential role in 
the process. Briefly review the process of pollination and the parts of a 
flower (see insert). Explain that flowers have a variety of adaptations de
signed for effectively using different pollinators (i.e. bright colors to 
attract insect pollinators, exposed anthers in wind pollinated plants, struc
tural adaptations in plants which self pollinate, etc.). 

Allow each student or group of students to examine a variety of flowers. The 
biology teacher or the "throw out" bin at the local florist are qood sources 
of flower samples. Have the students attempt to identify the various flower 
parts and try to identify the adaptations each flo1ver has for its particular 
type of pollination. 

After the students have had a chance to examine a number of examples, supply 
then with paper and pencils or markers and, have them design their own flowers. 
Ask the students to design flowers with the adaptations you specify. Provide 
a number of possibilities to choose from- both serious and fun, (i.e. large 
showy petals to be a "landing site" for insect pollinators; flowers adapted 
to be pollinated by earthworms; plants whose pollen can be spread to another 
plant in only the slightest breeze, etc.). Have the students share their de
signs with the class. 

References and Resources 

Books 

Webber, Irma E. Travelers All: The Story of How Plants Go Places. New 
York: ~J.R. Scott, Inc., 1944. 32 op. 

Jordan, Helene J. Seeds By \~ind and ~~ater. New York: Crowell, 1962. 
--------

Hammond, \~inifred G. The Riddle of Seeds. New York: Coward-McCann, 1965. 
63 pp. 

Stefferud, Alfred. The ~~onder of Seeds. New York: Harcourt and Brace, 
1956. 119 pp. 

Films 

Seeds and How They Travel. (filmstrip). 45 frames, 1962. Available from the 
UW-Stevens Point t-ledia Center. 

How Seeds are Scattered. 34 frames, 1962. Available from the UW-Stevens 
Point Media Center. 
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Seed Dispersal (Third Edition). 11 minutes, 1971. Available from the UW
La Crosse Audiovisual Film Center. 

Seed Dispersal. 12 minutes, 1979. Available from the UW-La Crosse Aduio
visual Film Center. 
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In a Nutshell 

Students will discover the function and importance of 
plant seeds. tftethods of seed dispersal as a plant 
adaptation are emphasized, and students will invent 
a seed which could be dispersed by one of the methods. 
Comparisons to actual seeds will be made and implica
tions of the adaptations discussed. Grade Levels 7-9. 

~~mcept 

Plants employ various methods of seed 
dispersal for continued survival and suc
cessful reporduction. 

Behavioral Objectives 

Upon completion of this unit, students 
will be able to: 
... describe the purpose or function of 

a seed. 
... list four essential ingredients 

necessary in order for seeds to 
grow . 

... list five methods of seed disper
sal, and give an example of a plant 
that uses each one. 

Learning Station 

Any area where a diversity of plants 
and habitats are close together. 

Materials 

Milkweed pod with seeds 
Newsprint 
Seed collection (see insert) 
Bean seeds 

_Task _cards 

Invent-a-seed box containing: 
construction paper tape 
rubber bands glue 
tooth picks balloons 
paper clips scissors 
bucket of water cork 
markers cotton 
crayons feathers 
baggies/plastic wrap 

Preparation by Leader 

Gather necessary materials. Make sure 
you have enough materials for seed in-

preparation cant' 

venting. Select the study area and note 
what plants are currently in seed. 

Warm-up 

In a sharing circle discuss the importance 
of seeds. In the center of a large sheet 
of newsprint, write the word "seeds". Ask 
the students to brainstorm various items 
such as food, clothing and manufactured 
products (one for each student) whose 
origin can be traced back to a seed. Write 
these around the outside edge of the news
print. Assign each student one item and 
have them relate the steps back to seeds 
while you make the written connections on 
paper (i.e. "milk - cow- grass - seeds") 
"If seeds are so i rnportant, what exactly 
is a seed?" Allow the students to brain
storm, but make sure they understand that 
a seed is a plant reproductive adaptation 
providing food and protection for the 
embryonic plant. Comparing a seed to an 
egg may help to illustrate this point. 

Activity 

Go to an area of diverse plant cover 
(grasses, shrubs, deciduous and coniferous 
trees). Explain that the group will be 
examining adaptations which assist seeds 
to be dispersed, often great distances, 
from the parent plant to other growing 
sites. Ask the students why seed disper
sal waul d be important to plants. Compare 
a seed's situation to a family home. 
"l-lhat would happen if all the children 
stayed to live with their parents?" "Their 
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spouses and children?" Their children's 
children?" (eventually the home could 
not support all the people living there) 
Explain that seed dispersal is a means 
by which the plants can distribute seeds 
to areas where there is less comDetition 
for minerals, nutrients, water, and sun
light; the elements necessary for new 
plants to grow. Illustrate this idea by 
using wind as an example of one way 
seeds are distributed. Open a milkweed 
pod and give each student a seed. If 
it is not too windy, hold a contest to 
see who can keep their seed in the air 
the longest. If a strong wind is pre
sent, have the students release their 
seeds from a common point and measure 
the distance their seed traveled. Dis
cuss the implications of this exercise 
for plants that rely on wind for seed 
dispersal. (NOTE: If milkweed or sirYJi
lar seed is not available you may want 
to illustrate the idea by having each 
student make a paper airplane, and see 
whose goes farthest. Relate this then 
to wind bore seeds. Ask the students 
for examp 1 es they are familiar with. 
Show them samples from the seed collect
ion). Explain to the students that wind 
is only one way seeds are distributed. 
Have them examine carefully the plants 
in the study area for other examples or 
ideas of how seeds are distributed. 
After a few minutes bring the group back 
together and have them share their 
ideas (carried by water, "hitchhike" 
on animals, being "thrown" from the par
ent plant, being "planted", or being 
carried off or eaten as a fruit). 

Have them point out 
clear examples they have found if pos
sible. Allow no collecting. Add to 
the list any dispersal methods not IIJen
tioned by the students. Use the seed 
collection to show examples of those 
not mentioned or observed. 

Tell the students that since they are 
now experts in seed dispersal, they will 
be given a bean seed and a task card 
whicl1 will instruct them to modify 
their bean seed for a particular type of 
dispersal. Explain that e a::h person 
will have to describe and demonstrate 
their dispersal invention. Distribute 
the bean seeds and task cards, point out 
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the materials available, and allow time 
to complete the project. When everyone 
is finished, have them demonstrate their 
seed dispersal design. Provide a bucket 
of water for demonstration of the float
ing seeds if a water source is not avail
able at the study site. Compare the stu
dent inventions to actual seeds designed 
for each method of dispersal. Preferably 
use examples found in the study area but 
if season, habitat or weather do not per
mit, use the seed collection. "How are 
these inventions and seeds similar? "Dif
ferent?" Examine the seeds closely. 
"vJhat characteristics and structural 
adaptations do they have for the type of 
dispersal they employ?" "How do the 
adaptations help the plant survive in 
its specific habitat or community?" 

Pulling Things Togethe~ 

In a ~haring circle, discuss the follow
ing questions: 

.. If plants are adapted so well to dis
tribute their seeds, why are so many 
seeds produced by one plant? 

.. What does a seed need in order to grow? 

.. Why is seed dispersal so important to 
plants? 

.. What might happen to plants if no 
means of seed dispersal existed? 
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IilSERT 

HAVE SEED \JILL TRAVEL 

SEED ADAPTATinNS 

The following is a list of some common plants whose seeds use the various forms of 
dispersal: 

l. Wind Carried- Very light seeds with sail -like or hairy outgrowths, looking 
like m1niature "planes" or "balloons" .. 
A. "plane" seeds - have papery "1vings" 

-evergreen trees (thin papery winqs, fall from cones) include: pine, l<3rch, 
spruce, fir, cedar, and arbor vitae 

-deciduous trees include: maple, a.sh, elm, birch, basswood, hornbeam, and 
hop hornbeam 

B. "balloon" seeds- have silky hairs instead of paoery wings, lighter seeds, 
long distance travelers, include: willow, sycamore, poplars, dandelion, 
mil kweek, wild lettuce, thistle, cattail. 

tumbleweeds do not fit well into either group but are transnorted by the 
wind. 

~~Jater Carried - include: coconut, lotus (a type of \'Jater 1 ily - large air 
--space-s----:rr1- the seed pod make it 1 ight enough to float), arum. 

3. "Hitchhike" on animals -have spiny or hooked projections which catch in animals 
fur or-people's clothing includes: hounds' tongue, Stickseed (Begqars lice), 
Cocklebur, Burdock, unicorn plant, needle arass, wild barley, beard grass 
and fil aree. 

4. "Thrown" Seeds"- seeds shot out and av1av from parentplant, includes: viaq1n1a 
knotweed;--members of the pea pamily: wood soul, touch-me-not (jewelweed). 
wild geranium, violets, biolas (a pansy), oxalis, and 1vitch hazel. 

5. Eaten/Carried/"Planted" by Animals - usually conspicuously colored fruits con
sisting of tasty, juicy oul~ are involved, animals carry off fruit and dis
regard seeds after eating, eat the entire fruit with the seeds oassinq throuah 
the digestive tract, or "plant" the seed as storaqe food for later (i~e. aco;ns) 

_ includes fleshy fruits from: 
A. trees- hickory nut, beech nut, oak, mountain ash, dog\'Jood, havJthorn, june

berry, black cherry, chokecherry, hackberry and red mulberry. 
B. shrubs and vines - sumac, elderberry, wild currents, blueberry, raspberry, 

thlriibleberry, blackberry, orapes, and ooison ivy. 
C. flowers- blue berries, indian cucumber, do<jberry (yellow clinatonia), 

so loman's sea 1, pigeon berry, red berries, tv.li n berry, checkerberry, s travJ
berry, Jack-in-the-pulpit, red trillium, red baneberry, false solomon's seal, 
and pasture rose, white berries, white baneberry, white trillium and may 
apple. 
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INSERT 

HAVE SEED WILL TRAVEL 

TASK CARDS 

Prepare 3 x 5 cards with the following tasks printed on them: 

1. Make a seed that will float on \vater at least five minutes. 

2. r~ake a seed that will attract a bird or other animal. 

3. Make a seed that has a mechanism to throw the seed two feet from 
the parent plant. 

4. ~1ake a seed that can hitchhike on an animal or person for ten feet. 

5. Make a seed that can fly three feet. 

6. Make a seed that must spread itself with no help from wind, water 
or animals. 
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HAVE SEED WILL TRAVEL 

~~ll ow-up Act i v_i_t_y 

Objectives: 

... Students will demonstrate knowledge of seed information, dispersal and growth 
by writing a story about the life of a seed . 

.. . Students will be able to list three things necessary for seed germination and 
will conduct an experiment involving one of those factors . 

... Students will list three ways human activity has decreased seed and plant 
survival . 

... Students will list three ways people can directly or indirectly increase the 
likelihood of seed and plant survival. 

Activity 

vJith the help of the students, develop a list on the board of things necessary for 
a seed to germinate and grow successfully (water, warmth, sunlight, proper nutrients, 
minerals, etc.). After the list is completed, allow the students to set up an ex
periment to test one of these variables. Explain to the students that this will be 
an ongoing experiment taking a few weeks to complete. Provide them with two starter 
pots for planting a variety of seeds. Tell them to set up the b1o pots identically 
changing only the variable selected (i.e. five radish seeds and black dirt in each 
pot, water both each day, put one in the windowsill (with sunlight) and one in the 
closet (without sunlight). Have the students observe and record daily the growth 
of their plants. Following the completion of the experiment period, have the stu
dents write up their results, and the conclusions they can make based upon their 
results. In addition to their results and conclusions, have them list possible 
ways people affect their variable in either a positive or negative sense. "How 
does this affect the growth of plants in general?" These findings and inferences 
should then be shared with the entire class. 

Activity 2 

Have the students use their knowledge of seed formation, dispersal, and growth to 
create a story entitled "~1y Life as a Seed." VJhile writin<;:~ the first person, have 
the students imagine that they are seeds and relate the major events of their life, 
in story form, as if it were a seed doing the recalling and the writing. The story 
should include details of their formation, circumstances involved in their disper-

--sal,---a-nd events surretJndfng th-eir landing site and eventual growth {or demise~) 
Encourage creativity as long as the basic cycle is described. For example, stu
dents could compare a seeds' life to Superman (separated from its parents before 
it was able to take care of itself, given a limited supply of the essentials for 
life by its parents for its voyage, "dispersed" by some means, and dependent on 
where it lands for continued survival). There are endless possibilities! Have 
the students share their stories upon completion. 

Activity 3 

Ask the students whether or not they think that their 1 ife would be "rough" if they 
were a seed. '"what would be your chances of survival?" "As a seed, would your chances 
of survival be better or worse today than they were 100 years ago?" Ask the students 
to form small groups and brainstorm \.vays human activity has made the job of a seed 
tougher (i.e. deforestation, increased urbanization, cleared land for agriculture, use 
of herbicides, etc.). Have them share their lists and make a master list on the board. 
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activity 1 cont' 

Discu:;s these var"ious activities and their irnpacts. /\sk the ~~tudents to brdinstorm 
~trays that human <h~tivity hils macle u. :,eed's life ')dsit:t'. (111obably not :11any). Again 
discuS'c -irnrJact'_;, Now ildVf~ the student·, dc:-;elop a third list consisting of ways 
hUflldf1S r~ould illOdir-y their 6Ctivitil'S ~H· take SUille dC(iOrl t.1) directly Ot indirectly 
~::ake U:c job of a seed E::a.;ier (i.e. t~no1v :t1on• land to r·ecurn to a natur·al state, 
ccJnserve or reduce the amounts of v1ood products w;ed, etc.). This task 111ay be a 
Lit rrore difficult for the students to co•'lplett:, so n.akt' sure to allow enough time 
for its cc.rniJle~ion. Again have tlie111 r,hare their lists in class and create a master 
list of wajs i)•~O!Jle can incn~as<:: tl:i': ikelihoud l)f ',eed qer111inat-ion c~nd therefore 
plant c.urvival. 
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PRE-ACTIVITY 
THAT'S THE LIMIT 

TltC!. {juttuw~rl[J ma.-te;Uc.c.t6 a!le de>6,(~jr!(~d to be a~d~ in p!tepa!t-i.ng youJt 6tude.n;U 
t)o!t -the,~ v~~t to the Env~onmerda.t StaUon. Tlu voc.abu£My LiAt c.oM~tJ.J 
o6 tvun~ w~c.h w-<-U be. UJ.Je.d ~n the. po!tlion ot) tiU-6 u.nU taugh-t at the Env~
Jtonme.ntal. Station. A lmow.te.dge. o6 th~e tvun~ w-<-U help the. 6tu.de.rtt,~ u.nde.Jt
~ta.nd tfte c.onc.e.pu yJJtue.nte.d ~n the on-~de ac.tiv-<-ty. Tile de.MMt--WM t\o!t 
e.ac.h te.Jtm ~ ~en to mee~ the_ nee.~ o 6 the w~de. !tang e. o 6 gJtade tevm 
whlc.h UJ.Je th~ u.rtd. 'lotL Me e.nc.ou.Jtage.d to mod~t\y the de.flirtd~oM to the. 
deg!tee 0 n cUt\ Mc.LLtty app!tO p~e to meu the ~l'l.cUV~du.al. nee~ 0 6 ljOLL!t c.laM. 
The ac_tiv;__ueJ.J Me p!tUe.nte.d M opWr!l!. It ~ not ne.c.e.MM!J to do aU 
~u.gg~te.d ac.tivi..-tiu oft t\ol.tow any p~cutM oJtde.Jt. Se ee.c.t and mocU.t\y 
ac_tiv;__ue,~ M t-Une., ~c.he.duting and pJte6eJtenc.e.,6 petun< .. t. It g!teatiy enltanc.e.,6 
the on-~ile a~uvdtj at the Statiort ~t\ yotL!t ~tu.den:to have pa!t:t-i.c.~pated -in 
~ome ptioJt .feMMng expetiertc.u that Jte..fa.-te to the u.rtd. 

Vocabulary 

Limiting Factor - A species specific environmental factor which has the 
capacity to confine species population and/or individual 
organism growth. A limiting factor exerts its' influence 
when it is present above the maximum or below the minimum 
levels of that factor a species can tolerate without hav
ing growth affected. 

Range of Tolerance- The various levels of a limiting factor within which the 
organism can survive. 

Biotic Factor- A living or once living component of an ecosystem. 

Abiotic Factor- A non-living, inanimate, physical characteristic of an envi
ronment. 

Dissolved Oxygen- Oxygen that is in solution in an aquatic system. 

pH - A range of values from 0-14 which measures the relative acidity or alka
linity of a given solution, with 7 being neutral. 

Objectives 

The students will: 

... identify 3 limits they are subject to in their own lives and describe 
these 3 in written and graphic form . 

..• describe in writing the implications of going above and/or below the 3 
identified limits . 

•.• list limiting factors humans must overcome in space travel, classify 
these factors as biotic or abiotic, and discuss human ability to modify 
limiting factors. 
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Activity ltl 

Have the students list as many limits they are subject to in their everyday 
life as they can (i.e. amount of school work they have to do, speed limits, 
fishing limits, age necessary to get into a movie, horseplay allowed in 
school, etc.). Ask them to select three of those limits and describe in 
written form the implications of what would happen if they went above or be
low those limits. Secondly ask them to indicate whether or not their examples 
have both minimum and maximum values (i.e. can you go either too fast or too 
slow in a car?) Finally, ask them to visually display these limits on a 
11 limit line 11 • Similar to a number line, a limit line depicts tolerable and 
intolerable ranges for each limit. Allow the students to come up with their 
own units for the limit lines. 

Example: 1. speed 1 imi t on the freeway: 

J 7 40 mph 50 mph 

2. behavior in science class: 

~itting the teacher or worse~! 

Areas in the solid lines represent where the action or behavior is limited in 
some way. Have the students share their examples and limit lines in class and 
relate them to the concepts of limiting factors and range tolerance. 

Activity #2 

Ask the students to consider the problems encountered in space travel. Have 
them 1 ist the 1 imiting factors present in space which must be overcome in or
der for people to survive in that environment (lack of oxygen, bitter cold tem
peratures, lack of air pressure, food supply). Produce a master list on the 
board. Label abiotic factors (A) and biotic factors (B). Discuss the follow
ing questions: 

- "\~hat is the difference between abiotic and biotic factors?" 

-''How do humans overcome these problems (limiting factors) in space?" 

- 11 Could other animals or plants do the same?" "l~hy or why not? 11 

- "How is the_ earth similar to a spaceship?" 

References and resources 

Books 

Odum, Eugene P. Fundamentals of Ecology. Philadelphia: W.B. Saunders, 
1971. 574 pp. 

Andrews, William A. ed. A Guide to the Study of Freshwater Ecology. New 
Jersey: Prentice-Hall Inc., 1972. 182 pp. 
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Fi l111S 

Ecology-The Relationship of Plants and Animals to Their Environment. 22 
minutes, 1970. Available from BAVI (Bureau of Audio Visual Instruction
UW-Madison Extension) 
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THAT'S THE LH1IT 

In a Nutshell 

Using an aquatic ecosystem students will define limit
ing factors and measure several physical (abiotic) 
factors. Students will investigate what roles limiting 
factors play in determining the physical and, indirectly, 
the biological characteristics of an aquatic ecosystem. 
Discussion will focus on ways man interacts with and is 
able to affect these factors. Grade Levels 7-9. 

Concept 

Many factors can limit the species 
diversity and population size which a 
ecosystem can support 

Objectives 

Upon completion of this lesson students 
will be able: 

... to orally define the terms limiting 
factor, range of tolerance, and 
abiotic . 

... to list five abiotic factors which 
affect lake environments and explain 
how three of these factors, pH, tem
perature, and dissolved oxygen can 
affect or 1 imit members of the lake 
coll1Tiunity. 

... to predict from the temperature, pH, 
and dissolved oxygen data they collect 
what organisms should be present in 
the lake and what would happen to the 
lake environment if these factors were 
changed. 

... give four examples of how limiting 
__ _Jf'-"a'-'-ctors can be changed and how man 

can influence these abiotic factors. 

Learning Station 

Any pond or lake community that is 
easily accessible. 

Preparation by Leader 

Become familiar with the concept of 
limiting factors. Review the insert 
for background information on the fac
tors to be tested. Review the use of 
the test kits. 

M,"'<terials 

Dissolved oxygen testing kit 
pH testing kit 
Newsprint 
Cactus 
Thermometer 
Data Sheets 
Pencils 
Marker 

Warm-Up 

Gather the group in an area near the 
aquatic community they will be investi
gating. In a sharing circle, ask the 
students how many of them would like a 
candy bar. Explain that you don't have 
any but that you would like to use sweets 
as an example to illustrate an idea. Ask 
the students if there has ever been a time 
when they really craved something sweet, 
a time when they felt they had "too 1 ittl e 
candy". Have them share Bxampl es. Ask if 
a person ever eats too much candy. Again 
have them cite examples. Expand the di-S-
cussion to food in general. "Is it pos
sible for people to eat too 1 'ittle food? 
What is the result? Can a person ever eat 
too much food? What are some potential 
problems in eating too much?" Explain 
that humans have "ranges of tolerance" 
to certain factors within which they are 
capable of survival. Above or below these 
ranges our growth as a population and as 
individuals is limited. In such instances 
these factors which limit our growth are 
called Limiting Factors. Explain that all 
plants and animals are affected by limit
ing factors, even though the factors and 



warm-up cant' 

the ranges of tolerance for these factors 
are different for each species. 

Have the students brainstorm potential 
limitinq factors besides food for which 
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we as humans have a range of tolerance 
(i.e. water, temperature, oxygen, etc.). 
Show the students the cactus. Ask whether 
it can be found growing in the forest. 
Discuss why not. Make a list on paper of 
those factors which may limit the cactus 
from being found in Wisconsin (i.e. tem
perature too cold, wrong type of soil, too 
much moisture, etc.). Point out to the 
students that n~ny of these factors are 
abiotic, refering to non-living physical 
characteristics of an environment. 
Have the students identify the abiotic 
factors on their list. Discuss other 
factors which might limit the growth 
of the cactus such as sunlight and 
oxygen. Add these to the list. 
While looking at the forest, ask the 
students which factors might limit 
plant and animal growth in this com
munity. Circle those factors on the 
list which apply. Emphasize again 
that the limiting factors and ranges 
of tolerance are different for each 
species but that plants and animals 
with overlapping tolerance ranges are 
often found in the same area. Add 
to the list any new abiotic factors 
mentioned. 

Direct the student's attention to the 
aquatic system to be investigated. Dis
cuss which 1 imiting factors apply to 
this communi~y. Star those that are 
applicable. Add any new ones. If it 
is not brought out, introduce the idea 
of pH as a potential abiotic limiting 
factor in both water and land ecosys
tems (see insert). A brief explana
tion of acid rain may be sufficient 
to give the students the idea. Point 
out similarities and differences in 
factors between the three examples. 

Explain that the group is going to 
investigate and measure three limiting 
factors in an aquatic ecosystem: oxy
gen (dissolved); temperature;and pH. 
Students will record their results 
and predict, based on known ranges 

vJarm-un cont' - ___ ...r::_ ____ - ·-·--

of tolerance, what plants and animals 
could live in the water body. Brief
ly explain the methods they will use 
to measure each factor (see insert). 
Save in depth discussions for later 
after the students have collected 
their data. 

Activity 

Divide the students into groups of 3 
or 4. Assign each group a test site 
as widely separated from each other as 
is convenient. Test sites will most 
likely represent the shore region dur-
inq the months the lake is not ice 
covered. A boat may be used, if avail
able, to obtain measurements from deeper 
water. During winter, holes may be drilled 
in the ice for measurements in deeper water. 
Each group will test for temperature, pH, 
and dissolved oxygen at their site. Every 
student should have a chance to participate 
in using the test kits. 
Hand out the testing materials to each 
qroup along with a data sheet to be complet
ed for the site tested. Emphasize that they 
will use the data they collect to predict 
what plants and animals can live in the 
lake. Stress careful handling of all test 
equipment and careful review of instructions 
before using the test kits. Remind the stu
dents that all used chemicals should be col
lected, not poured back into the lake. 
Allow 25 minutes for testing. 
OPTION: With younger groups measurements 
can be made as a large group, with the en
tire group moving from site to site. 

Pulling Things Together _ 

Begin by having the groups use the data 
they collected and the tolerance ranges 
given for the organisms on the data sheet 
to predict whether or not those organisms 
live in the lake. Refer the students to 
the chart provided (or pond aquarium if 
available) for an idea of what the organ
isms look like. Gather the students in 
a sharing circle and have them share their 
data and predictions. Then discuss the 
following questions. 
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?J:Ct·ivity cont' 

"What organisms on the data sheet do ali 
groups agree live in the lake? What are 
the limiting factors for those not present? 
What reasons might there be for differing 
group results?" 

"How do the extremes of each factor ( tem
perature, dissolve oxygen, and pH) serve 
as limiting factors? What would happen to 
the organisms living in the lake if these 
factors were drastically changed?" 

"What are some ways man's activities affect 
temperature, dissolved oxygen, and pH in 
a lake? limiting factors in general?" 

"Humans have qreater ability than any 
other creature on earth to control and 
alter their environment in order to sur
vive. Do the limiting factors we mea-
sured affect the human population? Is 
there any limit to how much we can alter 
our environment before limiting factors 
catch up and humans are adversely affected?" 



THAT'S THE LIMIT DATA SHEET 
Central Wisconsin Environmental Station 

Group member names Site --------------------------- ----

-------r--· --

Section 1 Section 2 Section 3 Section 4 
-------------

Enter t~easurement Tolerance levels for 1 i fe, growth Predict if oraanisill Other possible 
data and reproduction will 1 i ve in wa~er body Limiting Factors 

----

pH D.O Temp. Organism pH [)0 (ppm) Temp. OF Yes Nb 
1------

Trout 7.0- 7 32-60 
f--- 9.0 

Large Mouth 6.5-
-

Bass 8.5 3 34-80 
f---· --

Sucker 6.0- 2 32-80 
9.0 c---------- ---------

Blue Gill 6.5- 32-80 8.5 3 
------ -- ------

Diving 6.0- 4 45-80 
Beetle 9.0 

-
r1ayfl y 7.0-

6 55-68 9.0 --· 
1---

Caddis Fly 7.0- 5 32-80 
9.0 

1----· k--· 

Sna i 1 , clam 7.0-
3 32-80 9.0 

Bacteria 1.0-
13.0 

N/A N/A 
---·-

Plants 6.5-
12 N/A 55-80 

-------------------- . ---------- -



Largemouth bass 

Common 
sucker / 

-~ l. . - ---
- --."'-- -- ~<- -~::_:~~-

caddisflies L __ _ _____ j ... r l•1n. 
are mothlike i h . nsects with f 
airy wings and long our, soft, slender antennae. 

A mayfly nympn 

predaceous diving lbeetles L --- _j ... 
make up the m j / l•Jo.--- · 
Th a or group f ey are usually b o water beetles 
their abdomen at ~hserved with the tip of 
their head below t~e water's surface and 
an oval, flattened e surface. They have 
compact bodi shape and their hi b es are s ny 
lack to brownish-b~enerally colored 

have slender th dack. Diving beetles 
Their larvae'arerea -like antennae. 
tigers. commonly calle4 water 

clams and mussels 

snails 
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FOLLON-UP ACTIVITY 
THAT'S THE LI~HT 

A vif.:.il :to :the. EnvVr.onme.n:tai Station can be. a -6c.hooi-ye.M highlight f...oJt -6:tu
de.n:t-6 and :te.ac.he.M a.e.A.k.e.. (;JfUJ.e. a Jte.:tuJtn :to :the. da.MJtoom i-6 -6e.idom M e.x.
c.iling, :the. knowledge. and c.onc.e.p:t-6 gained duJting a S:ta.Uon vi-6i:t c.an and 
-6houid be. bJtought home. and applied. The. ~oiiow.i.ng ac.:tiviLi.u pJtovide. an op
poJt:tunA.:ty f...oJt you :to M-6if.:.:t youJt -6:tude.n:t-6 in e.x.panding on .thU!t le.Mning e.x.
peJU.e.nc.e. a.:t :the. E nvVr.o nme.n:ta.l S:ta.tio n. The. ac.tiviliu he.ip -6 olidi n y :the. unA.:t 
c.onc.e.p:t-6 and Jte.ia.:te. .:the.m in ;te_Jtm}., o~ the. -6.tude.n:t' -6 own wo!tid. I:t i-6 not ne.c.
e.MMIJ to do a.U the. ac.tiviliu oJt to ~oliow any pa..Jt:tic.uia/1. oJtde.Jt. Fe. e.£ 
~Jte.e. to pic.k_ and c.ho0.6e. the. ac.:tivilie.-6 Wfticil Me but -6uile.d noJt IJOU!t gJtoup. 
You may wi-6h :to modi~y :the. ac.:tiviliu :to be. moJte. appJtop!tia.te. 6oJt youJt gJta.de. 
le.ve.i oJt U-6e. :them :to develop youJt own ac.tivi.uu. 

Objectives 

The students will: 

... work in groups to investigate an environmental issue and develop a pre
sentation supporting a particular position with regard to that issue . 

... identify possible positive and negative environmental changes resulting 
from human activity and write a fictional story about the future incorpor
ating these changes. 

Activity #1 

Preface this activity by emphasizing the point that human activity often af
fects limiting factors. By altering the levels of limiting factors, plants 
and animals are affected. Individual organisms or whole populations ineither 
aquatic or terrestrial systems may be influenced. 

Explain to the students that they will be investigating two issues. In both 
these issues, controversy exists over the extent to which human activity is 
affecting limiting factors and therefore populations. One issue is acid rain. 
It is an accused by-product of some industries and has been indicated in al
tering populations by changing the pH of various natural ecosystems. The 

------.os=econd issue;---huma:rrupopulation qrowth, ts said by many-ro-ue---straining ttre 
limits in which human activity (in this case growth) can continue unaffected. 

Divide the class into four groups - 2 groups on each issue. For each issue 
one group whould be assigned the "prosecution side" implicating human activity 
in limiting factor changes. The other group, the "defense side", should attempt 
to show that human impact is minimal or that humans will find a way to avert 
the suspected crisis. 

Tell the students that their job will be to research the topic and prepare a 
"case" supporting the position they have been assigned. Their cases will be 
presented at a mock trial held to indict or acquit human activity of present 
or future harm with regard to these issues. Supply appropriate research sources 
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and make the library available to the students for their project. 

For the courtroom procedure, select 7-9 students from the two groups not in
volved in the issue to serve as the jury. The teacher should serve as judge. 
Allow the spokespeople 5-7 minutes for opening statements and 3-5 minutes for 
rebuttal. Following this, have the jury deliberate and return a verdict. Make 
sure the jury has a criteria or set of reasons for their decision. 

Use the events of the proceedings as a lead-in to a discussion f0 these issues 
and the implications of human activity with regard to them. "How could the 
situation be rectified?" "What are some specific actions that could be taken 
to help diminish problems that exist?" 

If time is a problem, options include breaking the two issues into separate 
projects or doing only one. 

Activity #2 

Discuss with the students the idea that the quality of the lives peoole lead 
and the environments in which people live are constnatly changing as a result 
of human activity. Some activities result in changes for the good while other 
activities have detrimental affects. Have the students think about some of 
these changes. Discuss these changes as a group. 

Explain to the students that, with changes (good and bad) resulting from human 
activity, they are to write a 2 page fictional story about what life will be 
like in the year 2100. Point out that there are obviously no "right" or "wrong" 
stories. l~hen the stories are completed, have val unteers share their work with 
the class. ~1ake a 1 ist on the board of potential positive and negative changes 
resulting from human activity in the next 100 years. Discuss with the students 
the following questions: 

- "How can you and I promote these positive changes in our 1 ifetime?" 

- "HO'I'J can we work now to prevent or minimize negative changes and their 
results?" 

Activity #3 (filmstrip/tape) 

Show the program, "Acid Rain: The Choice is Ours". Following the program, dis
cuss the limiting factors involved and the organisms affected by the problem. 
Also have the students brainstorm potential ways the issue could be resolved. 
Discuss whethe~ or not their solutions are realistic. 

References and resources 

Books 

Commoner, Barry. The Closing Circle. New York. Alfred A. Knopf, Inc. 1974. 
343 pp. 

~1eadow, Donella H. et. al. The Limits to Growth. New York. Universe Books, 
~ 9 72. 200 pp . 
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Miller, G.T. ~eplenish the Earth: A Primer in Human Ecology. Belmont Cali
fornia: t·Jadsworth Publish1ng Company, Inc., 1972. 174 pp. 

LaBastelle, Anne. "Acid Rain, How Great a t1enace? 11 National Geographic. 
November, 1981. pp. 652-680. 

Likens, G.E. et. al. 11 Acid Rain" Scientific American. 241:43-51. 1979. 

The Global 2000 Report to the President. A report prepared by the Council 
on Environmental Quality and Department of State. Vol. I, 1980. 

Fi 1 ms 

"Acid Rain: The Choice is Ours" filmstrip with tape, 20 minutes. Available 
on request from the Central Wisconsin Environmental Station. 

Acid From Heaven Requiem or Recovery, Films on Acid Rain available on loan 
free from the National Film Board of Canada, Suite 313, 111 East Wacker 
Drive, Chicago, Illinois 60601. 
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PHE -'ACTIVITY 

l~HAT Is THE USE 

The l)oUow-i.ng mat~ Me. duigne.d to be. cU..d6 in p!te.pa.!Ung yoUJt 6tude.rr.;U 
noll the.A.lt v-i.6d to the. Env-i.Jtonmenta.l Station. The voc..a.bui.a.Jly wt c..ol'1.6-i.6t6 
o6 teJIJnJ.l wh-i.c..h will. be Ll.6ed -i.n the polltion o6 ti'L-iA u.n.U ta.ugh,t a..t the. Envi
llonmenta.l Station. A k.nowl.e.dge. o6 t.hue. teJIJnJ.l will. help the. 6tude.rr.;U unde.IL-
6ta.nd the. c..anc..e.pt6 p~tuente.d -i.n the an-.6-i.te. a.c..tiv.i.;ty. The. de6,in.Ui.on6 6oll 
e.a.c..h te.llm -i.6 WILi.:t..te.n to mee-t the. ne.e.d6 o 6 the. wide lla.ng e a 6 glla.de .e.e.vw 
wh-i.c..h Ll.6e tw u.ut. You Me. e.nc..oUJtage.d to modi6y the. de.6indiol'1.6 to .the 
de.glle.e. o 6 di66ic..uUy a.pp!ta p!tia..te to meet the i11dividua.l nee.d6 o 6 yoUJt c..l.a..&.&. 
The a.c..tiv-i.t-i.u Me p!tU.ente.d a..& opWn6. It -i.6 nat nec..U.&a.ILIJ to do aU 
.6uggute.d a.c..tiv-i.tiu oiL 6ol.l.ow a.ny pa..lltic..ul.a.IL ollde.IL. Sete.c..t a.nd modi6y 
a.c..tiv-i.t-i.u a..& time., .6c..he.duling a.nd y.:YLe.6e.llenc..u. pellmi.t. I.t gllea.:tty e.nha.nc..u 
the. on-.6-i.te. ac..tivdy at .the S.ta..U.on -<-6 yoUJt .&tudent6 ha.ve. pa..lltic..-i.pa..te.d in 
.6ome. y.:YL-i.oll l.e.Mn-i.ng e.xpe.llie.nc..u tha..t llel.a.te. to the u.n.U. 

Vocabulary 

Land Use- The utilization of the lands and \<Jaters of a particular site 
or region for human activity (i.e., agriculture, industry, 
recreation, etc.) 

Soil Type- A defined segment of the landscape unique in its combination 
of characteristics and behaviors. Each soil type occupies 
its respective 1 andscape position because of the en vi ron mental 
actions of climate, organisms, and relief acting on geologic 
materials through time. 

Topography- The lay of the land; its levelness or hilliness. 

Slope- The degree of steepness ranging bei..-ween the extremes of level and 
perpendicular. 

vJater Table- The surface of the groundwater. The level below vvhich the 
the soil is saturated with water. 

Permeability- The ease vlith which gases, liquids, or plantroots penetrate 
or pass through a given volume of soi 1. 

Zoning- The dividing up of land into land use categories. For each 
category or zone, land uses to be permitted within that zone 
are described. 

Objectives 

The students will: 

... identify and categorize at least two ways land is used . 

. . . be able to define zoning and describe its importance in land use 
planning . 

. . . be able to describe how different soil types \'lith varying soil 
properties help determine how \<Jell suited an area is for alternative 
1 and uses. 
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Activity # 1 

This activity is designed to assist students in realizing the variety 
of ways land is used. Have the students develop a list of the corrununity 
services and places their families use (i.e., grocery stores, electricity, 
swimming pools, factories, hospitals, etc.). Questions such as the ones 
below might be used to prompt their thinking. 

1. What recreational faci 1 i ties do you use? 
2. ~·Jhere do your parents vJork? 
3. l~hat items do you own? IJhere did you get them? Where do you 

take them for service? 
4. IJhere is your food grown? 
5. ~~here does your e 1 ec tri ci ty come from? How does it get to you? 

When the students have an extensive list of places and services, have 
them \'Jork to group the items on the list into categories. The students 
will most likely suggest categories very similar to actual zoning 
categories that are used to make land use decisions. Use this exercise 
as a springboard into a discussion of zoning purposes, practices, and 
procedures. You may want to get at this topic by asking such questions 
as, "Should people be able to do whatever they want vJith land?", "Why 
are certain land uses (i.e., industrial) clumped together?", "IJhat is 
zoning?", "l~ho decides how a parcel of land will be zoned?". 

A variation of this activity might involve taking a short walking tour 
of the area right around school and identifying the various land uses. 
This too could be used to lead into a discussion of zoning (i.e., "Hm-J 
does the location of the school relate to the adjacent land use?"). 

Adapted from "The Class Project", National vJildlife Federation, 1982. 

Activity #2 

Show the video cassette recording ''Soils and Soil Surveys of I·Jisconsin" 
(see reference section). This presentation comes in t\-JO parts which 
can be shown individually or in series. Part one focuses on how soils 
form, the differences among soi 1 types, and how soi 1 properties determine 
how well suited an area is for particular uses. It is most appropriate 
for junior high audiences. Part t\'Jo concentrates on the use of a soi 1 
survey to evaluate the potential of land for alternative uses. It is 
suitable for both junior and senior high classes. Additionally, there 
are student exercises available which complement these videocassettes 
very well. "Soils and Soil Surveys of Wisconsin--Student Exercises" and 
"Conserving Soil" (see reference section) are designed for junior high 
school student use. "Soil Investigation" from the "Investigating Your 
Environment" series (see reference section) is an outdoor exercise 
adaptable to both junior and senior high school students. 

Activity #3 

Invite a speaker from the county planning department, town board, or town 
zoning committee to come into your class and talk about land use and land 
use issues in the local community. Perhaps they could describe the county 
or township land use plan (if one exists) and the process used to develop 
the land use plan. 
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References and Resources 

Publications 

Soils and Soil Surveys of ~~isconsin--Student Exercises- Lessons and 
lesson plans may be obtained by contacting UHEX Departmenrt of Environ
mental Sciences, Rm. 120. CNR Building, University of Wisconsin-Stevens 
Point, Stevens Point,Wisconsin 54481. 

Conserving Soil- Consists of 24 spirit duplicating activity masters, 4 
colored transparancies, a glossary and a teacher•s guide. It can be 
obtained by contacting the nearest USDA Soil Conservation Service Office. 

Soil Investigation from the Investigating Your Environment series- This 
material can be obtained by contacting the nearest USDA Forest Service Office. 

The ~·1easure of Our Land- Available from the Soil Conservation Service, 
publication number PA128. 

Land Capability Classification- Available from the Soil Conservation 
Service, publication number AH210. 

Land Use Planning in Hisconsin-- The Big Picture- Available from the Soil 
Conservation Society of America, Wisconsin Chapter, 1815 University Avenue, 
t·1adison, IJisconsin 53706. Cost is $1.50 with lower rates on bulk orders. 

Audiovisual 1<1aterial 

Soils and Soil Surveys of Wisconsin- Videocassette recording, Part I-16 
minutes, Part II-24 minutes, 1982. Available from U~·I-Extension, Room 120, 
CNR Building, UWSP, Stevens Point,Wisconsin 54481. 

Corn rehensive Planning Using Soils Information- Slide set available from 
the local Soil Conservat1on erv1ce o 1ce. 

Know Your Land- Slide set available from the local Soil Conservation 
Service office. 

Man Uses and Changes the Land- 11 minutes, 1968. Available from BAVI 
(Bureau of Audiovisual Instruction), P.O. Box 2093, ~·1adison, ~~isconsin 

- .S-3M.~ fi l m # 6889. 
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"WHAT"S THE USE" 
Concept 

When the physical characteristics of the land are not 
compatible with the way the land is being used, environ
mental and land use problems are likely to occur. 

In a Nuts he 11 

Students will examine the land surrounding an aquatic 
environment to determine how wisely the land is being 
used. The investigation will identify both the physi
cal characteristics and the current uses of the land. 
Emphasis will be placed on evaluating the compatability 
of these two elements. Discussion will focus on the 
implisations for future development and potential land 
use problems. Grade Levels 8-12. 

Objectives 

Upon completion of this unit the students 
wi 11 be ab 1 e to : 

..• identify three physical characteristics 
of land around aquatic areas that must 
be considered in land use decisions. 

..• orally describe three problems that 
might occur when the physical character
istics of the land surrounding an 
aquatic system are not compatible with 
land use practices . 

... compare land use planning around aquat
ic systems to planning around non
aquatic systems and identify one simi-
1 artty and one difference between the 
two. 

... describe two criteria other than physi
cal characteristics of the land which 
help determine how land will be used. 

Learning Station 

Any lake or aquatic system for wnich physi
cal characteristics information can be 
gathered and which offer sufficient ac
cessibility to carry out the investigation 
(i.e. road around the lake, public access 
points, parks, etc.). At the Environmen
tal Station we use Sunset Lake, Rinehart 

Lake and Skunk Lake for this study. 

Materials 

Current uses data sheet (1) 
Physical characteristics data sheet (1) 
Large lamina ted 1 a ke rna p 
Soil type descriptions information 

sheet 
Soil suitability chart 
Soil type map 
Water soluble markers 
Topographic map (optional) 

Preparation by Leader 

The instructor should make certain that 
he/she clearly understands the soil map 
and description sheets. This is essential 
to understanding the characteristics of 
the area. Additionally, they should re
view the zoning requirements insert and 
become familiar with the requirements of 
the various zoning districts. They should 
also plan carefully the observation points 
around the lake which will be used by the 
students to complete the investigation. 

Warm-up 

Give the group a list of tasks. There 



warm up continued 

should be one task for each person in the 
group. Tell the students that it is their 
job to decide together which task each 
person will get. Explain that it is also 
their job to assign the tasks in such a 
way that the person most likely to suc
ceed at a particular task gets that as
signment. Use the list provided below or 
invent your own tasks. The important 
thing is that successful completion of the 
tasks should require a variety of physical 
characteristics on the part of the stu
dents (i.e. height, weight, strength, etc.) 

Tasks: 
1. lift 75 lb sacks of potatoes into 

a truck 
2. win a 1 imbo contest 
3. sit on a balloon without breaking it 
4. catch a pet rabbit that got away 
5. be the anchor person on a tug-of-war 

team 
6. play basketball in the NBA 
7. thread a needle 

Give the group a few minutes to complete 
this assignment and then ask them to share 
their decisions. Ask, 11 What criteria did 
you use to decide which person got which 
task? 11 Lead the discussion to the idea 
that physical characteristics of each per
son to a large extent determined what task 
they were assigned. Ask the students what 
would happen if the tasks were mixed up 
(i.e. the tug-of-war anchor was told to 
play basketball in the NBA). Would they 
have more difficulty successfully com
pleting their task? Why? 
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---Tei l the students tha-t -they--a-re-~ to -l3e 
looking at uses of land during this activi
ty. Explain that the physical character
istics of the land determine the 11 jobs it 
will be able to do 11 or, more appropriately, 
the uses for which the land is suited. 
When land is used for purposes which do 
not match its physical characteristics 
very well, environmental problems and/or 
land use difficulties result. 

Activity 

Explain to the students that intelligent 
land use planning involves examining the 

physical characteristics of the land to 
determine the possible uses of that land. 
When these characteristics are considered 
in land use decisions, ecological and de
velopmental problems are less likely to 
occur. Tell the students that they will 
be examining the land surrounding an 
aquatic environment to determine how 
wisely the land is being used. 

Divide the group into two teams. One 
team will be examining the physical char
acteristics of the land. The other team 
will be collecting data on uses presently 
being made of the land surrounding the 
lake. Data sheets are used to focus the 
students on collection of appropriate 
data. Be sure to familiarize yourself 
with the questions on these data sheets 
as well as with the maps and information 
sheets the students will be using. The 
11 current uses" group simply needs the ap
propriate data sheet. The 11 physical 
characteristics" group will need a data 
sheet, a soil type map, the soil des
cription sheets, and a topographic map 
of the area (optional). 

Go to the aquatic system to be examined 
and tell the students to answer the 
questions on their data sheets. If time, 
lake size, and accessibility permit, a 
walk around the lake is preferable. This 
allows each team to make more detailed ob
servations. Encourage the team members 
to work together to complete their data 
sheet. Emphasize respect of private prop
erty and only allow observations to be 
made from public areas such as parks, 
beaches-, i)Ub 14-€--acce£-Se-s or roadways~ 

If a walk around the lake is not possible, 
take the group to various vantage points 
around the lake so that they can obtain 
the necessary data. Be sure to scout out 
appropriate observation stops prior to 
teaching the activity. 

The team investigating the physical char
acteristics may need assistance in obtain
ing information about the soil resource 
either first hand or from the map and in
formation sheets. Make certain the stu
dents know how to read the soil map, are 



activity continued 

aware that the letter abbreviations on the 
map represent different soil types, and 
realize that descriptions and capabilities 
of these soil units are given on the infor
mation sheets. 

When all the data is collected, bring the 
group together to discuss their findings. 
Have one person from each group using the 
markers, record their team's findings on 
the lake map. (last question on data sheets) 
Allow them to invent their own legend but 
make sure different colors are used so that 
areas of overlap are noticeable. The areas 
of overlap are locations where the current 
land use is not compatible with the physi
cal characteristics of the land. While the 
data is being recorded, have each team 
share the questions and answers on their 
data sheet with the members of the other 
team. 

Pulling Things Together 
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Discuss the results on the map by discussing 
the following questions: 

-Where are the areas in which current land 
use practices are compatible with the 
physical characteristics of the land? 
How is this land being used? 

-In which areas are the physical character
istics of the land incompatible with the 
present use of the land? 

-What problems might develop because of 
this incompatibility? (i.e., pollution 
from septic systems, flooding/high water, 
shore errosion, eutrophication). 

-Why is the.re development where, based up
on physical characteristics of the land, 
development is not advised? What must be 
done in order for such uses of the land 
to be successful? 

-Are the physical characteristics of the 
land the only criterion used in deciding 
how the land is used? What other things 
are considered'? 

-How does land use planning around lakes 
differ from other areas? 

-If you could start over with this lake be
ing totally undeveloped, based on what you 
know now about the physical characteris
tics of the land, how would you use the 

land around this lake? Given the present 
situation, what realistic projects could 
be undertaken which would affect the land 
use pattern of this area in a positive 
way? 
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WHAT'S THE USE- DATA SHEET- CURRENT USES 

1. How many cabins or r1omes are located on the lake? 
HmJ many are seasonal cabins? 
Hm·J many are permanant homes? 

2. How close to the water are most of the cabins located? ___ ft. ~Jhy 
might this be important? 

3. To ~vhat extent has the shoreland been developed? (i.e., are there any 
trees along the shore? well developed lawns? lots of docks? etc.) 

4. What evidence can you find of the recreational uses of the lake? 

5. Are there any signs of agricultural activity in the area? l-Jhat effect 
might this have on the lake? 

6. List any observable examples of hm'l human needs related to development 
(i.e., energy, transportation, communication, \'Jaste removal, etc.) are 
being met . 

. , On the large laminated lake map use the markers provided to show 
where the buildings, roads, and agriculture (if any) around the 
1 ake are located. 
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WHAT'S THE USE- DATA SHEET- PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS 

1. Using the soil type map, soil examination, and the information sheets 
provided, determine the types of soil present around the lake. Fill 
in the chart be 1 ow. 

SOIL TYPE SOIL SUITABLE FOR: 
PRESENT DESCRIPTION Building? Road Construction? F.arming? 

1. because: because: 

2. because: because: 

3. because: because: 

2. Is there any evidence that gives a clue to the level of the water 
table in the soil around the lake? 

because: 

because: 

because: 

3. Describe the topography of the land surrounding the lake. Is the slope 
steep? gradual? varied? (use a topographic map if available). 

4. Describe the general characteristics of the lake(size, clarity. etc.) 

5. How does the water get in and out of the lake? Are there inlets and 
outlets? Are there obvious drainage patterns? 

6. What is the vegetation like on the land surrounding the lake? 

7. On the large laminated lake map, indicate those areas around the lake 
where development (i.e. ,building) is not advisable based on soil type, 
slope, or water table. 
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SOIL TYPE DESCRIPTIONS 

The soil types described below are the soil types found around Sunset, 
Skunk, and Rinehart lakes. You can determine the soil characteristics 
of a particular area by identifying the soil symbol for the area on the 
map, finding the syr.bol on this sheet, and reading the accompanying soil 
description. 

RuE-- Rosholt Complex, 20-40% slopes. 
Soil of this type is found in areas of steep and very steep slope. 
Both the surface and subsoil layers are sandy loam. It is a well 
drained to excessively well drained soil. Available \'later capacity 
in the soil is low and the hazard of water errosion is severe. This 
type is best suited for use as pasture and woodlands; not crops. 

RuD-- Rosholt Complex, 12-20% slopes. 
Cha racteri s tics of RuD are the same as thli>se 1 is ted for RuE. The two 
differ only in the degree of slope. RuDis found in moderately steep 
areas. 

RrC2-- Rosho 1 t sandy loam, 6-12% s 1 opes, erroded. 
A soil type with sandy loam surface and subsoil layers. The top 2-6 
inches in the surface layer has been lost to errosion. It is a well 
drained soil with a low available water capacity. The hazard of water 
errosion is severe. The soil is easy to work with . Most acreage is 
used for pastures or woodlands though some is used to grow crops. 

RsC2-- Rosholt loam, 6-12% slopes, erroded. 

The surface layer of this type is loam. The top 2-5 inches of this 
surface layer has been lost to errosion. Available water capacity is 
slightly higher than RrC2 and the water errosion hazard is moderate. 
It is a well drained soil. t,1ost acreage of this soil type is used for 
crops though some is used for pastures and woodlands. 

RsB-- Rosholt loam, 2-6% slopes. 

The surface layer and upper part of the subsoil in this type are loam. 
The remainder of the subsoil is sandy loam. Land with this soil type 

1s nearlyTeveTfo gently slop1rfg. 7\vaila.Dle water capactty ts low to 
medium and the water errosion hazard is slight. The soil is easy to 
work and is used primarily for crops. 

Ro-- Roscommon sandy loam, loamy variant. 

The surface layer in this type is sandy loam while the subsoil is 
sandy loam or loam. It is found in nearly level areas and is poorly 
drained. Water saturation at a depth of less than 1 foot during periods 
of wetness (high water table) limits the use of this soil. The soil 
type is subject to ponding and wetness hinders the soil workability. 
1·1os t common .uses inc 1 ude pastures, woodlands , and wildlife habitat. 
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SOJL TYPE DESCRIPTIONS (cont.) 

Rm-- Roscommon muck. 

Soi 1 of this type has a surface 1 ayer of muck and a subsoil of sand. 
It is nearly level and somewhat poorly to poorly drained. Saturation 
occurs at less than 3 feet during periods of wetness and droughtiness 
of the surface layer occurs during dry periods. Wetness hinders soil 
workability. It can be used for crops if properly drained. It is 
also used for pasture, woodlands, and wildlife. 

f·1c--t·1arsh. 

A soil type with a surface layer of muck which is underlain by 
layers of organic and/or mineral material. It is nearly level 
very poorly drained. ~·Jater covers the soil most of the year. 
suited only to wildlife and recreational uses. 

Ab-- Alluvial land, wet. 

subsoil 
and 
It is 

This is a very deep soil made up of water deposited organic and mineral 
layers to a depth of about 60 inches. It is nearly level and poorly 
to very poorly drained. During \<Jet periods it is saturated at a depth 
of less than 1 foot and is therefore susceptible to flooding and 
pending. Ab soil is best suited for pasture, woods, and wildlife. 

Oe-- Oesterle sandy loam. 

The surface layer of Oe varies from sandy loam to loam. The subsoil 
varies from sandy loam to silt loam. Saturation at a depth of less than 
3 feet during periods of wetness is this soil type•s main limitation. 
It is difficult to work due to wetness but if it is properly drained 
it is suitable for crop growth. · 

Bt-- Billet sandy loam, 0-2% slopes. 

The surface layer is sandy loam to loam. Subsoils are sandy loam. It is 
found in nearly level to gently sloping areas. Available water capacity 
is low to medium. These soils are easy to work and well suited to crops 
as v.Je 11 as use for pastures, woods, and wildlife. 
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SOIL SUITABILITY CHART 

Definitions-

The following terms are frequently used to describe how well a 
particular soil type is suited for a given use. When they are used 
on this chart, they have the meanings given here. 

slight- The soil properties are either generally favorable for the 
rated use or the limitations presented by the soil type 
are minor and easily overcome. 

moderate- Some of the soil properties are unfavorable but they can 
be overcome and modified by special planning and design. 

severe- The soi 1 properties are unfavorable for the stated use and 
difficult to correct. Special designs or intensive 
management and maintenance are needed if the soil type is to 
be used in this way. 

very severe- One or more of the soi 1 properties are so unfavorable 
for the give use that overcoming the limitation is 
extremely difficult, costly, and/or impractical. 

In some cases the terms good, fair, poor, and unsuitable are used in 
place of the terms listed above. The meanings however, are the same. 



SOIL 

Rosholt- Rs 
RrC2, RsC2, 
soro1e RuD an 
RuE 

Rosholt 
variant-

RuD, RuE 

Roscommon-

Rm 

moderate if slope 0-
,severe_ ff slope gt·eate 
than 12%, high water 
permeability in subsoi 
may contc,_minate ground 

SHALLOH EXCAVATIONS 
6 FT. DEEP OR LESS 

moderate if slope 0-
severe if slope grea 
than 12% 

severe- rilpi water severe- s opes hinder 
permeability in subsoi excavation. 
may contani nate ground 
\'>later. 

very severe- poorly 
drained. 

y 

severe- poorly draine 
p1ping hazard. 

Roscommon- drained. 
severe-poorly drai nee, 
wetness restricts 
excavation and install 
a ti on. 

vati ant 

Ro 

Alluvial 
land wet-

Ab 

Marsh-

Billett-

Bt 

Oesterle-

Oe 

very severe- poorly 
and very poorly dt·aine ~ same 
frequent flooding, va 
iable soil oroperties 

very seve~- flooded 
most of t1e: year 

moderate- very rapid 
water penreabi 1 i ty 
in subsoi 1, may 
contaminate ground
water. 

severe- somewhat poor 
drained, rapid water 
permeability in subsoi 
may contaminate groun 

--)~ same 

moderate 

severe- somewhat poorl 
drained, wetness hinde 
excavation in places. 

DvJELLINGS ~JITH 
Ef1EtlTS 

slight if slope 0-6% 
r moderate if slope 6-

severe if slope is 
greater than 12%. 

severe- poorly drained 
wetness may restrict 
ins ta 11 at ion. 

--)4 same 

~same 

--)~ same 

--)~ same 

LOCAL ROADS AND 
STREETS 

--->~ same 

nage i ~-
excessive. 

severe- slopes hinder natural drainage is 
construction. excessive. 

severe- poorly draine 
haulng and excavation 
are difficult. 

,poorly drained, dra 
of surface and subs· 
layers feasible, su. 
soil layers general· 
unstable. 

severe- poorly draine .poorly drained, dra 
age of surface and 
subsoil layers is 
feasible. 

--)~ same 

same 

s 1 i ght 

moderate- somewhat 
poorly drained, low 
stability when wet. 

nage is genera 
not feasible or 
practi ca 1. 

natural drainage 
adequate. 

somewhat poorly dra 
ed, surface drainag · 

is feasible. 
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ZONING SETB.~CK, AREA Nm HEIGHT RE9UIREr'IENITS 

ro·.r:S u~'DER PORTAGE COUNTI ZO?fiNG ORDIN!\J\CE 

Max. Hcighta Hin. Floor Hin. lot Min. Lnt Side Y<.lrd (fcc t) Mini~t:r:1 f\cnr 
ZO~HNG 01 ST?.I CT (feet} Area (sq.ft.) f1rea (sq.ft.} Width (ft. } Miri. Total ~1 in. One Side Y.1rd (feet) 

Singl'! Far.~i 1 y 35 720 20000 100 25 10 25 

One and Two Family 35 720-1 unit 
1100-2 units 30000 100 1 25 10 25 

Hultiple Family 35 550 20000 100 I 25 10 25 

LCM Oens i ty 35 720 2 acre 200 so 25 <5 

Agricultural 35 nob 2 acre 200 25 10 25 

Agricultural 720 35 acres 100 25 10 25 

Rccrea tiona 1 35 noc 20000 100 25 10 25 
I"'--
0'1 
.....-~ Co~scrvancy 35 400 30000 150 25 10 25 

P.arina 35 720 20000 100 

Neighborhood Commercial 45 20000 

Com~crcial 45 550 20000 100 

Highway Commercial 80 ·20000 

Industrial 80 720 20000 100 

Unless cthen.,ise specified by 7.1, C. (.J) 
(b} 
(cJ 
(d) 
(e) 

Less than 720 squ;Jre feet is allcr.-:cd for trai 1ers on operating farms. 
720 square feet for year-round dwelling, ljQQ square feet for seasonal 
10 feet required if a~utting residential lot. 
25 feet required if abutting residential lot. 

7-78 Portage Count.y Zoning Dept. 

12 

16 

12 

16 

I 12 

6d 

8 12 

6d 12 

8 12 

6d 12e 

--------
-------·--------- --·--·~~-

OTHER SF. I"Bl\CKS 
·----·· 

HI GH\/1\ YS 
__ ___,...,,, ..,...R ..:_,....o _.,.t~-r-' -....-C c-n-.,.-t t;: rnn e 

U.S., State 
County 
T 0\vll 

,•. vlh i cheve r 

Water 

42----~-,-o--·· 

42 75 
30 63 

is greater ----
100 feet 

-----------------
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FULW\J-uP ACTIVIlY 

WHAT'S THE USE 

A v1-6U .to .the. Env-Uwnme.ntal S:l:.ctt-i.on c.an be. a .6c.hoo.t-ye.M highlight l,oJr. .t>.tu
de.n..t6 and .teac.heJL6 alike.. ~hil..e a Jr.e..tWt.11 .to .the. c..l.iu.6Jr.Oom .i-6 .t>e.idom £U ex
eit..ing, .the. knowledge a.n.d c.onc.e~ gained dUlLing a. S.twon v.i.6i.t c.a.n a.nd 
.t>hou.td be b1tou.ght home. a.nd a.pp.Ue.d. The ~o.t.tow.i.ng a.c.tivi.tiu pJtovide. an op
polttuni.ty 6olt you .to a..6.6i.6t IJOUIL .6.tuden..t6 in expanding on the-i.JL ie.Mn.i.ng e.x
peJtie.nc.e. a..t .the. Enviltonme.ntal Sta..tion. The. a.c.tiviliu he..tp .6oUdi6y .the unit 
c.onc.ey:>U a.nd Jr.e.ia..te. .them in te.Jun.6 o6 the .6.tude.nt'.6 own woJL.td. It .i-6 not ne.c.
U.6MIJ to do a.U the. aW..vi.tiu oJr. to 6oUow a.ny pM.tic.uiall oJr.de.Jt. Feet 
6Jr.ee .to pic.k and c.hoo-6 e .the a.c.tivilie-6 wh.i.cJt Me but .6ui.te.d fJolt ljOUIL gltoup. 
You may w..i.-6h .to modi61J .the. aW..viliu .to be. moJr.e. a.pyJ/wp!U.a.:te 6olt yoU/f.. gJta.de 
.teve.t oiL Me .them .to deve..top IJOUIL own a.c.tivi.tiu. 

Objectives 

The students will: 

... use maps of their local community to categorize the present uses 
of land . 

. . . compare current community land uses to characteristics of the land 
in order to assess compatibility . 

... identify land use trends in their community . 

. .. predict future land use and possible land use related problems 
based upon trends and current land use in the community . 

. . . design a series of maps projecting land use development and/or 
representing a future land use plan for the local community . 

. .. identify unique characteristics of wetland areas and describe the 
implications of current land use patterns for the future of wetlands. 

Activity #1 

Provide the students with maps of the local area or have them produce 
their own. Have the students indicate on the map the present use of land 
by designated categories (i.e., agricultural, residential, commercial, 
industrial, transportation, recreational, cemeteries, and underdeveloped). 
The students should map these areas to produce a land use map. Accuracy 
should be stressed so that comparisons are possible. 

Land use characteristics rndps such as topography, drainage, water table, 
soi 1 thickness, type, and ferti 1 i ty, and bedrock can then be prepared. The 
same map outline as the land use maps should be used so that comparisons 
can be made to determine suitability of land to its use. It may be necessary 
to lead the students in making these comparisons. Questions such as, "Hhy 
has this area'remained undeveloped?" or "vJhat possible problems could result 
if this land were put to an industrial use?" can be used to spark discussion. 
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Regional planning offices, real estate organizations, the Chamber of 
Commerce, Soil Conservation Service, local conservation or EPA offices, 
and local commuity governrrent offices are all possible sources of the 
information needed to complete this exercise. 

Activity #2 

Have1 the students use old maps of land use patterns found in libraries 
orcounty courthouse records to determine trends in the way land in their 
community has been used. Inspection of land sometimes indicates past use. 
The students might also interview older residents of the community to 
obtain information. Trends will most likely become obvious(i .e., industrial, 
commercial, or residential expansion has invaded agricultural, recreational, 
or undeveloped areas). 

The students may then use what they have learned about land use trends to 
predict future use or misuse and possible problems. These predictions 
should be based on past trends and on current land use patterns in the 
community. 

You may also wish to have the students determine whether land use 
management plans exist for their community. If they do exist, how were 
they developed and by whom? Priorities used in these plans to determine 
future land uses should be identified and evaluated by the students(i.e., 
was any priority given to rich agricultural land? undeveloped land?) 

Activity #3 

Have the students design future land use plans for the:local community. The 
students should consider problems of present use, changing pressures due 
to population increases, need for recreational areas, energy and resource 
shortages, land characteristics, and any other aspects they feel are 
important in developing appropriate plans for future use of a given area. 
The final form of this project should be a series of maps projecting 
developments in land use as the students see them. The results could be 
shared with a local Alderman or Town County Board member. 

Activities 1-3 adapted from Hungerford and Peyton, Teaching Environmental 
Education, J. Weston Walch, 1976. 

Activity #4 

Show the slide set(s) "Mapping Wisconsin's ~Jetlands" and/or "County 
Ordinances to Protect Wetlands"(see reference section). The first of 
these slide sets is intended to answer questions related to why wetlands 
need to be mapped and how the DNR is progressing in this project. The 
second set of slides answers questions about the purpose and progress of 
state mandated wetl1nd protection ordinances. It describes the components 
of model ordinances for wetland protection developed by the DNR. 

Relate the material in these presentations to the activity done at the 
Environmental Station. What are the unique characteristics of wetland 
areas? What a~e the implications of current land use patterns for the 
future of wetlands in Wisconsin? 
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References and Resources 

Publications 

Wisconsin Floodplain--Shoreland r~anagement- Publication available from 
district or area Departrrent of Natural Resources office. 

The Ro 1 e of Lake Property Owners and their Organi za ti on in Lake 
Management- Publication available from UWEX- Department of Environmental 
Reso!Jrces, Room 216- Agriculture Hall, University of Wisconsin, t~adison 
Wisconsin 53706. 

Nonpoint Source Pollution: Land Use and Water Quality- Available from 
UWEX, Agriculture Bulletin Building, 1535 Observatory Drive, Madison, 
Wisconsin, 53706. Publication# G3025 (65¢). 

A Guide to Protecting Wisconsin's Wetlands- Available from UWEX (same 
address as above). Publication# G3059 (30¢). 

Protecting Wetlands in Shoreland Areas- Publication available from district 
or area Department of Natural Resources office. 

An Introduction to Wisconsin Wetlands: Plants, Hydrology, and Soils. 
Geological and Natural History Survey: Education Series #14 (25¢). 
Available from GNHS, 1815 University Avenue, Madison, Wisconsin.53706. 

Audiovisual r~aterial 

Mapping Wisconsin's Wetlands- 34 slides, 1982. Available from UW-Extension, 
Room 120, CNR Building, UWSP, Stevens Point, Wisconsin 54481. 

Count Ordinances to Protect Wetlands- 55 slides, 1983. Available from 
UW-Extension same address as above . 

The following fims are available from BAVI (Bureau of Audiovisual Instruction), 
P.O. Box 2093. Madison, Wisconsin 53701. 

Shoreland Development--A New Approach- film #9077, 18 minutes, 1973. 

Runoff-- Land Use and ~~ater Quality- film# 1765, 22 minutes, 1978. 
-- -- --

Urban Sp-rawl-vs. Planned Growth- film# 8644, 22 minutes, 1968. 

What's Happening to Our Lakeshores?- film #6536, 10 minutes, 1965. 
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PRE-ACTIVI1Y 

ALL THINGS CONSIDERED 

Tfte. t)o.Uow-i.ng ma:t~ Me de.J.J-i.gne.d to be. a.A..d6 -i.n ptte.pa.IUng yoWL 6tude.nt6 
6oJt the.-i.Jt v.i.Ad to the. Env-i.Jtonme.YI-ta.l Stctti..on. The. voc.abulaJty wt c.on6.i.AU 
o6 .te.Jtm6 wh..i..c.h w..Ui be. Me.d -i.n the. poJttion o6 .th.i.A u.n-U .taugh-t a;t .the. Env-i.
Mnme.YI-ta.l Station. A k.nowte.dge. o6 thue. te.Jtm6 w.i.ll hef.p .the. 6tude.nt6 undVt.
.6.tand the. c.onc.e.pt-6 y.Ytue.n.te.d -i.n .the. on-.6-i.te. ac.tivily. The. de.6bu.t..<.on-6 6oJt 
e.ac.h tVt.m -i.-6 WILU;te.n to me.e..t .the. ne.e.d6 o 6 .the. w.ide. Jtan.g e. o 6 gJtade. te.ve.£.-6 
wh..i..c.h Me .th...i..-6 un.d. You Me. e.n.c.oWtage.d to mod-i.f,y the. de.6-i.n.-i.ilon6 .to .the. 
de.gJte.e. of, d-i.66-i.c.uUy apy.Ytop!Ua..te. .to me.e..t the. -i.l'ld-i.viduai. ne.e.d6 o6 yoWL c.la-6-6. 
The. ac.tiv-i..tie.-6 aJte pJte6e.n.te.d a-6 op.tion6. It -i.-6 n.o.t ne.c.e.-6.6aJttj to do ail. 
.6ugge.-6.ted ac.tivd-i.e.-6 OJt 6oUow any paJttic.ulaJt, oJtdeJt.. Sete.c.t an.d mod-i.f,y 
ac.tiv-i..tie.-6 a-6 time, 6c.heduling an.d y.Yte.6e.Jte.n.c.e.-6 pe.Jtmd. I.t gJte.atty e.n.hanc.e.-6 
.the. on-.6-i.te. ac.tivdy a;t .the Station in yoWL .6.tude.n.U have pa!ttic.ipa.ted in. 
.6ome. p!tioJt le.Mn.in.g e.xpe.Jtien.c.e.-6 tha;t Jtef.a.te. .to .the. u.n-U. 

Vocabulary 

Values- Opinions in which a person believes and on which a person acts. They 
are personal rules of behavior that help a person make decisions in 
an effort to gain sorre desired outcome. 

Issue- A dispute which arises over a situation as a result of differing 
human value positions. 

Objectives 

The students will : 

... summarize environr11ental issues and the value perspectives associated 
with each issue . 

... list cilanges they would like to see in their community and identify 
the possible environmental impacts of those changes. 

Activity #1 

Have the students revievJ newspapers and magazines for articles related to 
environrrental issues. Ask them to summarize one or several of the articles 
by answering the following questions: 

vJhat environrrental issue is being described? 
Why is this an issue? 
l~hat different value perspectives related to this issue can be identified 
in the article? 
From what value perspective(s) is the article written? 

Have the students share and discuss their summaries with the class. 
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Activity #2 

Explain that regardless of whether people live in urban or rural areas, 
almost everyone \'Jould like to see some changes made in their community. 
Ask the students to think about the local area. Have them list the five 
most important changes they would like to see made in their local community 
or neighborhood in the next ten years. Next have the students analyze 
each of their desired changes in terms of pas iti ve and negative en vi ron
mental impacts and record these implications( It is possible that a change 
could have both positive and negative impact). Encourage the students to 
discuss the implications of their proposed changes \-Jith fellow classmates 
during this portion of the activity. Finally, on the basis of the analysis 
made, have the students determine whether or not the change is environ
mentally sound and ask them to defend their position. This should be done 
for each of the proposed changes they analyze. 

Adapted from Haro 1 d H,_,ngerford and R. Ben Peyton, Teaching En vi ronmenta 1 
Education, J. Weston Walch, 1976. 

References and Resources 

Publications 

Simon, Sidney 8., Leland W. Howe, and Howard Kirschenbaum. Values 
Clarification: A Handbook of Practical Strategies for Teachers and 
Students. i~ew York: Hart Publishing Company, 1972. 

Knapp, Clifford E. and Joel Goodman. Humanizing Environmental Education: 
A Guide for Leading Nature and Human Nature Activities. f1artinsville , 
Indiana: American Camping Association, 1991. 

Hungerford, Harold R. et al . 
Environmental' Problem Solving. 
Company, 1978. 

Investigation and Action Skills for 
Champaign, Illinois: Stipes Publishing 

Hungerford, Harold R. and R. Ben Peyton. Teaching Environmental Education. 
Port 1 and, ~1a i ne : J . vJes ton Wa 1 ch , 19 76. 

Audiovisual r~aterial 

Land Use: A_f·1oraLDilenma (fiJm)~ 1\vailable__from_the _L.tisconsjn Land 
Conservation Board. Write: DATCP/LCB, 801 W. Badger Road, P.O. Box 8911, 
Madison, Wisconsin 53708. 
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ALL THINGS CONSIDERED 
Concept 

Values are human preferences or op1n1ons which not only 
influence individual actions but also have a direct 
affect on the decisions made for an entire community or 
society. 

In a Nuts he 11 

A local land use issue involving a county park is used 
to assist students in exploring the concept of values. 
The students will identify the various value perspec
tives associated with the county park issue, look at al
ternative solutions to resolving the issue, and identify 
the consequences of each alternative. Discussion focuses 
on the relationship between values, decision making, and 
action in both individuals and communities. Grade 
Leve 1 s 8-12. 

Objectives 

Upon completion of this unit the stu
dents will be able to: 

... orally define the term 11 Val ue 11 • 

... list at least three possible alter
native solutions to resolving a 
specific land use issue. 

... identify at least one value perspec
tive associated with each of the al
ternatives . 

... orally describe at least three con
sequences of implementing each al
ternative solution they identify. 

Learning Station 

Ideally this unit should be done in Sun
set County Park. In case of inclement 
weather however, it could easily be 
adapted to be taught indoors. 

Materials 

Student land use survey 
Laminated survey response charts 
Clipboards 
Notebook size paper - 2 sheets 

per group 

Pencils 
Water soluble markers 
Task cards (A, B, and C) 

Preparation by Leader 

This unit deals both with values and with 
a specific issue. The instructor should 
review techniques and methods for lead
ing values clarifying exercises. (NOTE: 
The introductory chapter of Values Clari
fication: A Handbook of Practical Strate
gies for Teg_c::hers and Students by Simon, 
Howe, and Kirschenbaum provides such a 
review. It is available from the Envi
ronmental Station library). He/she should 
also become as familiar as possible with 
the Sunset County Park issue as well as 
with other pertinent New Hope Township 
1 and use issues. A copy of the .. Town of 
New Hope Citizen Opinion Survey" is avail
able at the Environmental Station. It is 
a very helpful reference in learning about 
the local issues. 

Warm-up 

Take the group to the Sunset County Park 



warm-up continued 

area to do this activity. Begin by 
telling the group that you would like 
to get their opinions on a series of 
environment-related issues. Explain 
that you will read a list of questions 
and that you would like them to re
spond to those questions by voting. 
After each question is read, the stu
dents should take a position by a show 
of hands. If they wish to answer the 
question affirmatively, they should 
raise their hand. If they have a very 
strong positive response to a question, 
this should be indicated by waving 
their raised hand. Those students that 
wish to answer negatively point their 
thumbs down. If they have a very nega
tive response, they may show this by 
pointing their thumb down and rapidly 
moving their whole fist up and down. 
Those who are undecided should fold 
their arms. Those students who wish 
to pass should simply take no action 
at all. Tell the students that dis
cussion will be held off until all the 
questions have been read. 

A list of possible questions that can 
be asked is included. Select those 
questions which would be most appropri
ate for your group, but limit the num
ber of questions asked to 10-12. The 
instructor should vote as well but 
should save his/her vote until last 
to avoid influencing student decisions. 

Ask the students, 11 How many of you ... 11 : 

... think that the intelligence of'__hu
man-s wi llovercome the dangers of 

po 11 uti on? 
... think more government involvement 

is needed to achieve environmental 
quality? 

... recycle glass? aluminum? paper? 

... read articles concerning environ
mental issues on a regular basis? 

... think that wilderness areas owned 
by the federal government should 
be kept wild forever? 

. .• think that nuclear energy is one 
answer to our future energy require
ments? 
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... believe that a couple should not have 
more than two children? 

... have changed your lifestyle in the last 
year to improve the environment? 

... believe science and technology will 
find a way to produce enough food for 
the world 1s increasing population? 

... would rank environmental quality as our 
country•s biggest, most important 
problem? 

..• feel that writing a letter to someone 
about an environmental problem in your 
community can help correct it? 

... think schools influence student be
haviors leading to an improved environ
ment? 

... save and make use of scrap paper? 

... have publically taken a stand on an 
environmental issue? 

. •. think the flow of people into crowded 
parks should be controlled to preserve 
them? 

Differing responses reflecting diverse 
values will most likely spark spontaneous 
discussion following this exercise. 
Allow the students to share their feelings 
but direct the discussion to the realiza
tion that other people often see issues 
quite differently than we do. Ask the 
students, 11 What is a value? ... Explain 
that values are human preferences for 
and/or opinions on specific things that 
directly affect our priorities, our life
style, and our actions. Tell the students 
that they will be examining some of the 
issues important to people in the Town of 
New HQQe; the town i"-1'ltlicb__the_Invimn
mental Station is located. Additionally, 
they will examine the value perspectives 
associated with those issues. 

Activity 

Explain to the students that the county 
(Portage) planning department has sur
veyed landowners in the Town of New Hope. 
The survey was designed to determine the 
opinions and values of the landowners 
with regard to land use related issues . 
Tell the students that you would like them 
to take a portion of that same survey. 



activity continued 

Hand out the land use survey and give 
the students a few minutes to complete 
it. When they are finished, record 
their responses on the appropriate 
survey response chart. (NOTE: responses 
to the last two questions on the stu
dent survey are in sentence form. 
These should be shared verbally). Dis
play the survey response chart for 
each question and let the students ex
amine how their responses compare to 
the township survey results. Discuss 
each of the questions with the group, 
emphasizing a comparison between stu
dent responses and the actual responses 
of landowners in the town. Ask 11 Which 
results are similar? different? 11 11 Why 
do difference exist between our re
sponses and the responses of the people 
who live and own land here? 11 Lead the 
discussion to the idea that the re
sponses differ because people have dif
ferent values regarding these issues. 
These values are in turn based on such 
things as knowledge about the issue, 
experience with the issue, and personal 
investment in the issue. 

Tell the students that you want them to 
answer one last survey question and 
that it involves the park in which they 
are now sitting. Have them look around 
the park and then answer the following 
question with a one sentence response 
on the back of their survey. 11 How do 
you feel about Sunset County Park? 11 
When they have completed this task, 
have them share their responses. Ex-

---pta in tllat this park-ts the-focal-point 
of one of the most controversial issues 
in the town. Ask the students, 11 Why do 
you suppose this issue is so controver
sial?11 (NOTE: If the unit 11 What's The 
Use 11 has been done using Sunset lake as 
the aquatic system to be studied, it 
would be appropriate to tie the results 
of that investigation into this discus
sion, i.e. Is this an appropriate use 
of this area?). Share the actual sur
vey responses with the group by dis
playing the survey response chart con
taining township landowner responses to 
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the Sunset County Park question. Ask, 
11 What are some of the real causes for the 
controversy? 11 (overcrowding, parking 
problems, overuse, lack of control and 
police protection, noise and rowdiness, 
too much use by non-residents). "How 
close were we in predicting the causes 
of the problem? 11 

Divide the students into groups of 3 or 4. 
Pass out Task Card A to each group to com
plete. (Task A asks the students to 
generate a list of alternative solutions 
to the Sunset Park issue). When their 
group list of alternative solutions is 
complete, pass out Task Card B (Task B 
has the groups identifying the major value 
perspectives associated with each alter
native solution they list). Upon completion 
of Task B, hand out the last task card, 
Task Card C, to each group (Task C in
volves selecting the three most feasible 
solutions, indentifying the consequences 
of each alternative, and, as a group, se
lecting the alternative solution they feel 
best resolves the issue). Bring the groups 
back together to discuss their results. 

Pulling Things Together 

Have each group share their decision and 
use questions to get at the group's rea
soning for selecting the alternative so
lution they did. When each group's de
cision has been reviewed, discuss the fol
lowing questions with the students. 

-Is there any evidence you can see which 
· 111igh~ve anint as-to wllo:r is actually--

being done to resolve this issue? Is it 
similar to any of the group alternatives? 

-Did you feel you had enough information 
to identify and select a wise alternative 
to resolve this issue? Where might you 
go to get more information? 

-How well are your personal values re
flected in your actions? Are there any 
differences between what you value and 
what you do? 

-Who makes land use planning decisions? 
-Are there any land use related issues in 
your community? What are they? 

-How can individuals get involved in in
fluencing land use related decisions in 
their communities? 



TASK A 

LUt> 

ALL THINGS CONSIDERED 
TASK CARDS 

As a group, consider the various aspects of the Sunset County Park issue 
and brainstorm all of the possible ways your group can think of that 
this issue could be resolved. List the alternative solutions your group 
comes up with on the sheet of paper provided. 

TASK B 

Identify the major value positions associated with each possible solution 
your group 1 is ted in task A. 
Example: 

Solution: Allow only New Hope residents to use Sunset County Park. 
Value Position: Only New Hope residents should be allowed to use the 

park because it is ini:their town and they must bear 
the brunt of the problems caused by overuse. 

List each value position next to the appropriate alternative solution on 
your sheet. 

TASK C 

Select from your list of solutions the three alternatives your group feels 
are the most feasible. List the three alternatives at the top of a sheet 
of paper. Draw a column below each one. List in each column, all of the 
possible consequences that might result if that particular solution is 
used. Include both the cultural consequences (affects on human activity) 
and ecological consequences (affects on the land and water of the park). 
Consider the consequences of each alternative and, as a group, select the 
so 1 uti on you fee 1 best resolves the issue. 
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LAND USE SURVEY 

1. ~·Jhat do you feel is the ideal population growth rate for the Town 
of New Hope? ( The town population \vas 492 in 1970, and 631 in 1980 
or a 22% increase). 

__ Faster rate of growth. 
__ Present rate of growth. 

-- Slower rate of growth. 
--No growth. 
__ Less people. 
__ No response. 

2. Are you in favor of urban-type subdivisions in the Town of New Hope? 
(i.e., 1/2 acre lots) 

__ Yes. 
No. --

-- No Response. 

3. ~~hat size lots do you think would be appropriate for new subdivisions? 

Large (6 or more acres). 
-- 1·1edi urn (2-5 acres). 

-- Small (1/2 acre). 
-- No Response. 

4. What size lots would be appropriate for lots abutting the lakes in the 
To\'m? 

Large (6 or more acres). 
-- ~·1edi um (2-5 acres). 
__ Small ( 1/2 acre). 
__ No Response. 

5. Are there any recreational facilities needed in the Town of New Hope? 

Yes. ~Jhat kind? ---- No. ~~hy not? 
No Response. --

Please give a one sentence response to the following questions: 

6. How do you feel about the Central Wisconsin Environmental Station at 
Sunset Lake? 

7. ~Jhat is the most important asset in the Town of New Hope? 
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SURVEY RESPONSE CHART 

QUESTION #1 

"WHAT DO YOU FEEL IS THE IDEAL POPULATION GRmHH RATE FOR THE TmJN OF NEW HOPE?" ( THE 
TOWN POPULATION WAS 492 IN 1970 AND 631 IN 1980, OR A 22% INCREASE) 

% % STUDENT % 
TOTAL NUt,1BER NON-RESIDENT RESIDENT NU~1BER STUDENT 

1. FASTER RATE OF GROWTH 3.2 3.8 

2. PRESENT RATE OF GRmHH nC': 
00 35.7 32.6 --

3. SLOWER RATE OF GROWTH 96 35.7 33.6 

4. NO GROWTH 40 11.9 18.9 

5. LESS PEOPLE 3 4.0 2.3 

6. NO RESPONSE 17 9.5 3.8 --

** A MAJORITY OF ALL THE PEOPLE RESPONDING DESIRED A SLOWER RATE OF GROWTH. 

** A SIMILAR NUMBER OF ALL THE PEOPLE RESPONDING WANTED TO KEEP THE PRESENT RATE OF GROWTH. 

** LESS THAN 4% OF THE PEOPLE ~~ANTED A FASTER RATE OF GROWTH. 



SURVEY RESPONSE CHART 

QUESTION #2 

"ARE YOU IN FAVOR OF URBAN-TYPE SUBDIVISIONS IN THE TOWN OF NEH HOPE?" (i.e., 1/2 ACRE LOTS) 

TOTAL NUr1BER 

1. YES 35 

2. NO 215 

3. NO RESPONSE 8 

% 
NON-RESIDENT 

17.5 

79.4 

3.2 

% 
RESIDENi 

I 

9.8: 

87.1 

3.0 

STUDENT 
NUf~BER 

** AN OVERWHELMING MAJORITY OF THE PEOPLE RESPONDING TO THE SURVEY WERE NOT IN FAVOR OF 
URBAN-TYPE SUBDIVISIONS. 

% 
STUDENT 
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SURVEY RESPONSE CHART 

QUESTION #3 

"WHAT SIZE LOTS DO YOU THINK L~OULD BE APPROPRIATE FOR NEW SUBDIVISIONS?" 

% Of 
tO 

TOTAL NUt,,1BER NON-RESIDENT RESIDENT 

1. LARGE ( 6 OR ~lORE ACRES) 99 27.0 49.2 

2. HEDIUI,1 ( 2-5 ACRES) 110 49.2 36.4 

3. SI·1ALL (1/2 ACRE) 28 16.7 5.3 

4. NO RESPONSE 21 7.1 9.1 

N ** A MAJORITY OF THE RESIDENT LANDOWNERS PREFER LARGE LOTS IN NEW SUBDIVISIONS. 

STUDENT 
NUt~BER 

** A MAJORITY OF THE NON-RESIDENT LANDOWNERS PREFER MEDIUM-SIZED LOTS FOR NEW SUBDIVISIONS. 

% 
STUDENT 



SURVEY RESPONSE CHART 

QUESTION #4 
' 

11 WHAT SIZE LOTS WOULD BE APPROPRIATE FOR LOTS ABUTTING THE LAKES IN TME TOWN? 11 

% % STUDENT % 
TOTAL NUI~BER NON-RESIDENT RESIDENIT NU~1BER STUDENT 

1. LARGE (6 OR MORE ACRES) 70 19.8 34.1! 

2. MEDIUM (2-5 ACRES) 146 64.3 49.2 

3. SMALL (1/2 ACRE) 33 13.5 12.1: 

4. NO RESPONSE 9 2.4 4.5 --

.--! 

~ ** A MAJORITY OF ALL THE PEOPLE RESPONDING FELT MEDIUM SIZED LOTS WERE MOS~ APPROPRIATE. 

** OVER ONE THIRD OF THE RESIDENT LANDmJNERS ~JOULD LIKE LARGE LOTS. 



SURVEY RESPONSE CHART 

QUESTION #5 

1. 

2. 

3. 

"ARE ANY RECREATIONAL FACILITIES NEEDED IN THE TOHN OF NOJ HOPE?" 

% % 
TOTAL NUf~BER NON-RESIDENT RESI DENTI 

YES. WHAT KIND? 38 7.9 21.2 

NO. WHY NOT? 178 67.5 70.4 : 

NO RESPONSE 42 24.6 8.3 

STUDENT 
NU~1BER 

% 
STUDENT 

** A MAJORITY OF ALL THE PEOPLE RESPONDING DID NOT FEEL ANY RECREATIONAL FACILITIES WERE NEEDED FOR 
THE TOWN. 

WHY NOT? TOWN HAS NATURAL RECREATION OPPORTUNITIES, UNNECESSARY TAX BU~DEN, HAVE ADEQUATE FACILITIES 
AT THE COUNTY PARKS, TOO MANY NON-RESIDENTS ALREADY USE OUR E~ISTING FACILITIES. 

** ABOUT ONE FOURTH OF THE RESIDENT LANDm4NERS FELT THERE IS A NEED FOR REciREATIONAL FACILITIES. 

vJHAT KIND? CROSS COUNTRY SKI lNG AND BIKE TRAILS, TENNIS COURTS, BALL DIIAt•10ND, BASKETBALL COURTS 
INDOOR POOL, PARK FOR RESIDENTS ONLY. 



SURVEY RESPONSE CHART 

QUESTION #6 

11 HOW DO YOU FEEL ABOUT THE CENTRAL WISCONSIN ENVIRON~1ENTAL STATION AT SUNSET LAKE?,. 

** A SIGNIFICANT MAJORITY OF THE PEOPLE RESPONDING WERE IN FAVOR OF THE FACILITY 

** A MAJORITY OF THE COMMENTS WERE EXTREMELY POSITIVE ABOUT THE BENEFITS IT PROVIDES AS 
AN EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY FOR STUDENTS. 

** THE NEGATIVE COt·1MENTS WERE RELATED TO A LOSS OF THE TAX BASE AND TME FEELING THAT IT DOES 
f10RE GOOD FOR OUT -OF- TOWNERS THAN IT DOES FOR LOCAL PEOPLE. . 



SURVEY RESPONSE CHART 

QUESTION #7 

" WHAT IS THE r~OST IMPORTANT ASSET IN THE TOWN OF NEW HOPE?" 

** RURAL ENVIRONMENT 

** PEACEFULNESS AND SIMPLICITY 

** FARHLAND 

** BEAUTY OF THE LAND AND WILDLIFE 

** LACK OF PEOPLE/PRIVACY 

** SUNSET LAKE 

** GOOD DRINKING WATER 

** ITS NATURAL RESOURCES AND RELATIONSHIP WITH NATURE 
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SURVEY RESPONSE CHART 

"HOW DO YOU FEEL ABOUT SUNSET COUNTY PARK?" 

** POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE COMMENTS WERE EQUALLY DIVIDED. 

** ABOUT ONE HALF OF THE COi•1r·1ENTS SUPPORTING THE PARK QUALIFIED THAT 
SUPPORT WITH SOME TYPE OF PROBLEM AT THE PARK. 

ACTUAL RESPONSES 

I like it but it needs more supervision. 
No good. Have to pay taxes for outsiders u . .e;e. 
i~uch too crowded in the summer. 
Good. Keep it the way it is. Clean water and no camping. 
Too many people and too little parking. Not enough enforcement of the rules. 
Seems to attract (and serve) primarily non-town residents. 
Excellent. Could be bigger. 
Charge more rnoney for non-city users. 
It is a beautiful park that is being overused. 
Disgusting. A blot on our township. 
Too many people during summer weekends. Prohibit alcohol, restrict loud 

music and enforce parking regulations on Sunset road. 
Needs more 1 i feguards. 
Too crowded during the summer. r~ade it too nice. A lot of people drive 
from Point everyday to use it when they have their own parks. 
Limit loud radios, have a frisbee area, pre-school area for swimming. 
Nice park but too crowded in the summer. County should improve facilities 

at other parks. 
Excellent but too crowded. Town needs to develop another beach area. 
Great park. Use needs to be monitered and total number of people per 

day possibly limited. 
Should be taken care of and expanded. It is a very nice facility. 
Needs expansion in total size, not just parking area. 
Great. A nice place to take families. 
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FOU.O\J-UP ACTIVI-IY 

ALL THINGS CONSIDERED 

A v.U..d to the. Envbt.onme.n-tal. S.ta.;U.on c.an be. a .6c.hoo.t-ye.aJt. h..i.ghtight f.oll .6-tu
de.nt.o and te.ac.he!L6 a.t..i.k.e.. ~We. a lle.tUII..n to the. ~.&Mom ..i.-6 J..e..tdom a.& e.x
c..a..i.ng, the. k.nowle.dg e. and c.o nc.e.pt6 ga..i.ne.d dUII....i.ng a Sta.t.i.o n v..i.-6il c.an and 
J..hou.td be. bllought home. and applie.d. The. ~o.tlow..i.ng ac.tivilie..& p~~..ov..i.de. an op
poll..tun.<;ty 6oll you to a.&.6..i.-6t yoM .6tude.nt.o .in e.xpancU.ng on the...i.ll.. le.Mn..i.ng e.x
pe.ll....i.e.nc.e. at the. Envbt.onme.n-tal. Stat..i.on. The. ac.:t..i..vilie..& help .6olicU.6y the. una 
c.onc.e.p-U and lle.late. the.m ..i.n t~ o6 the. ~dude.nt'.& own woll..id. It ..i.-6 not ne.c.
e..6.6MIJ to do a..U. the. ac.tivilie..& oil to 6oUow any pa.Jttic.ulall.. ollde.ll. Fe.e.l 
61le.e. to p..i.c.k. and c.hoo.6e. the. ac.tivilie..& wh..i.cJt Me. be..&t .&uile.d noll yoU/f.. glloup. 
You may w-U.h to mocU.6y tlte. ac.tivWe..& to be. molle. app!t.opll....i.ate. 6oll yoM g11.ade. 
le.ve.l oiL Me. the.m to de.ve..top yoU/f.. own ac.tivilie..&. 

Objectives 

The s tude n ts w i 1 1 : 

... work in groups to answer a question assigned them related to land use 
planning in their community by identifying and contacting the 
appropriate people and/or agencies . 

. . . determine hmJ a particular land use issue would be resolved in 
their 1 oca 1 community . 

... participate in a land use simulation thereby gaining experience in 
identifying alternatives, clarifying and role playing value perspectives, 
and evaluating the consequences of alternative solutions to environ-
men ta 1 i s s ue s . 

Activity #1 

Explain to the students that they will be contacting local agencies to 
obtain the answers to a land use question they are assigned. Tell the 
students that these agencies are often responsible for making land use 
decisions that affect us all but that very few of us think about. Assign 

--e-a-t:h s Wtlent a----JTrOb lem-ques-t-foo s ueh-as t-he-ones--gi-ven --betow. ---Th i s---ts-by 
no means a comprehensive list. It v1ill hopefully arouse the curiousity of 
the students about other community services and regulations. 

-How many fire hydrants are in your community/county? ~~here can you find 
out how many there are? 

-How many sarilitary landfills are in your community? ~~hat agency manages 
them? What company or agency collects the garbage that goes into the 
1 andfi 11? 

-How many parks are in your community? What agency is responsible for 
managing them? Where are the parks located? Are they evenly distributed 
throughout the community? 

-How early can construction \-Jorkers start using noisy equipment in your 
conmunity? Who enforces this regulation? 

-How many zoning categories are there in your community/county? 
-Which land use category (residential, commercial, industrial, agricultural, 
etc.) covers the largest land area in your community/county? 
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Activity #1 cont. 

-How many members sit on the zoning board? Are these zoning board members 
appointed, elected, or paid employees? 

-Is there a county/community land use plan in existence? Where and when 
was it written? 

-How many building permits were granted last month in your community/county? 
How many were commercial? What agency issued these permits? 

-IJhat citizen action committees or organizations exist in your community? 

After the students have gathered their information, discuss as a class the 
processes they had to go through to obtain the information they needed. 
What people or agencies did they have to contact? Who had to talk to the 
most people? What problems did the students encounter? Who had the hardest 
time obtaining information? the easiest? ~Jhy? 

All of this information could then be organized into a chart showing the 
planning structure of the community. Such a chart could be used in a 
number of ways. It could be used to show how the various agencies 
responsible for land use planning are related. It could also be used to 
trace the path of items such as rezoning requests through the approval 
system. Additionally, it could be used to identify points in the process 
where a citizen can most effectively become involved. 

Adapted from The Class Project, National 1-Jildlife Federation, 1982. 

Activity #2 

This activity can either be done as an individual activity or as a follow-up 
to Activity #1. Explain to the students that land use planning invariably 
has an impact on the rights and lives of individuals. The laws and guide
lines of the community eventually determine how a land use issue will be 
resolved. Have the students solve the problems below. It is suggested that 
the students work in groups to minimize the number of time consuming 
questions asked of the local zoning administrator and/or county planning 
office. It may be wise to contact these people or agencies personally prior 
to assigning the project and advise them to expect to be contacted by the 
students. If the students have completed Activity #1, they should use the 
information they gathered and the agencies they identified to help them find 
the ans\vers. If the students have not done Activity #1, some information 
gathering will be necessary before the problem can be solved. You may wish 
to invent your own problems or modify the ones presented here to make them 
specific to your community. 

-A man who owns land in a residential section of town wants to build a 
fast food restaurant on the land~ Can he do it? 

-The county wants to sell some land which was supposed to be developed as a 
county park. The local citizens want the county to retain the land and 
develop the park. Can the citizens stop the sale? 

-A developer wants to build an apartment building on the lot next to your 
home. You fear that it wi 11 1 ower the va 1 ue of your property. Can you 
legally stop or alter the plans of the developer? 

-The local electric company is planning to build a nuclear power plant in 
your town. Citizens do not want it there. Can they halt the construction? 
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Activity #2 cont. 

It is important to include the discussions generated by this exercise as a 
part of the activity so that questions the students may have can be raised 
and answered. 

Adapted from The Class Project, National Wildlife Federation, 1982. 

Activity #3 

Obtain a copy of 11A Land Use Simulation 11 activity from the 11 Investigating 
Your En vi ronment 11 series or from the Environmental Station(see reference 
section). Have the students actively participate in this simulation of 
land use decision making. It is an excellent exercise (approximately 
90-120 minutes long) in helping students identify alternatives, identify 
various value perspectives, and recognize the consequences of the decisions 
they make. 

References and Resources 

Publications 

A Land Use Simulation from the Investigating Your Environment series- This 
material can be obtained from the Environmental Station or by contacting 
the nearest USDA Forest Service Office. The address of the regional office 
in Milwaukee is 633 W.Wisconsin Avenue, Milwaukee, WI 608/291-3693. 

The Class Project- National Wildlife Federation, 1982. Available from 
NWF, 1412 16th St. NW., Washington D.C .. 
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Pi£ -ACTIV IlY 

ISSUES AND ACTIONS 

The t\oUow-i.ng ma:t~ aJte. du-<.gne.d to be. aid6 .w plte.pa.!ting yoWL ~tude.nU 
6o!t the.-i.lt v~il to the Env-i.!tonme.n.ta.l Station. The voc.abu.talty Wt c.oM-i..&U 
o6 t~ wiU.c.h w-i.U be ~ed in the po!tlion o6 tll.-ih una taugh-t at the Envi
lt.Onmen.ta.l Station. A k.now.te.dge. o6 t.hue te.ll.m6 will hel.p the. ~tude.nU unde!t
-6tand the. c.onc.ep.U p!!.Ue.n:te.d in the. on-~ile. ac.Uvily. The de6,.[rrli:A.aM 6olt 
e.ac.h teJtm -£.6 Wlt-i.tten to meet the. nee.~ o6 the. wide. Jtange. o6 gttade .te.ve.l.-6 
wh-i.c.h ~e. th-£.6 una. You aJte enc.oWtaged to mod..i..fty the. de.6..[nil..i..oM to the. 
degttee o 6 d..i..6 6ic.uUy applto y.JJL{.a.te to meet the. individual nee~ o 6 yoWL daM. 
The. ac.Uv-i.tiu atte p!te~.>e.n:ted a.6 opWM. It -£.6 not ne.c.U-6alt.IJ to do all 
-6uggute.d ac.Uviliu olt 6oUow any palttic.uiaJt ottde!t. Setec.t and mod..i..61J 
ac.tiv-i.tiu M time., ~c.he.duling and pJte.6e.tte.nc.u pe.ttmil. I.t glte.a.ily e.nhanc.u 
.the. on-.6-i.te. ac.Uvily at .the. Station i6 yoWL -6tude.n:t6 have. palttiupa.-ted in 
.6ome. y:JIU._o!t .teaJtn-i.ng e.xpelt..i.e.nc.u that !tel.ate. .to the. una. 

Vocabulary 

Environmental Action- Any action which has some affect on the environment. 
It can be positive (help improve the quality of the 
environment), negative (act to decrease the quality 
of the environment), or neutral (have no appreciable 
affect on the environment). 

Persuasion- Hhen a person or group of people try to convince others that a 
certain course of action is correct. 

Consumerism- This involves buying something that agrees with one 1 s philosophy 
or not buying a product or service that represents an action 
or idea one disagrees with. 

Political Action- An action that puts pressure on political/governmental 
officials and/or agencies in order to convince them to 
take a particular action. 

Ecomanagernent- Any physical action taken with respect to the environment. 

Objectives 

The students will: 

... examine the relationship that exists between their values and their actions 

... be able to distinguish between positive, negative, and neutral environ
mental action and explain t~hy actions are sometimes difficult to 
classify into these categories . 

... be able to define persuasion, consumerism, political action, and 
ecomanagement as they apply to environmental action. 
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Activity #1 

Often times a va 1 ue sheet can pro vi de an opportunity for students to 
consider their O\'m values in ways they never have before. A value sheet 
is simply a provocative statement or quotation followed by a series of 
questions for the students to think about or write on. The value sheet 
below is one related to values and actions. You may wish to design your 
own value sheet related to this topic. 

"They came for the Panthers and I said nothing because I was not a 
Panther. They came for the Black man and I said nothing because I 
was not Black. Then they came for the students and I said nothing 
because I '.'Jas not a student. Then they came for the liberals and I 
said nothing because I was not a liberal. And \AJhen tney came for me, 
I looked around and said nothing because I '.'Jas alone." 

--Elaine Brown 

Questions to write on: 

1. H0\11 do you feel about this statement? What do you think it means? 

2. ~Jhat are some things going on in the world right now about which 
you \IJould like to speak up? 

3. How does one go about "speaking up" ? ~~hich ways do you find the 
most comfortable? effective? 

4. Wily should you stick your neck out? Why not? 

5. It is sor1etimes said that "We need to value v-1hat we do and do something 
about v1hat \!Je value". Do you agree? If so, can you describe sbmething 
you have done about something you valued? 

Adapted from Clifford Knapp and Joel Goodman, Humanizing Environmental 
Education: A Guide for Leading Nature and Human Nature Activities, American 
Ca~ping Association, 1931. 

Activity #2 

Introduce and discuss \IIi th the class the defi ni ti ons of pas i ti ve, negative, 
and neutral environ~ntal action. Often classifying a particular action 
is difficult because people disagree about personal rights and about the 
environmental effects of that action. Present the students with a list 
of environrnental actions and ask them to classify them as positive, negative, 
or neutral. Sample actions might include things such as: 

-A traveling salesman has his mechanic bypass the pollution control device 
on his car so that ;,e will get better mileage. 

-A family keeps a jug of ice water for drinking in the refridgerator instead 
of running the faucet for cold water. 

-A high school student buys soda for a party in non-returnable bottles. 
-A young couple decides to have a big family because they really love kids. 

r~any more could be added to this list. When the students have completed 
their classifications, have them share their lists with other members of 
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Activity #2 cont. 

the class. Discuss the reasons for agreerrents and disagreements in the 
classification of these actions. 

Adapted from Harold Hungerford et al, Investigation and Action Skills for 
Environmental Problem Solving, Stipes Publishing Company, 1978. 

Activity #3 

Introduce the concepts of persuasion, consumerism, political action, and 
ecomanagement to the students. Have them review newspapers and magazines 
for articles describing actions taken on environmental issues. Ask them 
to summarize the issue and identify the categories of environmental action 
represented by v.Jriting a series of short reports. These reports should 
conta~n a brief description of the issue, a brief description of the action(s) 
taken, and the reasons v.Jhy the action(s) represent a particular action 
category. 

References and Resources 

Publications 

Knapp, Clifford E. and Joel Goodman. Humanizing Environmental Education: 
A Guide for Leading Nature and Human Nature Activities. f·1artinsville, Indiana: 
American Camping Association, 1981. 

Hungerford, Harold et al. Investigation and Action Skills for Environmental 
Problem Solving. Champaign, Illinois: Stipes Publishing Company, 1978. 

Environmental Education Report, June/July 1981. This issue focused exclusively 
on citizen action. A copy can be obtained either in a library•s periodical 
section or by writing Environmental Education Report, American Society for 
Environrnental Education, 58 t·1ain Street, P.O. Box R. Durham New Hampshire 03824. 

Environmental Education in Action I, II, III, IV. Soil Conservation 
l·1agazine reprints. Available by contacting the nearest Soil Conservation 
Service office. 
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ISSUES AND ACTIONS 
Concept 

Before taking any type of environmental action it is 
important to analyze that action in terms of its con
sequences, personal or group competence to complete 
it, and its compatibility with personal or group values. 

In a Nutshell 

Students learn the meaning of environmental action and 
examine the various types of environmental action. 
They develop a solution to a specific land use issue 
and identify the actions needed to accomplish it. Em
phasis is placed on using analysis of action as a guide
post for decision-making and involvement in specific 
action. Grades 8-12. 

Objectives 

Upon completion of this unit the students 
will be able to: 

... orally describe the differences between 
positive, negative, and neutral environ
mental action. 

... identify and define at least 3 categor
ies of environmental action . 

... list at least one question regarding the 
consequences of an action that is impor
tant to answer before proceeding with 
the action. 

... list at least one question regarding 
personal or g~oup values about an envi

------'-r--c-on---clllental act1on that is importantto 
answer before proceeding with the action. 

... list at least one question concerning 
personal/group competence to complete an 
environmental action that is important 
to answer before proceeding with the 
action. 

... identify and categorize at least two 
environmental actions being taken on 
environmental issues in their own com~ 
munity. 

Learning Station 

Most any indoor or outdoor learning station 

at CWES would be sufficient for this ac
tivity. It would be preferable however, 
to teach this unit at, or within view of, 
Sunset County Park. 

Materials 

Newsprint (2 sheets) and marker for 
warm-up 

Paper, pencil and newsprint (optional) 
for groups 

Land use survey insert 
Action analysis data sheets (1 per 

student) 

Preparation by Leader 

The instructor should familiarize him/herself 
with the specifics of the Sunset County 
Park land use issue and with environmental 
action strategies. The insert provided on 
landowner opinions regarding the park will 
meet the first need. Additional informa
tion on environmental action strategies can 
be found in Investigation and Action Skills 
for Environmental Problem Salvin , Module VI, 
pp. 131-166 see follow-up activity refer
ence section for the complete citation). 
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Warm-up 

Ask the group to describe what it means to 
"take action" on something. Responses will 
most likely involve some aspect of human 
behavior done in order to achieve a certain 
outcome. Now ask the students to define 
environmental action (action which as some 
affect on the environment). Explain that 
environmental _action can be positive (help 
to improve the quality of the environment), 
negative (act to decrease the quality of 
the environment), or neutral (have no af
fect on the environment). How a person 
views a particular action depends on his 
or her values. Often times, environmental 
problems are a result of negative environ
mental actions. 

Have the group brainstorm a number of en
vironmental problems or issues they are 
familiar with. Record these on a sheet of 
newsprint. For each issue, ask the stu
dents to identify the actions which are 
being taken in attempts to resolve the is
sue. Record the actions on newsprint next 
to the appropriate issue. Now have the 
students suggest general categories into 
which these specific actions might be 
grouped. Organize the actions under the 
appropriate headings. Tell the students 
that environmental actions are generally 
categorized into four main action method 
groups. 

1. Persuasion-When a person or group 
of people try to convince others that 
a certain course of action is correct. 
2. Consumerism-This involves buying 
something that agrees with one•s 
philosophy or not buying a product or 
service that represents an action or 
idea one disagrees with. 
3. Political Action-An action that 
puts pressure on political/governmen
tal officials and/or agencies in order 
to convince them to take a particular 
action. 
4, Ecomanagement-Any physical action 
taken with respect to the environment. 

Any positive environmental action is repre
sented by one of these four categories or 
some combination of them. Ask, "How well 
do our categories correspond to these?" 

warm-up continued 

"Are there any categories which we did not 
include?" Tell the students that the pur
pose of this activity is to explore envi
ronmental action in more detail. 

Activity 

Begin by explaining that Sunset County 
Park, the park adjacent to the Environ
mental Station, is the focus of a major 
land use issue in the local township. The 
park is a very popular spot for residents 
and non-residents alike, particularly in 
the summertime. This results in a number 
of land use related problems. The opinions 
of Township landowners on this issue were 
obtained in a land use survey (see insert
note that responses from both resident land
owners, who live in the town year round, 
and non-resident landowners who own land 
in the town but do not live there perma
nently, are included). Familiarize the 
students with the specifics of the issue 
by sharing some of the survey responses. 
Point out that the park is very heavily 
used during the summer months, particular
ly on weekends. Several problems result 
including overcrowding, lack of parking 
space, and inadequate supervision and 
policing. Many of the town land owners 
feel that too many people from outside 
the township come in to use the park. 
They feel this is unfair because not only 
does overcrowding make it difficult for 
them to use a park in their own town, but 
they are left with the problems related to 
this overuse. 

Divide the students into groups of 3 or 4. 
Have them brainstorm all of the alterna
tives they can think of to resolve the 
county park issue. Have them consider the 
consequences of each of their alternatives 
and select the alternative which they feel 
would best resolve the issue (Note: If 
the unit "All Things Considered" has been 
done immediately prior to this lesson, 
skip these initial steps and begin with the 
group alternatives selected as a part of 
that unit). 

Have each group identify and list on paper 
all of the environmental actions that 



activity continued 

would be possible or needed to successful
ly accomplish the alternative they•ve se
lected (i.e. employing a park litter pa
trol-ecomanagement, getting involved in 
town meetings-persuasion, writing letters 
to elected officials regarding the issue
political action, etc.). Ask the groups, 
11 Which environmental action categories are 
represented in the actions your group has 
identified? 11 11 Should every alternative 
have possible actions from each category? .. 
(not necessarily, it depends on the alter
native). 11 Whi ch actions are best accomp
lished by individuals and which would re
quire a group effort? 11 

Tell the students to assume that they want 
to take action to implement their selected 
alternative in an effort to resolve the 
park issue. Have the groups select from 
their 1 ists the 3 or 4 actions (one for 
each member of the group) which they feel 
would be the most practical and/or feasible 
for them to accomplish. Ask the groups, 
11 What questions about your actions might 
you need to ask yourselves before proceed
ing?.. 11 What might you want to know before 
you get involved? 11 
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Explain that it is important to think 
through an environmental action before be
coming involved. Ask each student to se
lect one of the actions their group has 
selected. Tell them that they will each be 
examining their action in detail in order 
to answer some of the questions that should 
be addressed before a particular action is 
taken. Pass out the action analysis data 
sheets (one per student). Each student 
should analyze their potential action by 
answering the questions on their data 
sheets. 

When the students have completed the data 
sheets they should share their results with 
the other members of their group. Have 
each group examine each action analysis 
done by members to determine if the action 
would really be appropriate or feasible ,for 
the group to attempt. Allow them to exam• 
ine other potential actions they identified 
in light of these criteria if they desire 
to do so. Out of this process, the group 

should select at least three actions. 
These should be actions which mesh with 
the personal values of the group members 
and which the students feel they are 
competent to complete. 

Ask each group to prepare a short presen
tation in which they describe the alterna
tive they have selected and present a plan 
of action they could take to accomplish 
their alternative or contribute to its 
attainment. These plans should be based 
on but not necessarily limited to the 
actions selected from those they identi
fied and analyzed. Encourage the students 
to be both creative and realistic. Also 
encourage as much detail in the plans as 
is possible or as time permits. Have the 
groups share their 11 action plans .. with the 
entire class. 

Pulling Things Together 

Discuss the following questions with the 
students: 

-What are some potential problems that 
could occur when people don•t analyze 
the actions they take prior to taking 
them? 

-Is most environmental action taken by 
individuals or groups? Are there ad
vantages to taking part in environmental 
action as a member of a group? disadvan
tages? Are there advantages to taking 
environmental action as an individual? 
disadvantages? 

-Which of the action methods (persuasion, 
consumerism, etc.) are used most often? 
Which methods are most effective? 

-What are some environmental issues in 
your community that you or other people 
could be taking or are taking environ
mental action on right now? What action 
methods are being used? Could others be 
used as well? How? 

-Do you think popole who know something 
about environmental action are more 
likely to take such action than people 
who don•t know much about it? Why or 
why not? 
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ISSUES AiW ACTIONS 

ACTION ANALYSIS DATA SHEET 

Selected alternative solution: 

Specific action to be investigated: 

Action Analysis Questions: 

1. Is this an individual or a group action? 

2. How effective will this action be? 

3. Are there legal consequences of this action? If so, what are they? 

4. Will there be social consequences of this action? If so, \'lhat are they? 

5. ~Jill there be economic consequences of this action? If so, what are they? 

6. IJhat are the ecological consequences of this action? 

7. Do my/our personal values support this action? 

8. Do I/we understand the procedures necessary to take this action? 

9; Do I/we have the skills needed to take this action? 

10. Do I/vJe have the time needed to complete this action? 

11. Do I/we have the courage to take this action? 

12. Do I/we have all of the other resources needed to make this action effective? 
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HOW DO YOU FEEL ABOUT SUNSET LAKE PARK? 

(Resident) 

-I like it, but needs more supervision. 
-No good, have to pay taxes for outsider•s use. 
-It•s the only decent place to take children. 
-Provides good facilities for the public. 
-No opinion. 
-Too crowded, more control. 
-Fine, number should be controlled for available parKing room only. 
-Over loaded by people from all walks of life. No room for local people. 
-Better control of beach and limit the parking and overcrowding on beach. 
-Very good, our family r1as enjoyed the park many times. I feel it is the best 
beach in the area. 

-Do not increase facilities which will only add to its over use already. 
-Problems with ~arking. 
-Much too crowded in the summer. 
-I never been there. 
-Like it. 
-Very nice. Overcrowded in summer. 
-Good. Keeo it the \·lay it is, clean ·.~ater, no camping. 
-OK 
-Not big cnot.;gh. 
-Very over crcwa~J. ~~r\in~ Jrea is too s~all. 
-Too rr.3ny ~eoplc- c·:::ic: cner2 -:J.!i:J :o liCtl·= p.'L'"king. l~ot enougl1 enforcement of rules. 
-See>nS '_.:.J .~Ct.r'JC': ' . .:'r·,,J .:;.,:r·v:>) oJI'[r7'd('l[•/ non-t:J\-Jn r'f?SirJentS. 
-Too r.o1sy. T·.:J Cr'O\·,-:E:·j. ::•.:. t)Jr"~--l~lc} ~nf:.:rc<.:1:1ent. 
-Needs more control. Limited parking. 
-Too crowded. (5) 
-Fine, but those suckers are tricky. (Fish that is.) 
-Excellent, could be bigger. 
-It used to be a good swimming hole until the county took it over and turned it 
into a booze and drug hole. 

-Get people to go to Emily, Collins, DuBay, etc. Do not enlarge. 
-Has great potential and is used greatly by local and Point people. 
-Charge more money for non-city users. 
-It is a beautiful park that is being overused .. 
-Too crowded with people. 
-OK, but has become too crowded during summer weekends. 

---:;fnnrely----roo many us1ng--rt afOnetTme-. -Needs rfgTd parking regulations and 
enforcement of the same. 

-OK- too many orgeys here- beer busts. 
-In the summer the beach and area are poorly supervised. The beach is over crowded. 

The road is congested, the water is polluted. the bathroom facilities are inadequate. 
There are no lifeguards and virtually no police protection. 

-Not interested. 
-Disgusting, a blot on our township. 
-Excellent lake and park. Should have better control over rowdies. noise, and 
parking. (Strict policing) 

-rifore policing. 
-As a local person I have not been able to get near the lake for the last 12 years 
for it is packed with ~of St. Point people. 

-Adequate. 
-Not enough for the children. Inadequate parking. 
-No opinion. 



(Cont1nued) 
(Resident) 

-Needs more law enforcement. 
-Make it into ~railer homes. 
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-Nice park, but too crowded in summer. County should improve facilities at other 
parks. 

-Don•t care. 
-The parking problems and the overuse of the park are the biggest problems. 
-It can cause problems sometimes when there is too many there especially naked. 
-Not at all happy with crowded conditions. 
-Need more crowd control, but a great asset for the Town. 
-Fine for recreation. 
-Too heavy use by non-New Hope residents. Impossible to use during summer weekends, 
traffic blockages, etc. 

-Not enough parking spaces. 
-·rt·s a lovely lake and beach, but overcrowded. Too many kids form Point coming in 
and taking over the place. 

-Too crowded during the summer. Made it too nice. Alot of people drive from Point 
everyday to use it when they have their own parks. 

-Overcrowded, under controlled, and a large potential for water and traffic accidents. 
-Needs more parking area. Ever been there on 4th of July weekend? 
-Limit loud radios, have frisbee area. pre-school area for swimming. 
-It is a disaster unfortunately. A beautiful beach has been overrun by crowds of 
people who litter, blast the area out with loud speakers, and park illegally. 

-Don ' t use i t . 
-Too many people during summer weekends. Prohibit alcohol, restrict loud music, 
enforce parking regulations on Sunset Road, etc. 

-Overcrowded and not enough supervision. 
-Needs at least 3 lifeguards. 
-Good. 
-Fine as is. (3) 

HOW DO YOU FEEL ABOUT SUNSET LAKE PARK? 

(]Dn-Res i dent) 

-Excellent.(2) 
-Great. (4) 
-OK ( 8) 
-Good.(lO) 
-Very nice. (8) 
-Nice.(4) 
-No opinion.(4) 
-Nice but crowded.(2) 
-I love it. (2) 
-Too crowded - Has changed dramatically over years. 
-It is a nice park and gets much use. 
-We enjoy it. 
-I like the lake but haven•t used it in years. 



(Non- Resident) 
(Continued) 
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-Needs expansion in total size, not just parking area. 
-Do not use it. 
-Better parking, heavy use. 
-Dope and drunk area. 
-Adequate. could be improved. 
-Good, -keep up good maintenance. 
-Too crowded. Not capable of handling large cro\'Jds. Should be restricted somehow. 
-A beautiful park. Could use more parking area. 
-Non-residents overly dominate the beach. 
-A very useful facility. 
-Last I know of the lake \'las unfit to swim inmakingthe park almost useless. 
-It is over-populated. 
-Very beneficial, used to good advantage. 
-It is too small in area for the amount of traffic entering it. The lake is not a 
fishery anymore but a test lab for the DfJR. A report to the sportsmen is in 
order. 

-Need supervision, too many minors drinking alcohol, poor language, not a family 
place. 

-A nice facility. 
-It is a nice park, but shouldn•t it be 11 Town of New Hope Park .. ? No liquor 
should be allowed. The lake is being taken over by city people and the ch~rch 
cannot enjoy picnics on their own land. 

-OK, if properly policed. 
-Not too favorably, big crowds cause too many problems. 
-Needs good supervision. last SL!_mmer•s caretaker \'laS excellent. 
-iiaci1ities could be improved. 
-Excellent job. 
-Great, a nice place to take families. 
-Nice place, sometimes over-crmoJded. 
-For the good cf the luke it is too big. 
-No good. 
-Excellent but becoming too crowded, town needs to develop another beach area. 
-Great park, use needs to be monitored and total number of people possibly limited. 

per day. 
-Better supervision on occasions and holidays, and more parking. 
-Becoming a hang-out for drunks and perverts. Symptomatic of the small town 
problems with drugs and alcohol that are prevalent in Amherst. 

-Should be taken care of and possibly expanded.· It is a very nice facility. 
-An assest to the township. 
-It is a needed rec1eational fdcility. ---------
-Adequate. 
-Very nice. A great place to have fun. 
-It is a well kept up park. 
-i~ore po 1 icing. 
-Really used heavy on summer \"leekends. 
-Needs more parking. 
-Very good park system. 
-Needs police supervision on busy weekends. 
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f{)Ll.OH-UP ACTIVIlY 

ISSUES AND ACTIONS 

A v-Wd :to :the. Env-Vt.onme.n:tal S:ta.tion c.an be. a .6c.hool-ye.CVL highlight nolL f..:tu.
de.n:t-6 and :te.ac.he/1.6 alike.. While. a Jr.e.:tu.JLn :to .the. ci.a.6.61L0om ~ .6e.ldom a.6 e.x.
citing, :the. knowledge. and c.onc.e.p:t4 gained du.Jr...<.ng a S:t~on v~..<.:t can and 
.6hou.ld be. b~r.ou.gh:t home. and applied. The. ~allowing ac..:U.vW.u p~r.ovide. an op
poll:tu.ndy 6oJr. you. :to a.6.6~.t you.JL .6:tu.de.n:t.6 in expanding an :the...<.JL l~aJtn.ing ex
pe!Ue.nc.e. a.t :the. Env-Vt.onme.n:tal S.ta.t..<.on. The. ac..:U.vW..u help .6alic:U6y :the. u.n..<.:t 
c.o nc.e.p.t6 and Jr.e.la.te. :them in .te!tm6 a 6 :the. .6.tu.de.n:t' .6 own wol!.ld. I .t ~ not ne.c.
U.6CVLLJ .to do all :the. ac;UvW..u oiL :to 6allow any paJttic.u.laJL oJLde.Jr.. Fe.e.l 
61Le.e. :to pic.k and c.hoo.6e. :the. ac..:U.v..<.tiu wh<.cl1 aJte. but .6u.i:te.d 6oJr. yaM gJr.ou.p. 
You. may wb..h :to moc:U6y :the. ac..:U.viliu :to be. moJr.e. app!Lop!U..a;te. 6oJr. you.JL gJr.a.de. 
level oiL u..6e. :them :to develop you.JL own ac.:tA..vW..u. 

Objectives 

The students wi 11: 

... identify environmental issues in their community . 

. . . investigate an environmental issue by identifying alternatives, value 
perspectives, consequences, and possible actions. 

Activity #1 

An excellent follow-up to this activity is to allow the students to apply 
the knowledge and skills they have learned to an e:wironmental problem in 
their o~m community. This might involve a series of steps. First the 
students could identify the problem. Secondly they could summarize the 
issue by 1) carefully examining the pros and cons, 2) identifying the various 
alternative solutions and the value perspectives associated ~,olith each 
alternative, and 3) listing the consequences of each alternative. This 
could be followed by a selection of the alternative they feel best resolves 
the issue. Finally, they could identify possible actions, analyze the 
feasibility of each action for them, and select and take part in environ
nental action to resolve the environmental issue. 

This is only a general synopsis of the steps leading to envi ronrnental action. 
These steps parallel the activities done at the Environmental Station. Each 
step in the process can be the subject of closer examination. A detailed 
-look at environmental action can be found in Investigation and Action Skills 
for Environmental Problem Solving (see reference section). This source also 
looks in detail at what environmental problems are and examines the processes 
invDlved in investigating environmental problems. 

It is advisable to prepare the students adequately for becoming involved 
in community issues. The 11 Sensitivity Guidelines for Students Entering 
a Commumity to Work on Local Environmental Problems 11 are included in these 
r.1aterials to assist teachers responsible for this preparation. 
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Activity #2 

A publication put out by the National L~ildlife Federation entitled 
The Class Project (see reference section) has a ~-Jealth of ideas and 
suggestions for involving students in environmental issue investigation 
and action. Class projects and research projects are suggested in the 
areas of energy, environmental issues, forest and ... Jatershed management, 
hazardous substances, wetlands, and wildlife habitat management. Additionally, 
case studies of projects done by school groups are included along with 
names and addresses of teachers who have been involved in these projects. 

Activity #3 

A variety of speakers could be invited to visit your classes to speak 
on topics related to environmental issue investigation and action. 
Planners involved in community land use decisions, town board members, 
elected government officials, and people associated with the environmental 
issues your class may look into are all excellent possibilities. 

References and Resources 

Pub 1 i cations 

Hungerford, Harold et al. Investigation and Action Skills for Environmental 
Problem Solving. Champaign Illinois: Stipes Publishing Company, 1978. 

The Class Project. Published by the National Wildlife Federation in 1982. 
Available by writing NWF, 1412 16th St. NW, Washington D.C. 20036. 

The Guide for Citizen Action. Published by the National Audubon Society. 
Available by writing the National Audubon Society, National Capital Office, 
645 Pennsylvania Avenue SE., Washington D.C. 20003. 

Land Use Planning and Citizen Involvement: The Case of t~aple Grove, \~isconsin. 
Publication from the Un1versity of W1sconsin-Extension. Available by 
writing U~JEX, Agriculture Bulletin Building, 1535 Observatory Drive, r~1adison, 
Wisconsin 53706. Publication number G2773, 10¢ per copy. 
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Sensitivity Guidelines for Students Entering a Community to 
Work on Local Environmental Problems 

Students entering a community to work toward the solution of local environ
mental problems should receive intrapersonal and interpersonal training. It is 
also important that consideration be given to the process of identifying, se
lecting, implementing, and evaluating community action projects. The follow
ing guidelines have been developed for these purposes to aid students involved 
in community action projects. · 

1. Self and resource evaluation. 

a. Be aware of their personal values {e.g., elitism-classism, 
racism, sexism, ageism, etc.) and arrange for training sessions 
to work on value conflicts. 

b. Be aware of personal values that might be different from the 
values of the community sector that you will be workinq with. 
Arrange for training sessions to work on value conflicts and 
to foster value sensitifity. 

c. Be aware of interpersonal relationships and arrange for 
training sessions to work on problem areas {personality 
barriers, working relationships, etc.). 

d. Be aware of the resources that you and each of the other 
members bring to the team. 

2. Sensitivity toward the community. 

a. Do not enter the community like gangbusters. 

b. Be a good community listener. 

c. Do not seek to replace existing community leaders. They will 
be there long after you leave. 

d. Be informed about the community {the people, the government, 
politics, functioning of community, livinq conditions, 
environmental status, concerns of the residents, etc.). 

e. Be aware of and work with commun'lty people~nd organiZations 
that have the resources and past experience to assist you in 
your community problem-solvjng project. 

FROM: AN INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAM APPROACH TO ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION (K-12) 
--BASED ON AN ACTION MODEL--

(REVISED) ·-

William B. Stapp 
Professor of Environmental Education 

School of Natural Resources 
July, 1977 
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PLANNING YOUR PROGRAt~1 

Advance planning of your upcoming visit to the (Environmental Center 
name) will result in a big pay-off in terms of what your students will 
learn. To plan the program, you will need these resources: 

Program Planner (Resident or Day) Form 
List of Units and Themes Available 

The first step to planning is deciding what concepts you want your students 
to learn. The field work done while at the Center should reinforce and 
clarify concepts that have been or will be introduced in the classroom. 

v1ith this in mind, select a theme title for your program. The list of 
current themes, contains suggestions for topics and related units. If you 
do not see a theme that meets your needs, please write your own. The theme 
should tie together the units you select. Enter your theme title on the 
Program Planner form. 

The next step involves selecting the units for your program. The list 
of units available offers suggestions and descriptions of what is available. 
Plerse note grade levels and any season restrictions that apply when you 
make your selection. Choose units that you feel would be appropriate for 
your classroom curriculum and the theme selected. If your students have 
previously been to the Center, take care not to select units they have al
ready done. We maintain records from the past four years. Enter the title 
of the units on your Program Planner form. The number of units you may 
select is indicated on the form. 

If you are planning a resident (overnight) program, you will need to 
plan activities to be done from 4:00 p.m. to supper, as no Center staff will 
be available. In addition, indicate on the Planner your selection(s) for 
the evening program. We can usually accomplish at least two activities 
(i.e., a night unit and a campfire) at night. 

This is all the information we need to finalize your 
receive your Planner, a master schedule and copies of the 
be sent to you. Many of the units have simple activities 

-rnpt"'~-ior to your visit to prepare the students. --

program! When we 
selected units will 
that can be done 

If you have any questions while planning the program, please call on 
our staff for assistance. 
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PROGRAM PLANNER- DAY GROUPS 

1. P-te.Me double c..hec..k and c..omp.le:te ~ -i.nnoJtmation: 

School: Grade(s): -------
Date: Number of Students: -----------------
School Coordinator of Group (Mr/Mrs/Miss): ___________________________ _ 

Teacher(s) Accompanying Group (Mr/~1rs/~~iss) : ___________ __ 

Arrival Time: Departure Time: -------------- --------------
2. Please select a program theme: -------------------------------------

3. Please select the three units you would like: 

a. ________________________ ___ 

b. _________________________ ___ 

c. ________________________ ___ 

4. Please check your choice for lunch: 

__ B_ringing bag lunch (beverage provided). 

___ Prepare a hot lunch for us ($2.00/person). 

5. Please schedul~ the2tudents~lide/ta~ orientation Qro_gram for _Q_Ur_ 

c 1 ass on (date) =-----------------------------------------

\~e will pick it up. -- Please mail to us. ---

Plea.o e mail c..omp-te:ted fio!tm to: 

(Environmental Center address) 
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WHAT TO BRING 

DAY GROUPS 

The following is a list of clothing and equipment your son/daughter 
will need for their day at the (Environmental Center name). 

Sturdy Shoes 
Jacket or sweater 
Extra clothing if it appears it will 

be cool or wet 
Long sleeved shirt 
Rain gear 

NOTE: Prescription medication should be collected before arrival at the 
Center. Each item should be clearly marked with the student's 
name and instructions, and given to the teacher. 

Special Note to Winter Groups: 

We find that winter groups often forget a few warm things that make their 
visit a lot more comfortable. Remind your students to bring: 

Hat and scarf (or face mask) 
2 pairs of mittens 
Long underwear 
2 pair heavy socks - preferably wool 
Warm shirts and pants 
Heavy sv1eater 
Winter coat or snowmobile suit 
Warm, waterproof, winter boots 
Sunglasses to help avoid snow blindness 
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PROGRAM PLANNER- RESIDENT GROUPS 

1 . Pte.a.6e. doubt e. ch e.c.k and c.ompte..te .tlt..<..6 ..t.YI6oJtmation: 

School : ________________ G.rade ( s) : ________________ _ 

Dates: ________________ .Number of Students _______ _ 

School Coordinator of Group (Mr./Mrs./Miss): ------------------
Teacher(s) Accompanying Group (Mr./Mrs./Miss): -------------------

Arrival Time: Departure Time: 
---------------~ ---------------

2. Please select a program theme or themes: ---------------------------

3. Please select the units you would like: 

4. Please schedule the student slide/tape orientation program for our class on 

(date): ________ _ 

__ We wi 11 pick it up. Please mail to us. 

5. Are you planning on bringing a bag lunch for your first meal, or would you like 
us to prepare a hot lunch? Bag lunch, or Hot lunch. 

6. Teachers are responsible for their students from 4:00 pm until supper. After 
supper, at least two staff members will be available to lead the evening pro
gram with your help. Please check those evening activities you would like to 
participate in: 

) 
) 
) 

Night units available-:-:-_* 
Audio-visual Presentation 
Camp Fire 

( 
( 
( 

) 
) 
) 

Night Hike 
New Games 
Other 

*Write-ups will be sent for these activities if selected. 

7. Return Planner to: 

(Environmental Center Address) 
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WHAT TO BRING 

RESIDENT PROGRAMS 

The following is a list of clothing and equipment your son/daughter 
will need for the school camping experience at the (Environmental Center 
name). 

Sleeping bag or bed roll 
Towel/washcloth 
Toothbrush/toothpaste 
Plastic cup - NO glass 
Soap 
Comb 
Flashlight 
2 changes of underwear 
Long-sleeved shirts 

OPTIONAL 
Pillow 
Insect Repellant 
Suntan lotion 
Hat 
Camera 
Slippers and bathrobe 
Sunglasses 
Books, light reading 
Pencils and notebook 

We request our guests NOT bring: 

Sweater or sweatshirt 
2 pairs of jeans or slacks 
2 pairs of heavy (wool) socks 
2 pairs light (cotton) socks 
Warm pajamas 
Jacket or windbreaker 
Raincoat or poncho and rain hat 
Boots for wet weather and hiking 
Comfortable shoes or sneakers 

WINTER EXTRAS 
Hat and scarf (or face mask) 
Two pairs mittens, or 1 pair gloves 

and 1 pair mittens 
2 pairs of long johns, or 1 pair 

snowpants 
Extra wool socks (at least 2 pairs) 
Extra heavy sweater 
Winter, warm, waterproof, Boots 
Sunglasses (to prevent snowhlindness) 
Extra pair of shoes 

Jewelery, Food, Candy, Gum, Knives, Hatchets, Guns, Toys, Radios, Phonographs, 
Canteens, or Medications of any kind.** 

**If your child is under medication, we ask that you inform the teacher and 
entrust the medications to him or her, complete with the instructions. This 
will protect your child and other people at the Center from accidental 

-poi somng. ----nlank you!! -
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ORIENTATION CHECKLIST 

The learning experience provided at the Environmental Center is more pro
ductive and more fun if the students are physically and mentally prepared. This 
orientation gives you a quick look at the Center, things to bring, and student 
behavior. 

ORIENTATION PROCEDURE CHECKLIST 

______ Show the slide/tape program to give the students an idea of what to expect. 

Stress that coming to the Environmental Center is not a vacation, but school. ----there are rules so that everything runs smoothly, no one gets hurt and there 
is the least possible damage to the natural environment. 

Read the following list of rules to the students. ----
a. The waterfront area will be closed to all guests, unless you are with 

a staff person. 
b. Everyone must stay on the wood-chip trails. Poison ivy grows everywhere 

in the main camp area. If you use the wood-chip trails and follow your 
leader you won't have anything to worry about. 

c. Some trails are eroding and need special care. Don't walk over fences 
or bruch piles that are meant to block these trails. 

d. All plants and animals should be left in their homes. Collecting and 
observing should be done only under the supervision of your leader. 

e. Everyone should wear shoes at all times. A splinter or stubbed toe 
would not make your stay at the Center as much fun as it could be. 

f. Do not bring metal cans or non-returnable bottles to the Environmental 
Center. 

g. All litter should be placed in the trash barrels. Candy wrappers and 
potato chip bags are not parts of the natural environment. 

h. Running is not allowed. The ground is uneven and there are many tree 
roots that could trip you. 

i. Only kitchen staff should be in the kitchen area. 
j. Guests should remain within camp boundaries unless with a leader. 
k. When a leader raises his hand, everyone must be quiet. 

Because at least a portion of all of our activities take place out-of-doors, 
----=tn e proper c toth i ng ---ts- es senti a 1 . -----Make -sure everyone -b-r+n gs -the items-s ug~-

gested on the 11 What to Bring 11 lists. Items commonly forgotten include: 
*rain gear 
*proper sturdy shoes 
*hat, gloves and warm clothes in cooler weather. 

Remind students to bring a bag lunch unless we are preparing your meals. 
------'(Please avoid cans and bottles.) 
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Orientation Checklist (page 2) 

Things Not To Bring: 

Jewelry, Candy, Gum, Knives, Hatchets, Guns, Toys, Radios, Phonographs, 
Canteens, Non-prescri~tion Medication. 

Before your students arrive at the Center, each student should have a name tag 
and be assigned to an activity group. 

Name tags should be sturdy and hung around the students' necks. Paper tags 
last only a short time and pins can be dangerous. Cross sections of a tree 
branch (2 11 - 311 in diameter and about V' thick) with a hole drilled near the 
edge make excellent name tags. Laminated cardboard also works fine. 

The number of activity groups is given on your program schedule. When assign
ing students to groups, please separate those students that are consistent 
discipline problems. 

We have found it very helpful if you would notify the Center Staff prior to 
your visit of any physically or mentally handicapped students that will be 
accompanying your group. 
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SAf•1PLE PARENTAL PERr.HSSION FORMS 

Included below are sample permission forms for day and resident pro
grams at an environmental center. These can be used to obtain parental 
permission allowing students to participate in a center program. It is 
recommended that a letter describing the specifics of the environmental 
faci 1 ity and program accompany the appropriate form. 11 What to Bri ng 11 1 i sts 
for day and resident programs should also be sent to the parents. Examples 
of such lists are included in this section. 

SAMPLE PERf\1ISSION FORt~ - DAY PROGRAM 

I grant permission for to attend class at the --------------------------------
(Environmental Center Name) on the day of ----------------------------------------

Signed -----------------------------------------
Please contact in case of a medical emergency --------------------------
-----------------------------------------------------Telephone __________________ _ 

Is your son or daughter allergic to anything? Bee stings? Poison Ivy? 
Certain other p 1 ants or ani rna 1 s ? _________________________________________________ ___ 

Is there any other physical condition that may restrict your child's activity? 

SAMPLE PERMISSION AND MEDICAL FORM - RESIDENT PROGRAM 

I grant permission for ---------------------to attend the overnight pro-

gram at the (Environmental Center Name) from __________ to ____________ _ 

Signed _____________________________________ _ 

Person(s) to contact in a medical emergency ---------------------------------------
Home phone ( __ ) _______________ Work phone __ ) _______ _ 

Child's physician _______________________________________________________________ _ 

Office phone ( ___ ) ________ ____;Home phone ( __ ) 

Insurance Company: 

Policy Number: ___________________________________________________________ _ 

Chi 1 d is A 11 ergi c to=-----------------------------------

Special medical conditions and other medical information (including date of 
last Tetanus shot, other innoculations, medications, activity restrictions, etc.): 



THEME: ____________ _ 

Time Group 1 

9:30 - Arrival, orientation 10:00 
10:00 -
11:10 Unit 1 

11:10 -
(beverage 11 :40 Bag 1 unch 

11 :40 - Unit 3 12:50 
12:50 - Unit 2 2:00 

_,, 

2:00 -
Wrap-up, 2:30 closing and 

SM1PLE SCHEDULE - DAY PROGRAM 
(Environmental Center Name) 

School and grade 
Date 

Group leaders/teachers names 
Number of students 

Group 2 Group 3 

and opening 

Unit 2 Unit 3 

is provided) 

Unit 1 Unit 2 

Unit 3 Unit 1 

departure 

SPECIAL NOTES: 1. All students should be placed in groups prior to arrival. 
2. All students should know their group number. 
3. Groups should be divided approximately equal. 
4. Students re ort to their numbered posts upon arrival p and u 

completion of each activity. 
5. Be prepared for the weather. 
6. Students should bring bag lunches. Beverage is provided. 
7. All students should wear visible name tags. 

Group 4 

Unit 1 

Unit 3 

Unit 2 

bon 



SAMPLE SCHEDULE - RESIDENT PROGRAM 

THEME: 
--------------(Environmental Center Name) 

School and Grade 
Date 

Group leaders/teachers names 
N b f St d t um er o u en s 

DAY 1 
•. 

Time Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 

9:45 - Arrival, orientation and opening 10:30 
10:30 -
11:40 Unit 1 Unit 2 Unit 3 

11:40 - Bag lunch (beverage is provided) 
I 12:10 

12:10- I 

1:20 Unit 4 Unit 3 
I 

Unit 2 

1:20 - Unit 3 Unit 4 I Unit 1 2:30 
2:30 -
2:45 New Games Break 
2:45 - Unit 2 Unit 1 Unit 4 4:00 
4:00 - Students meet with teacher 5:30 
5:30 - Prepare for supper: waiter /via i tress report to kitchen 5:45 
5:45 - Supper 6:30 
6:30 - Evening Program 9:30 
9:30 - Prepare for bed. Lights Out by 10:00~ 10:00 

SPECIAL NOTES: l. All students should be placed in groups prior to arrival. 
2. A 11 students should knov1 their group number. 
3. Groups should be divided approximately equal. 
4. Students report to their numbered posts upon arrival and ~pon completion of each activity. 
5. Be prepared for the \'leather. 
6. Students should bring bag lunches. Beverage is provided. 
7. All students should wear visible name tags. 



SAMPLE SCHEDULE - RESIDENT PROGRM1S 

DAY 2 

Time Group 1 I Group 2 : ~.I, __ . --·~"rou:._3 ~~~" -~-~··"~-~~~~~----
-· 

7:00 -
Rise and Shine! Waiter/waitress report to kitchen 7:15 7:30 at 

·----
7:30 - Breakfast 8:15 

----~~ 

8:15 -
8:30 Clean up and gear packing time 

8:30 - Flag raising and opening 9:00 
9:00 - Unit 1 Unit 2 Unit 3 10:15 

10:15- Unit 3 Unit 1 Unit 2 11:30 _ _... ... ------~~--~ 
11:30 -
11:45 Prepare for lunch: \Ala iter/waitress report to kitchen 

11:45 -
12:30 Lunch 

12:30 - Unit 2 Unit 3 Unit 1 1 :45 
1 :45 - closing and departure 2:15 Wrap up, 
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RESERVATION FORM FOR SCHOOL GROUPS 

(Environmental Center Address) 

Please complete this form to reserve program dates at the (Environmental Center 
Name). For best selection, it is suggested that you return this form by May 1 
for the following year. Please indicate at least two choices for dates when 
possible. Pte.cv.,e. l.L6e. one. Rue.twa..:Uon Fo11m t)oJt e.a.c.h y:>Jtogtr.am Jte.quut. 

1. School and Grade ---------------------------------------------------
2. Date(s) Center requested ___________________________ _ 

Second Choice ---------------------------------
3. Coordinating Teacher of Leader ---------------------------------------
4. Address of School 

~St~r-e-e~t--------------------~C~i~ty _____________ ~Z~i-p--

Telephone of School 

5. Arrival Time: ---------------------- Departure Time: ________________ _ 

6. Approximate number of persons in group: F M Adults 
Maximum group number is exclusive of counselors and teachers unless 
special arrangements arernade with the Center Staff. (Dormitory capacity 
is male and female students.) 

7. Staffing Request: 
We will utilize the Center program staff. 

---We will provide our own staff. 
-Other. Please explain: ------------------------------------------

8. Program Director Request: 
We would like a member of the staff to direct the program during our visit. 
We would like to make other arrangements. Please specify: ____________ _ 

_ 9._Day_PrQgyam_ _ _ __ 
We will bring our own bag lunches. 

---We want our meal prepared by us by the Center's Food Service. 

10. Resident Program 
We want all of our meals prepared for us by the Center's Food Service. 
We will bring bag lunches the first meal. Please have the Food Service 
provide the rest. 

Sleeping Arrangements 
We will use the cabins. 
We will use the dormitory. 
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RESERVATION FORM FOR SCHOOL GROUPS (page 2) 

Please maintain a copy of this! 

DEPOSIT 

A deposit of $25.00 is required to reserve the Environmental Center name) and 
all reservations will be tentative until the deposit is received. The deposit will 
apply toward the charges for use of the Environmental Center. (If you have used 
the Center in the past you may already have submitted a deposit.) 

CANCELLATIONS/CHANGES OF DATE 

Cancellations and/or changes of dates may be made only uron mutual consent of 
the Center Staff and the group leader. The deposit may be retained for all cancel
lations made less than one month in advance. 

MINIMUM CHARGE 

The.Jr..e. .U., a. minhnum pftogJr.a.m cha.Jtge. o 6 $ pe.ft da.y. Auo, .the.fte. ).-6 a. 
m-i.rU.mum cha.Jtge. o6 $ 6oft me.a.U pfte.pa.Jte.d by .the. Ce.nte.ft 6oft 1'1.01'1.-fte!.>lde.nt g!Wup.6. 

CONTRACTUAL AGREEMENT 

------------------Center Representative 

------------------Group Representative 

Date -------------------

FOR OFFICE USE ONLY 

Date reservation form received 
---------------~ 

On ca 1 en da-r--------------------------

Materia 1 s sent 
-------------------~ 

Date to send sl ide/twe program -------------------

--------------~Date of Parent Information Meeting (if any) 
Comments: ___________________________________ ___ 
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Dear Teacher: 

We hope you and your students had an enjoyable learning experience 
during your recent visit to (Environmental Center name). With your 
suggestions we can make important changes which will improve future 
program for you and other schools. 

Our evaluation has two parts. The first part consists of a general 
program score sheet which helps our staff pinpoint the basic strengths 
and weaknesses in the overall program schedule and operation. The 
second part is for your students. We would like them to vote, as a 
group, on whether each on-site unit was 11 fun 11 and whether they dis
covered new things during each one. 

We greatly appreciate your help and input. If we can help with any 
follow-up activities, let us know. 

Please mail the evaluations to (Environmental Center address). 

Sincerely, 
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TEACHER'S EVALUATION OF PROGRAM 
TEACHER. ________________ SCHOOL ____________ _ 

ADDRESS GRADE OR CLASS -------------------
DATE(S) OF PROGRAM ____________ _ 

Please rate each aspect of your program below. Put the appropriate number in the blank 
before each question. Please feel free to comment on any of these questions on the next page, 
written comments are extremely valuable in helping us improve our program. 

l=excellent 2=very good 3=good 4=adequate 5=poor NA=not applicable 

How useful was the Teacher•s Guide to you in planning your visit? 

How was the selection of units for your grade level? 

How well do the units fit in with your regular school curriculum? 

__ How adequate was the student orientation slide/tape program? 

How well did you prepare your students for their visit? 

__ How would you rate the overall teaching skills of our staff? 

__ How would you rate the leadership shown by the program director? 

How do you rate your interest in the program? 

How do you feel about your involvement in the program? 

__ What was your students• attitude towards the program? 

__ How would you rate your students• behavior during the program? 

How well were objectives of the activities you selected met? 

__ How would you rate the evening activities? 

~ow-a<lequate were our physical fa<:il itte-s- (classrooms-;--cabinfdorm,----d-tning-ro-om)?-

__ How adequate was our program equipment? 

__ What was the quality of the food and food service? 

__ How well-equipped was our staff end facilities to meet the safety needs of your students? 

__ How well was your program and the schedule organized? 

__ What is your reaction to your program theme and the opening and closing activities? 

__ How would you rate your reception by the staff? 

__ How would you feel about bringing your class back next year? 
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Teacher eval. of program--2 

Please give an overall rating of your visit: 

exceptional very good good adequate poor 

Your comments and suggestions are appreciated. Please be as specific as possible: 

Upon receipt of this evaluation, we will send you a copy of the staff's evaluation of your 
program. 
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STUDEi~T' S EVALUATIO!'I OF PROGR.M~ 

TEACHER. _______________ ~SCHOOL ______________ _ 

CLASS # OF STUDENTS ___________ _ 

DATE OF VISIT DATE OF EVALUATION ------------------------
List below the activities your students participated in. Please ask them to respond as a 
group, to two aspects of each activity (one aspect at a time): Was the activity fun? and
Did you discover anything new? Count the number of students in each category and fill in 
the appropriate number below? 

Number of Votes 
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0 QJ s... s... Ill 
s:: 0 +->Ill E QJ 

~ > 
~.0 0~ 0 s:: Ill 0 3: 

s:: .,.... ,...... s:: UQJ Ill Ill ::s s... .,.... 
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If- UlQJ 0 ~ ..c: QJs:: 
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OJE .Os:: QJ;...> ~Ol E· .... s... s._.,.... ::::.., .,.... ...., ::s QJ): QJ..C: s:: ,...... 
+->QJ >,If- >+-> 

...., .,.... 
,...... ,...... > QJ 

0 O..c: 

ACTIVITY l1:l QJ E ,...... ....., 0 s:: U3: S::;...> 
QJ Eo 11lO u 

~~ a:: OV') QJS:: Ul\f- UlQJ 
(/') .,.... ..... s:: a:: 0 0 .,.... l1:l 

0 0 

f- - -···- - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - -
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PROGRAM DIRECTOR'S EVALUATION 

NAME ----------------------------DATE _____________________ __ 

GROUP ____________________________ # OF STUDENTS ______________ _ 

TEACHER( S ) ______________________________ _ 

NOTE: Please be as complete as possible - this information is passed on to the 
teacher(s), as well as the next day program directors during residential 
programs. Make two copies of page 1 and 2. 

A. Program theme: 

Briefly describe opening activity: 

Briefly describe closing activity: 

B. Scheduling changes you needed to make during the program: 

Suggestions on how they could be avoided (if possible}: 

C. Student to staff ratio: 

Did it have any effect on the program? 

D. Comm:nts to classroom teacher regarding program. ·Be specific on suggestions. 
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page 2- PROGP~M DIRECTOR 1S EVALUATION 

E. Please rate the following on a 1-5 code: 

1 = excellent 2 = very good 3 = good 4 = ~dequate 5 = poor NA - not applicable 

1. Student 1 S grasp of major objectives of unit. 

a) unit name: __ e) unit name: 

b) unit name: _f) unit name: 

c) unit name: _g) unit name: 

d) unit name: _h) unit name: 

2. Student 1 s reaction to units: 

a) unit name: __ e) unit name: 

b) unit name: _f) unit name: 

c) unit name: _g) unit name: 

d) unit name: _h) unit name: 

3. Student • s preparation for units. --
Student 1 s 4. __ preparation with clothing. 

Student 1 s 5. __ behavior and cooperation 

6. Observance of rules and safety precautions. 

Problems: 

7. Program Director 1 S Leadership. 

Comments: 

- -8.- -Sta-ff--reacti-O-n to program_and_schadu1~. ______ _ 

Comments: 

9. Unifying effect of theme to units taught. 

Comments: 

10. Staff 1 S reaction to their teaching of the units. 

Program Director 
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page 3 - Pf{OGIU\M UII{[CTOR' S [VALUATION 

In-house evaluation of program. Make. one. c.opy to be. ke.pt -Ln .oc.lwof. 6Ue. 

l. General evaluation of group and their visit. 

2. Specific problems occuring during visit. 

3. General evaluation and comments about classroom teachers. 

4. List problems with Center equipment and facilities. 

5. Indicate any changes or comments with regard to units taught. 

6. Comments on food service. 

7. Please rate your staff: 1 to 5 (1 =excellent; 5 =poor) 

Name Preparation Cooperation Planning Involvement Attitude 

8. General evaluation of staff teaching effectiveness: 

9. Please make other comments you feel of value. Be as specific as possible. 
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STAFF EVALUATION 

NAME ______________________ GROUP _________________________ DATE __________ _ 

Please rate the following on a 1-5 code (round to nearest half): 

1 =excellent 2 =very good 3 =good 4 =adequate 5 =poor NA =Not Applicable 

1. Student's grasp of major objectives of unit. 

__ a) unit name: ________________ _ 

__ b) unit name: _______________ _ 

__ c) unit name: _______________ _ 

2. Student's reaction to units. 

__ a) unit name: ________________ _ 

__ b) unit name: _______________ _ 

__ c) unit name: ______ __._ ________ _ 

3. Student's preparation for units. 

4. Student's preparation with clothing. 

5. Student's behavior and cooperation. 

6. Interest of class room teachers in program. 

__ a) teachers name: ______________ _ 

__ b) teachers name: ______________ _ 

7. Observance of rules and safety precautions. 

Problems: 

8. __ Program Director's Leadership. 

Comments: 

9. Your reaction to the program and schedule. 

Comments: 
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page 2 - STAFF EVALUATION 

10. __ Unifying effect of theme to units taught. 

Comments: 

11. How I feel about my teaching skills. 

Comments: 

12. __ r~y preparation for the units taught. 

Comments: 

13. Station food and food service. 

Comments: 

Please list any problems with Center equipment or facilities. 

Please indicate any changes or comments with regard to units taught. 

Please make any other comments and suggestions. Be as specific as possible. 

Thank you for helping continually improve our program~ 


